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INTRODUCTION 
This book deals with inventory models with a single product and a 
single stocking point . Both periodic review and continuous review inventory 
models are considered. In these models much attention will be paid to the 
familiar (s,S) ordering policy commonly used in practice . We are concer ned 
with both questions of the optimality of (s ,S) policies in the infinite 
period inventory model and with the determination of a number of character-
istics for certain (s,S) inventory systems. The optimality proofs will be 
based on results in the theory of Markovian decision processes. Further, 
throughout this book we make use of renewal theory . We review , therefore, in 
chapter I some results in Markovian decision theory and renewal theory. 
Chapter I is included to help make this book self- contained. A brief de-
scription will now be given of the other three chapters. A more detailed de-
scription of the contents of each chapter can be found at the beginning of 
the chapter. The chapters II, III and IV may be read independently of each 
other. 
In chapter II the periodic review inventory model with backlogging of 
unfilled demand and a fixed lead time is considered . In this chapter various 
quantities for the dynamic (s,S) model are determined and further optimality 
questions for the infinite period inventory model are studied. A unified 
proof of the existence of optimal (s,S) policies for both the total dis-
counted cost and the average cost criteria is given. 
In the chapters III and IV two powerful techniques for analysing (s,S) 
inventory systems are applied. 
Chapter III is devoted to a probabilistic analysis of an (s ,S) invento-
ry model in which the demand epochs are generated by a renewal process, the 
demands are independent random variables with a common distribution, excess 
demand is backlogged, and the lead time is a constant. The time dependent 
and the asymptotic behaviour of a number of stochastic processes arising in 
the (s , S) inventory model are determined. Further, certain long- run aver-
ages for the (s,S) policy are given. 
Cnapter IV discusses a generalization of the classical formula for the 
long- run average cost for decision processes with a regeneration point. This 
generalized formula is applied to an (s,S) inventory model . 

CHAPI'ER I SOME RESULTS IN MARKOVIAN DECISION THEORY AND RENEWAL THEORY 
This chapter is an expository chapter on some aspects of both Markovian 
decision theory and renewal theory . 
In section 1.1 we discuss a number of known results in the theory of 
Mar kovian decision processes. This discussion is also meant to provide in-
sight into this important subject of dynamic programming . In subsection 
1. 1. 1 we define the model . Subsections 1. 1 . 2 and 1.1.3 deal with the total 
discounted cost and the average cost criter ia . For the sake of completeness , 
the results of the subsections 1.1 . 2 and 1.1.3 that are needed in the sequel 
will be proved in subsection 1. 1.4. 
In section 1.2 we give a number of known results in renewal theory that 
will be needed in the next chapter s . 
1 . 1. MARKOVIAN DECISION PROCESSES 
1. 1.1 . Model 
We are concerned with a dynamic system which at times t = 1 ,2 , . .. is 
observed to be in one of a possible number of states. Let I denote the space 
of all possible states. We assume I to be countable. If at time t the system 
is observed in state i, then an action a must be chosen from a given set 
A(i) . We assume that for each i € I the set of actions A(i) is countable . 
If the system is in state i at time t and action a is chosen , then , r e -
gar dless of the history of the system , two things occur: 
(i) we incur a known cost wia ' 
(ii) at time t +1 the system will be in state j with probability q . . (a) . iJ 
Thus , both the costs and the transition probabilities are functions only of 
the last state and the subsequently taken action. We assume that "the laws 
of motion" q .. (a) are known, and, of course , satisfy 
iJ 
O<q .. (a)<1 
- iJ - and 2 q .. (a) = 1 for all a€ A(i) ; i,j € I. jd iJ 
A policy, to be denoted by R, is a prescription for taking actions at 
each point of time . We shall permit a policy for taking an action at time t 
to be a function of the entire "history" of the system up to time t . We will 
allow actions to be taken which are determined by a r andom mechanism , the 
random mechanism will be a function of the "history" . To be specific , let xt 
be the observed state at time t and let at be the observed action taken at 
2 
time t. A poLicy R for controlling the system is a set of non-negative func-
tions {Da(Ht-l'xt)' a E A(xt)' t ~ 1} satisfying 
for every Ht-land xt' t = 1,2, ... , where H~-l denotes the history of the 
system up to time t-1, i.e. Ht-l = (x 1,a1 , .•. ,xt-l ,at_ 1). The interpretation 
being: if Ht-l denotes the history of the system up to time t-1 and xt is 
the state of the system at time t , then a random mechanism is to be used 
which assigns the probability Da(Ht-l'xt) of taking action a at time t. 
Let C denote the class of all policies. An important subclass of C is 
the class of the memoryless policies (cf. [9] and chapter 7 in [12]). A me-
moryless policy Risa policy such that D (Ht 1,xt = i) = n\t) independent a - ia 
of Ht-l for all i, a, t. A subclass of the class of memoryless policies is 
the class of the stationary deterministic policies. A stationary determinis-
t . 1· . 1 1· for whi·ch D(.t) -- D .. d d t ft d ic po icy is a memory ess po icy ia ia in epen en o , an, 
in addition, Dia = 1 or O for all i, a. In words, when Risa stationary de-
terministic policy, then to each state i corresponds an action a. E A(i) 
i 
such that R prescribes action ai when the system is in state i. 
Give an initial state i EI and the use of policy REC, let the random 
variable*) 2St; be the state at time t and let the random variable .!!t; be the 
decision to be taken at time t. The stochastic process {2St;, .!!t;} is called a 
Markovian deaision p~oaess. The term Markovian is employed because of the 
special assumptions regarding the laws of motion. However, the process 
{2St;, .!!t;} is not necessarily a Markov process, because the policy R may be 
such that the prescription for taking actions is dependent upon the entire 
history of the process. When Risa memoryless policy, then {2St;} is a Mar-
kov chain, not necessarily stationary. However, when Risa stationary de-
terministic policy, then {-2½} is a Markov chain with stationary transition 
probabilities. 
In order to indicate the dependence of the probabilities on the policy 
R, the notation PR{El~1 = i} will denote the probability of an event E occur-
ring when the initial state~,= i and policy R is used. 
Common measures of effectiveness of a policy governing a Markovian de-
cision process are the total expected discounted cost and the average ex-
pected cost per unit time. The latter criterion involves far more difficul-
ties than the former one. 
*) Throughout this book random variables will be underlined. 
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A typical example of a Markovian decision model is given by an invento 
ry system for a single product, where the inventory level is under periodic 
review. After each review, the action taken is that of ordering a certain 
amount of the product. The laws of motion of the system are determined by 
the pattern of demand for the product between the times of review. The costs 
involved , such as ordering costs, inventory costs and shortage costs, deter-
mine the function w . . ia 
1.1.2. The discounted cost criterion 
This criterion involves a fixed discount factor a , where O <a< 1, 
with the interpretation that a unit cost incurred at time t = n has a value 
of an-lat time t = 1. 
For any i EI and REC, let 
V (i;R) 
a I t=1 
t-1 
a j, ~ = al.!.1 = i}wja' 
provided it exists(~ 00 are admitted). Note that if the cost function w. 1.s ia 
uniformly bounded, say by M, then V (i;R) exists and is uniformly bounded by 
a 
M/( 1-a). 
The quantity V (i;R) represents the total expected discounted cost when 
a 
the initial state 1.s i and policy R is used. 
A policy R* EC is called optimal under the discounted cost criterion 
if 
V (i;R*) < V (i;R) 
a - a 
for all i EI and REC. 
A number of known results for the total discounted cost criterion are 
summarized in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. 1 . 1 . 
Suppose there exists a finite number M such that lwial ~ M for all 
a E A(i) and i EI. Then 
(a) The "optimality equation" 
( 1. 1. 1) u(i) inf {w. 
acA(i) ia 
+ a I 
jd 
q . . (a) u(j)}, 
l.J i E I 
4 
has the unique bounded solution 
u*(i) = inf V
0
(i ;R) , 
REC 
i E I. 
Moreover, for every E > O there exists a stationary deterministic policy R 
such that V0 (i;R) ~ u*(i) + E for all i EI. 
(b) A policy R* EC is optimal if and only if 
inf {w. + a I q .. (a) V
0
(j ;R*)} for all 
aEA(i) ia jEI iJ 
i E I. 
(c) If an optimal policy exists,then there exists also an optimal stationary 
deterministic policy. 
(d) If A(i) is finite for all i EI, then there exists an optimal stationary 
deterministic policy. 
A proof of this theorem, in a more generalized setting, is given in 
[6]; theorem 1.1.1 (b), (c) anj (d) can be generalized to an arbitrary state 
and action space. Another proof of theorem 1.1.1 (d) is given in [8,12]. An 
. . [ J . . *) elementary proof of theorem 1.1.1 is given in 22 by exploiting a result 
given in [9]. Finally, an elementary proof of most of theorem 1.1.1 can be 
found in [39]. 
Remark 1.1.1. 
1. If an optimal policy exists, then we can replace inf by min in the right-
hand side of (l.1.1), and , moreover, any stationary deterministic policy 
which, when in state i, prescribes an action which minimizes the right-
hund side of (1.1.1) is optimal . 
2. If A(i) is not finite for some i, then it is easy to give a counter-
example showing that an optimal policy may not exist (see, for instance, 
[6,22]). 
3. Consider the case that A(i) is finite for each i EI and the finite cost 
function w. is not uniformly bounded. A counterexample in [23] shows ia 
that an optimal policy may not exist . In [8] a counterexample demon-
*) For every i 0 EI and R0 EC there exists a memoryless policy R such that 
PR{~=j, q=a[~1=i0 }=PR {~=j, q=a[~1=i 0} for all aEA(j),jEI and 0 t=1,2, ••. , 
strates that an optimal policy may exist, whereas no optimal stationary 
deterministic policy exists (see also [23]). 
4. If I is finite and A(i) is finite for each i EI, then an optimal sta-
tionary deterministic policy can be computed by finite algorithms 
(Howard's policy improvement method or linear programming) [5,12,25,39]. 
1.1.3. The average cost criterion 
This criterion does not involve a discounting of costs and will be de-
fined as follows. For any i EI and REC , let 
(1.1.2) g(i;R) 
provided it exists(±_ 00 are admitted). When the limit exists g(i;R) repre-
sents the average expected cost per unit time when the initial state is i 
and policy R is used. 
A policy R* EC is called optimaZ under the average cost criterion if 
g(i;R*) ~ g(i;R) for all i EI and REC. 
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Sufficient conditions for the existence of an optimal stationary deter-
ministic policy are stated in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. 1 . 2. 
Suppose there exists a set of finite numbers {g, v(i), i EI} such that 
( 1. 1. 3) 
and 
g + v(i) = min {w. + l 
aEA(i) ia jd 
lim ¾ ER(v(~) 12£1 = i) = 0 
n-+«> 
q .. (a) v(j)} 
1J 
for all i EI*) 
for all i EI and all REC, 
than any stationary deterministic policy R* which, when in state i, pre-
scribes an action which minimizes the right-hand side of (1.1.3) is optimal. 
Moreover 
g = g(i;R*) = min g(i;R) 
REC 
for all i E I, 
*)Note this assumption includes that the infimum of the quantity between 
brac~ets is &ttained for each i EI. 
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and for policy R* the lim inf in (1.1.2) can be replaced by lim. 
This theorem is proved in [37] and it can be generalized to an arbitrary 
state and action space. For the case in which A(i) is finite for each i and 
the cost function wia is bounded, theorem 1.1.2 was first proved in [10] un-
der the condition that the functional equation (1.1.3) has a bounded solu-
tion. As noted in [36], it follows from the results in [10] and [11] that a 
sufficient condition for the existence of a bounded solution of (1.1.3) is 
that: (i) A(i) is finite for each i and {w. } is bounded, (ii) for each sta-ia 
tionary deterministic policy the resulting Markov chain {2½} is positive re-
current, and (iii) there exists some state (say 0) and a constant T < 00 such 
that Mi 0 (R) < T for all i EI and all stationary deterministic policies R, 
where Mi0(R) denotes the mean recurrence time from state i to state 0 when 
using policy R. Moreover, it is shown in [36] that the conditions (ii) and 
(iii) can be replaced by the weaker condition that there exists some state 
(say 0) and a constant N < 00 such that Iv (i) - V (o)I < N for all i € I and 
Ct Ct 
0 <a< 1, where V (i) = minR CV (i;R). 
Ct € Ct 
We note that the policy R* from theorem 1.1.2 also minimizes ~(i;R), 
where ~(i;R) is equal to the right-hand side of (1.1,2) in which lim inf is 
replaced by lim sup. Further, we note that the solution of (1.1.3) is not 
unique; if {g, v(i)} satisfies (1.1.3) and if c is a constant, then 
{g, v(i) + c} satisfies also (1.1.3), 
Recently, a new set of conditions guaranteeing the existence of an opti-
mal stationary deterministic policy has been given in [24]. 
Rema:r-k 1.1. 2. 
The average cost criterion is much more complicated than the total dis-
counted cost criterion. To see this, consider the case that A(i) is finite 
for all i € I and the cost function wia is uniformly bounded. A counter-
example due to Maitra (see [10,22]) shows that an optimal policy may not 
exist. In [10] a counterexample has been given in which an optimal station-
ary randomized policy exists, whereas no optimal stationary deterministic 
policy exists (a stationary randomized policy is a memoryless policy for 
which D(t) = D. independent oft for all i and a). An even more surprising ia ia 
counterexample in [17] demonstrates that an optimal nonstationary policy may 
exist, whereas no optimal stationary randomized policy exists. In the latter 
counterexample it is remarkable that any stationary randomized policy leads 
to an ergodic Markov chain {x }. In [4o] a counterexample shows that an 
-n 
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£-optimal stationary deterministic policy f or state i may not exist, that is, 
a stationary deterministic policy R0 such that g(i;R0 ) ~ infREC g(i;R) + £ 
may not exist. 
Finally, we note that if I is finite and if A(i) is finite for all 
i EI, then an optimal stationary deterministic policy exists and such a 
policy can be determined by Howard's policy improvement method or linear 
programming [5,12,22,25,39], 
1.1.4. Optimality proofs 
We shall need in the sequel the first part of theorem 1.1.1 (a), theorem 
theorem 1.1.1 (b) and theorem 1.1.2. In order to keep our treatment self-
contained, we shall give a proof of these statements. 
We first present a proof of theorem 1.1. 2 as given in [37], 
Theorem 1.1.2. 
Suppose there exists a set of finite numbers {g, v(i), i EI} such that 
(,. 1.3) g + v(i) min {w. + 
aEA(i) ia 
lim l ER(v(x )lx1 = i) = O n ~ -n-+oo 
for all i EI 
for all i EI and all REC, 
then any stationary deterministic policy R* which, when in state i, pre-
scribes an action which minimizes the right-hand side of (1.1,3) is optimal. 
Moreover 
g 
* 
min g(i;R) 
REC 
for all i EI, 
and for policy R the lim inf in (1.1.2) can be replaced by lim. 
Proof 
Let R* be a stationary deterministic policy which, for each i, pre-
scribes an action which minimizes the right-hand side of (1.1.3). 
Fix the initial state ~ 1 = x 1 and the policy R to be used. For any 
n = 2 ,3, •.. , we have 
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where all expectations are understood to be conditioned on ~ 1 = x 1. But, 
v(j)q .(a)} 
xt-1J 
= g + v(x ) - w 
t-1 xt-1at-1 
with equality for R 
Hence 
* * R , since R is defined to take a minimizing action. 
n ::_ 2, 
or 
1 1 1 n-1 
g < - E v(x ) - - E v(x1 ) + ----:-1 ER{ l w } , 
- n-1 R -n n-1 R n t= 1 ~!q 
n ::_ 2, 
* with equality for R = R . Letting n ➔ 00 , we obtain the desired results . 
. Consider next the discounted cost criterion. Assume there exists a con-
stant M < 00 such that lw. I < M for all a E A(i) and i EI. ia -
The proof of the next lemma follows a proof given in [6] . 
Lerruna 1.1.1. 
The optimality equation (1.1.1) has a unique bounded solution . 
Proof 
Let B be the set of all real-valued bounded functions on I. A metric p 
on Bis defined by 
p(u,v) = sup lu(i) - v(i)I, 
id 
u, VE B. 
The space Bis complete in this metric [32]. Define the mapping T B ➔ B 
CJ, 
by 
(T u)(i) 
a 
inf {w . + a L q .. (a) u(j)}, 
aEA(i) ia jEl l.J i € I. 
By the fixed point theorem (cf.[32]) the optimality equation T
0
u = u has a 
unique bounded solution when the operator T
0 
is a contraction mapping, i.e. 
if there exists a number S with O < S < 1 such that p(T u,T v) < S p(u,v) 
a a -
for all u, v € B. 
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Clearly, the operator T is monotone, i.e. u(i) ~ v(i) for all i EI implies 
a 
that (T u)(i) < (T v)(i) for all i EI. Moreover, 
a - a 
if v is an element of B 
C 
whose value at each i EI is the constant c, then (T (u+v ))(i) = (T u)(i)+ac 
a c a 
for all i EI. Hence, since u(i) ~ v(i) + p(u,v) for all i EI, we obtain 
(T u)(i) < (T v)(i) + a p(u,v) for all i E I. 
a - a 
By interchanging the roles of u and v, we obtain 
(T v)(i) < (T u)(i) + a p(u,v) for all i E I. 
a a 
Hence p(T u,T v) < a p(u,v) fo~ all u, v EB. This ends the proof. 
a a 
Let 
V (i) = inf V (i;R), 
a REC a 
i € I. 
Since Jw. I s M for all i and a, we have IV (i ;R) I s M/( 1-a) for all i and ia a 
R, and hence the function V (i), i EI, is bounded. 
a 
The proof of the next lemma is due to Ross [39]. 
Lemma 1.1.2. 
The function V (i), i EI, satisfies the optimality equation (1.1.1). 
a 
Proof 
Let REC be an arbitrary policy, and let rr(ali) be the probability that 
R chooses action a when in state i at time t = 1. Then, 
V (i;R) = 
a 
L rr(ali){w. + L q .. (a) W (j;R;i;a)}, 
aEA(i) ia jd l.J a i EI, 
where 
10 
00 
W (J0 ·R·i · a) = a , , , l at-1 l l PR{~= k,!!:t = a' 1~1 = i,~, =a,½= j}wka'· 
t=2 k a' 
The above relation for V (i;R) involves an interchange of the order of sum-
a 
mation justified by the assumption of the boundedness of the function w .. ia 
It is readily seen that for each i and a there exists a policy R. EC such ia 
that 
av (j;R. ) 
a ia W (J· ·R·i ·a) a , , ' for all j EI . 
Hence, since V (j;R. ) .i!: VN(j) for all j E I, we obtain 
a ia ~ 
V (i;R) > l 11(ali){w. +al q .. (a) V (j)} > 
a - aEA(i) ia jEI J.J a -
.::_ l 11(ali) inf {w . , +al q .. (a')V(j)}= 
aEA(i) a'EA(i) ia jEI J.J a 
inf {w. +al q . . (a)V(j)} 
aEA(i) ia jEI l.J a for all i E I. 
Since R is arbitrary, this ine~uality implies 
(1.1.4) V (i) > inf {w. +al q .. (a) V (j)} 
a -aEA(i) ia jEI J.J a for all i EI. 
Choose£> O. For any i EI, let ai E A(i) be such that 
(,. 1.5) w. +al q .. (a.)V (j) < inf {w. +al q .. (a) V (j)} + £ • 
iai jEI l.J 1 a - acA(i) ia jEI l.J a 
Moreover, for each i EI we choose a policy Ri EC such that 
V (i;R.) < V (i) + £ . 
a J. - a 
Let the policy R* be defined as follows. The policy R* chooses action a. at l. 
time t = 1 when in state i, and, if the next state is j, then policy R* 
views the process as originating in state j and follows the policy R .. Then 
J 
(1.1.6) VN(i;R*) = w. 
~ ia. 
l. 
+ a I 
jEI 
q .. (a.) V (i;R.) < 
J.J J. a J 
< w. + a L q . . (Bj_)V (i) +a£ 
iai jEI J.J a for all i E I. 
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From the relation V (i) < V (i;R*) for all i EI, (1.1.6) and (1.1,5) it 
a - a 
follows that 
(1. 1.7) V (i) < inf {w. +al q .. (a) V (j)} + (a+l)e: for all i E I. 
a - aEA(i) ia jEI l.J a 
Since e: was chosen arbitrarily, the lemma follows from (1.1.4) and (1.1.7). 
From the lemmas 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 it follows that the optimality equation 
(1.1,1) has the unique solution u*(i) = V (i), i EI, and this in turn im-
a 
plies theorem 1 • 1 • 1 (b). 
1.2. RENEWAL THEORY 
In this section we collect a number of known results in renewal theory 
that will be needed in the sequel. 
Let ~ 1 ,x2 , ••• be a sequence of mutually independent, non-negative and 
identically distributed random variables with common probability distribu-
tion F(t) = P{x 2. t}. It is assumed that 
-n 
F(O) < 1 andµ= I: t F(dt) < oo, 
Let us first introduce some notation. Let 
o, ~ = ~1 + •.• + ~ for n = 1 ,2, .... 
The sequence{~, n ~ O} of random variables is called a renewal proaeee. 
The random variables ~ 1 •½,. . . are often called the interarrivaZ times of 
the renewal process. We agree to say that at epoch t ~ 0 the nth renewal oc-
curs ifs = t for some n > 1. 
Let ~(n) be the n-fold convolution of F with itself, i.e .• 
( 1. 2. 1) 
and 
(1.2.2) 
F(O) (t) = {0
1 
= {o
f: F(t-y)F(n-l) (dy) 
F(n) (t) 
for t .::_ O, 
for t < O, 
*) fort~ O; n = 1,2, ••• , 
for t < 0; n = 1 ,2,. . . • 
*)rn this section any finite interval of integration is closed; the integral 
is the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral on~-
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Note that F( 1) F. Clearly, 
P{s .::_ t} 
-n 
for n o, 1, .... 
Let the so-called renewal function U(t) be defined by 
CX> 
U(t) = l F(n)(t) for t > 0. *) 
n=1 
The following lemma will be frequently used. 
LeTT111a 1.2.1. 
The function U(t) is finite. Moreover, F( 1)(t) + ... + F(n)(t) converges 
exponentially fast to U(t) as n ➔ 00 for each t > O. 
Proof 
By F(O) < 1 and the right-continuity of F, there exists a number a> O 
such that 1-F( a) > 0. Put S = 1-F( a) . Define the process {x~ ,n ::_ 1} by put-
ting x~ = a if ~ > a and zero otherwise. The random variables ~, •½, ... are 
mutually independent and identically distributed with P{x' =a}= Sand 
-n 
P{x' = o} = 1-S. Fix t ::_o. Let M be the largest integer less than or equal 
-n 
to t/a. Then 
M L nj ( 1-S)n-j for n > M. 
j=O 
This proves the lemma. 
The proof given is due to Smith [46]. Another proof can be found in 
[15 ]. 
For any t ::_ 0 , let 
n(t)=supfols .::_tL 
- -n 
Since the event fo(t) n} occurs if and only if s .::_ t but ~+l > t, we have 
(n) (n+1) -n P{!!_(t) = n} = F (t) - F (t), (n = 0 ,1, •.. ), and hence (cf.[15,46]) 
*)rn [15] the renewal function includes the term F(O)(t) = 1, however we 
we prefer the usual definition as given here. 
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( 1.2.3) E Q(t) U(t) for all t > O. 
Thus U(t) can be interpreted as the expected number of renewals in [O,t]. 
The following relation will be intuitively clear from above interpretation. 
For each number a~ O, there exists a finite constant Ca such that 
(1.2.4) U(t+a) - U(t) s C 
a 
for all t ~ O. 
The proof of (1.2.4) is simple and it can be found in [15]. 
From (1.2.1), (1.2.2) and the definition of U(t) it follows that U(t) 
satisfies the so-called integral equation from renewal theory, 
( 1. 2. 5) U(t) F(t) + Ito F(t-y) U(dy) for t ~ O. 
Let the real-valued function z(t), t ~ O, be a Baire function*) and let 
z be bounded on finite intervals. Consider the so-called renewal equation 
( 1. 2.6) Z(t) z(t) +J: Z(t-y) F(dy) for t ~ 0. 
It J.S well-known that [15] 
( 1. 2. 7) Z(t) z(t) +J: z(t-y) U(dy) for t ~ O, 
is the unique solution of the renewal equation (1.2.6) that is bounded on 
finite intervals. This can be easily verified by iterating (1.2.6), using 
(1.2.2) and using the fact that F(n)(t) tends to zero as n ➔ 00 for each 
t > o. 
For any t ~ O, let 
00 
U(t) = 2 n F(n\t). 
n=1 
Using (1.2.2), we obtain U{t) = U(t) + Ito 0{t-y} P(dy) and hence, 
*) A definition of a Baire function can be found in [15]. The class of the 
Baire functions coincides with the class of the Borel functions, where 
a real-valued function g(x) of the real variable xis said to be a Borel 
function if {xlg(x) ~ c} is a Borel set for every real c. 
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by (1.2.7), we have (cf. [46]) 
(1.2.8) u(t) U(t) + I: U(t-y) U(dy) for t > 0. 
The simplest general result about the renewal function U(t) is the so-
called elementary renewal theorem [39,46] 
( 1.2.9) lim fil:U = .l 
t-+oo t µ 
fort> 0 . 
It is well-known that if Fis an exponential distribution, then [15] 
( 1. 2 .10) U(t) t µ for t > 0. 
A very deep and important renewal theorem, with many applications in the 
theory of stochastic processes, is the key renewal theorem. Before we state 
this theorem, we give some definitions and a lemma. 
A function z(t), t ~ 0 , is said to be directly Riemann integrable if for 
fixed h > 0 the two series 2~ ~n(h) and 2~ Mn(h) converge absolutely and if 
lim h 2 
h+0 n=1 
m (h) = lim h 2 
n h+0 n=1 
M (h), 
n 
where we denote by m (h) and M (h), respectively, the largest and the small-
n n 
est number such that m (h) < z(t) < M (h) for (n-1)h < t < nh (cf. [15]). We 
n - - n -
note that any directly Riemann integrable function is also Riemann integra-
ble over (0, 00 ) in the ordinary sense. It is easily seen that a non-negative 
function z(t), t ~ 0, is directly Riemann integrable over (0,oo), if it is 
Riemann integrable over every finite interval (0,a) and if 2~ Mn(h) < oo for 
some h > 0 (cf. [15]). From analysis it is well-known that a non-negative 
and non-decreasing function g(t), t ~ 0, is Riemann integrable over (0,00 ) in 
the ordinary sense if and only if I; g(n) < oo . Hence we have the following 
useful criterion for directly Riemann integrability. 
Lermia 1.2.2. 
Let g(t), t ~ 0, be a monotone function which is Riemann integrable over 
(0,00 ) in the ordinary sense. If the function z(t), t ~ 0, is Riemann inte-
grable over every finite interval (0,a) and if 0 .::_ z(t) .::_ g(t) for all 
t > 0, then the function z(t) is directly Riemann integrable. 
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The distribution function F(t) is said to be arithmetic if it is concen-
trated on a set of points 0,A,2A, ••. for some A~ 0, i.e. l; P{2S.1 = nA} = 1. 
We are now in a position to state the key renewal theorem. Its proof can 
be found in [15]. 
Theorem 1.2.1. (Key Renewal Theorem). 
If F(t) is non-arithmetic and if the Baire function z(t), t ~ O, is 
directly Riemann integrable, then 
~_!:: I: z(t-y) U(dy) = t I: z(t)dt. 
Remark 1.2.1. 
Let F0 (t) be a probability distribution function concentrated on [0,00 ). 
Let 
V(t) 
Note that V(t) = U(t) if F0(t) 
lim !.(jJ_ = .l. 
t-+<x> t µ 
t > o. 
F(t), t ~ O. We have (cf. [46]) 
Further, if F(t) is non-arithmetic and if the Baire function z(t) is direct-
ly Riemann integrable, then 
lim 
t-+<x> 
J: z(t-y) V(dy) 1 =-µ I: z(t)dt. 
Hence the elementary renewal theorem and the key renewal theorem are also 
true for the so-called delayed renewal process. 
For any t ~ O, let 
~(t) = -¾!(t)+l - t, 
then ~(t) is the length of the interval between t and the epoch of the first 
renewal occurring after t. Using a standard argument from renewal theory, we 
have for each t ~ 0 that [15] 
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(1.2.11) P{z(t) ~y} = F(t+y) - F(t) + nil J:{F(t+y-x) - F(t-x)}F(n)(dx) = 
= F(t+y) - F(t) + J: {F(t+y-x) - F(t-x)} U(dx), y > O. 
It follows from (1.2.7) and (1.2.11) that if Fis an exponential distribu-
tion, then for each t > 0 the random variable z(t) has the exponential dis-
tribution F. 
An easy consequence of (1.2.11) &id the key renewal theorem is that [15] 
( 1.2. 12) lim P{z(t) ~ y} = µ 
t--
I: {1 -F(x)}dx, y ~ 0 , 
provided that Fis non-arithmetic. 
The following frequently used lemma is known as Wald's equation [13,15, 
39]. 
Lemma 1.2.3. (Wald's equation). 
Let {u ,n = 1,2, ••• } be a sequence of mutually independent , non-negative 
-n 
and identically distributed random variables having a finite expectation. 
Let!!! be a positive, integral-valued random variable with a finite expecta-
tion. If the event{!!!= m} is indepen~ent of l\n+l' l\n+2 , .•. , for every 
m = 1,2, •.• , then E{.):!_1+ +l\n) = E~1.~. 
Since the event {E_(t) + 1 = n} occurs if and only ifs 1 < t and -n-
s ~ t, we have for every n ~ 1 that the event {E_(t) + 1 = n} is independent 
-n 
of ~+l'~+2 , ••.. Thus, by Wald's equation and (1.2.3), 
( 1.2.13) Ez(t) = µ(U(t) + 1) - t for all t > 0 . 
The following lemma is contained in a more general result about cumulative 
processes treated in [45,46]. Another proof of this lemma can be found in 
[ 39]. 
Lemma 1. 2. 4. 
Let {(~•Zn), n = 1,2, .•• } be a sequence of mutually independent, non-
negative and identically distributed two-dimensional random variables, where 
the~ are the interarrival times of the above renewal process {14i}. Assume 
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1 n(t) lim t E() 4) = 
t -+«> i=1 
1 _!!(t)+1 Ez1 
lim t E( l 4) = -
t -+<x> i=1 E~1 
We note that the equality of the last two terms is a direct consequence 
of Wald's equation and the elementary renewal theorem. 
In the remainder of this section we assume that the random variables x 
-n 
have a discrete probability distribution 
f. 
J 
where f 0 < 1. 
( 1. 2 . 14) f(O) 0 
and 
( 1. 2. 15) f(n) 
J 
Note that f ~ 1) 
J 
( 1.2.16) u. 
J 
P{x j}' 
-n 
Let 
= 1, f~O) = 0 
J 
! f. k f(n-1) 
k=O J- k • 
f .. Clearly f~n) 
J J 
l 
n=1 
f~n) 
J 
= P{s 
-n 
for j ., O, 1 , .•• ; n = 1 ,2, •.. , 
for j 1 ,2, ... , 
for j = 0, 1 , •.. ; n = 1 ,2, ... 
= j}' (j > O; 
-
n > 0). Let 
-
for j o, 1, .... 
By lemma 1.2. l the renewal quantity u., j .::_ O, is finite. From (1.2.14), 
J 
(1.2.15) and (1.2.16), it follows that 
(1.2.17) u. 
J 
f. + if. u.' 
J k=O J-k K 
for j = O, 1, .•.. 
We shall now consider the discrete renewal equation. Let {z.,j > O} be a 
J -
given sequence of finite numbers, and let the sequence {Z., j > O} be de-
J -
fined by 
j 
( 1. 2. 18) z . = z. + l z. k fk 
J J k=O J-
for j 0, 1 , • • • • 
The discrete renewal equation (1.2.18) has the unique solution (cf. (1.2.7)) 
( 1.2. 19) z. = 
J 
z. + 
J 
~ 
l zJ. -k ~ 
k=O 
for j = o, 1, .... 
The asymptotic behaviour of the solution z . is described in the following 
J 
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discrete analogue of the key renewal theorem [14,15]. 
Theorem 1. 2. 2. 
Suppose that 
1 n (a) lim - 2 Zk 
n-><x> n k=0 
r j=0 
1 
= -
\ z . \ < 00 • Then 
J 
z .• I 
\J j=0 J 
(b) If the greatest common divisor of the indices n, where f > 0, is 1, 
1 ,°" n then lim Z = l z .. 
n-><x> n \J j=0 J 
Finally, we consider the special case in which the random variables~ 
have a geometric distribution, 
. 1 
f. = p( 1-p)J-
J 
for j = 1 , 2 ,... , 
where 0 < p ~ 1. Note thatµ= E4k = 1/p. To dete~ne the renewal quantity 
u. explicitly, let f(s) = 2~ f.sJ and ~(s) = 2~ u.sJ for \s\ < 1. From 
J ~ J~ ~ ~ J (1.2.17) it follows that u(s) = f(s) + u(s) f(s) for \s\ < 1. Since 
f(s) = ps/(1-(1-p)s), we obtain ~(s) = ps/(1-s) for \s\ < 1 and hence, by 
the uniqueness theorem for power-series, we have the well-known result 
(1.2.20) uo = o, u. 
J 
p for j = 1 ,2, .... 
Finally, it follows from (1.2.11) and (1.2.20) that for each k = 0,1, ... the 
random variable ~(k) has the geometric probability distribution {p(1-p)j-l}. 
CHAPTER II VARIOUS QUANTITIES FOR THE DYNAMIC (s,S) INVENTORY MODEL 
AND THE OPI'IMALITY OF (s,S) POLICIES 
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This chapter deals with the periodic review, single item inventory model 
with an infinite planning horizon. In the sections 2.1 and 2.2 we consider 
the inventory model in which the demands in the successive periods are mutu-
ally independent, non-negative and identically distributed random variables 
having a discrete distribution. At the beginning of each period an order may 
be placed for any positive quantity of stock. An order placed at the begin-
ning of period t = 1,2, ... is delivered at the beginning of period t+\, 
where A is a kn()l,)n non-negative integer. When the demand during a period 
exceeds the inventory on hand, then the excess demand is backZogged until it 
is subsequently filled by a delivery. The following costs are involved. 
There is a fixed set-up cost for each order , a linear purchase cost, and a 
holding and shortage cost function. Finally, there is a fixed discount 
factor a with O <a< 1. 
In section 2.3 we consider the same model except that the lead time of 
an order is zero and the demand in any period depends on the stock level at 
the beginning of the period. 
We shall determine in section 2 .1 a number of quantities for the inven-
tory model in which the ordering policy followed is the familiar (s,S) 
poZicy, that is, if, at review, the stock on hand plus on order i is less 
than s , then S-i units are ordered; otherwise , no ordering is done. We give 
some preliminaries in subsection 2 .1.1. In the subsections 2 .1.2 and 2 .1.3 
both the known solution for the steady state behaviour of the stock level 
[29,30] and the known solution for the total expected discounted cost in the 
infinite period (s,S) model [2,48] are derived anew by using renewal theory 
in a systematic way. In addition, as a by-product we obtain the solution 
for the transient behaviour of the stock level and the solution for the 
total expected discounted cost in the finite period (s,S) model. Further, a 
sufficient condition is given under which the stock level has an ordinary 
limiting distribution. In subsection 2 .1.4 the known solution for the av-
erage cost per period in the infinite period (s,S) model [2·, 27 , 29] is given. 
Further, we obtain in subsection 2.1.4 as a new result the asymptotic behav-
iour of the total expected cost in the n-period ( s , S) model with a = 1 . The 
proofs and the results in section 2 .1 can be adapted to the case in which 
the demand variables have an arbitrary distribution. 
In section 2.2 we are concerned with the existence of optimal policies 
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for the infinite period inventory model. In the finite period model the 
existence of an (s , S) policy minimizing the total expected cost was shown 
under different conditions by Scarf [41,43] and Veinott [49]. Scarf assumed 
that the one-period expected holding and shortage costs are convex and that 
the stock left over or backlogged demand remaining at the end of the final 
period has no salvage value. Veinott imposed on the one-period holding and 
shortage costs the weaker assumption that the negatives of these costs are 
unimodaZ, and further he assumed that stock left over or backlogged demand 
remaining at the end of the final period has a salvage value. 
Under the assumption that the one-period holding and shortage costs are 
convex and using Scarf's results for the finite period model, Iglehart 
[26,27] has examined the infinite period model in which the demand distribu-
tion has a density. In [26] it was proved that an optimal (s,S) policy 
exists under the total discounted cost criterion (a< 1) and in [27] the 
existence of an optimal (s,S) policy for the average cost criterion (a= 1) 
has been shown. Under the assumption that the negatives of the one-period 
holding and shortage costs are unimodal, Johnson [28] has proved that an op-
timal (s,S) policy exists under the total discounted cost criterion. Fur-
ther, in [28] a proof of the existence of an optimal (s,S) policy for the 
average cost criterion is indicated. However the approach of Johnson , based 
on Howard ' s policy improvement method, is typical for the discrete demand 
case and cannot be adapted to the case in which the demand distribution has 
a density . 
Under the assumption that the negatives of the one-period holding and 
shortage costs are unimodal, we shall give in section 2.2 a unified proof 
of the existence of optimal (s ,S) policies for both the total discounted and 
the average cost criteria. Our proof, which can be adapted to the case in 
which the demand distribution has a density , is new, although it is inspired 
by the optimality proof given in [27]. Our approach treats the total dis-
counted cost and the average cost criter ia simultaneously and it does not 
use any optimality result for the finite period model. As a by- product we 
obtain upper and lower bounds on the optimal sand S. Further we find for 
the total discounted cost criterion a sufficient condition for the opti-
mality of an (s ,S) policy whens and S minimize a certain function of two 
variables. These latter results sharpen similar results in [28,48] . It 
should be noted that optimality proofs could also be given by using 
Veinott ' s results for the finite period model [49] and modifying the proofs 
of Iglehart [26 , 27] , However this approach leads to different proofs for 
the discounted cost and the average cost criteria, and, moreover, it does 
not yield a characterization of the optimal (s,S) policies for the dis-
counted cost criterion. 
In the final subsection of section 2.1 we generalize a uniqueness 
theorem for the optimal inventory equation given in [26]. 
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We consider in section 2.3 an inventory model in which the lead time is 
zero and the demands depend on the stock level. In subsection 2.3.1 some 
preliminaries are given. In subsection 2 . 3. 2 we generalize the res.ults of 
section 2 .1. The results of this subsection are new. Under certain conditions 
we give in subsection 2.3 ,3 a new and unified proof of the existence of op-
timal (s,S) policies for both the discounted cost and the average cost cri-
teria in the infinite period model. The existence of optimal (s,S) policies 
for this model was first established by Johnson [28]. Finally, we obtain as 
a new result a uniqueness theorem for the optimal inventory equation. 
2.1. VARIOUS QUANTITIES FOR THE DYNAMIC (s,S) INVENTORY MODEL 
2.1.1. Model and preliminaries 
We consider a single item dynamic (s,S) inventory model in which the de-
mands { 1,12 , ••. for a single item in periods 1,2 , ... are mutually indepen-
dent , non-negative and identically distributed random variables with a 
discrete probability distribution ~{j) = P{~ = j}, {j = 0,1, .•• ; 
) *) . t = 1 , 2 ,. • . • It is assumed that 
~(o) < 1, µ I j~{jl < oo , 
j=O 
At the beginning of each period the stock on hand and on order is reviewed. 
If, at review, the stock on hand and on order i < s, then S-i units are or-
dered; otherwise, no ordering is done. The numbers sand Sare arbitrary but 
fixed integers withs 2 S . An order placed at the beginning of period tis 
delivered at the beginning of period t+A, where A is a known non-negative 
integer. The demand is assumed to take place at the end of each period. It 
is assumed that if the demand exceeds the supply, then the excess demand is 
backlogged. 
There is specified a fixed discount factor a, 0 < a 2 1, so that a unit 
*) . Throughout this chapter the letters i,j,k,m,n and twill be reserved to 
denote integers. 
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cost incurred n periods in future has a present value of an. Note that a 
corresponds to the situation that the costs are not discounted. 
The following costs are considered. The cost of ordering z units is 
Ko(z) + cz, where K ~ O, o(O) = O, and o(z) = 1 for z > o. Assume that the 
ordering cost is incurred at the time of delivery of the order. By an appro-
priate discounting of the ordering cost we can always take care that this 
assumption is satisfied. For example, if the ordering cost is actually in-
curred at the time of ordering, then Ko(z) + cz should be replaced by 
a-A{Ko(z) + cz}. Let g(j) be the holding and shortage cost in a period (to 
be charged at the beginning of the period) when j is the amount of stock on 
hand just after any additions to stock in that period. Finally, in the (s,S) 
inventory model with a finite planning horizon it is assumed that stock left 
over at the end of the final period can be salvaged with a return of d per 
unit. Similarly, any backlogged demand remaining at the end of the final 
period can be satisfied by a unit cost of d per unit. Usually d = 0 or d = c 
in the literature. 
Let 
(2. 1. 1) 
and 
(2.1.2) 
Note that • ( 1) ( j) 
t > 1). 
-
Let 
4>(t\j) 
Define 
m(j;a) = l 
t=1 
= 
= 
1, 0 for j 1 , 2 ,.. . . 
i .(t-1)(k) .(j-k), j = 0,1, •.. ; t = 1,2, •... 
k=O 
.(j). Clearly, • ( t) (j) = P{f1 + ... + ¾ = j}, (j ~ O; 
i .(t\k), j 0, 1, ... ; t 0, 1, ... 
k=O 
l j = o, 1, ... . 
t=1 
Note that M(j;a) = m(O;a)+ ... +m(j, a) for j ~ O. For the case a< 1 we have 
M(j;a) ~ a/(1-a) for all j ~ O. The function M(j;1) is also finite, since it 
is a renewal function (cf. lemma 1. 2 .1 in section 1.2). It is interesting to 
note that 1+M(S-s;1) can be interpreted as the expected number of periods 
between two successive orderings when an (s,S) policy is followed (cf. 
section 1. 2). 
Using (2.1.1) and (2.1.2), we have 
(2. 1.3) 
j 
m(j;a) = a$(j) + a L $(j-k) m(k;a), 
k=O 
For any j ~ O, let 
(2. 1.4) in( j ; 1 ) I k$(k)(j) and M(j;1) = 
00 l M(k)(j). 
k=1 k=1 
It follows easily from (1.2.8) in section 1.2 that 
m(j;1) = m(j;1) + i m(j-k;1) m(k;1), 
k=O 
For any i ~ s , let 
(2. 1. 5) p.(k)-{O 
i - ¢(k-1)(i-s) - ~(k)(i-s), 
Since 
P{i1 > j} = 1 - ¢(1)(j) 
and 
j > o. 
j > o. 
k O, 
k > 1. 
j > 0 
P{i,+ ... +~-1 ~j,f,+ ... +-¾c > j} = t(k-1\j) - ¢(k)(j), j ~O; 
k ~ 2, 
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we see that p.(k) can be interpreted as the probability that the cumulative 
i 
demand will first exceed i-s during the kth period. Clearly we have for any 
i > s that 
n 
1 - ¢(n)(i-s), ( 2. 1 .6) I p. (k) 
k=O i 
n > 1 
and 
n n-1 
¢(k)(i-s) - n¢(n)(i-s), (2. 1.7) I kpi(k) = 1 + I 
k=O k=1 
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where we adopt the convention lb= 0 if a> b. By lemma 1.2.1 in section 
1 2 (n)( ) a · f . , we have that~ k converges exponentially fast to zero as n + 00 or 
each k ?._ 0, and hence 
(2.1.8) I 
k=0 
kp.(k) = 1 + M(i-s;1), 
1 
i > s. 
Hence we have for each i > s that {p.(k), k > 0} constitutes a probability 
1 -
distribution with a finite, positive first moment. 
Let 
k > O. 
Note that p(k;1) = p8 (k) fork?._ 0 , and hence {p(k;1), k ?._ 0} constitutes a 
probability distribution with a finite, positive first moment. Define 
(2. 1.9) 
and 
(2. 1. 10) 
Let 
(2.1.11) 
p( l)(j; a) = p(j;a), 
P (t)(J·,-~) = J (t-1)(k ) (" k ) ~ L P ; a p J- ; a , 
k=0 
r(j;a) = l p(t)(j;a), 
t=1 
j > 0 
j ?._ 0;t > 2. 
j > o. 
The function r(j;1) is finite (cf. lemma 1. 2 .1 in section 1.2), and hence 
the function r(j;a), j EI, is finite for any 0 <a< 1. Note that 
r(0;a) = 0, since p(0;a) = 0. From (2.1.9) - (2.1.11) it follows that 
~ 
(2.1.12) r(j ;a) p(j ; a) + ~ p(j-k;a) r(k;a), 
From (2.1.5) we have 
(2.1.13) I 
k=0 
k 
a p. (k) 
1 
k=0 
a - (1 - a) M(i-s;a), 
k > 0. 
i > s. 
Using (2.1.10) and (2.1.13), it can be directly verified by induction on t 
that 
and hence 
(2. 1. 14) 
I j=O 
}: r(j ;a) 
j=O 
t {a - (1-a) M(S-s;a)} , 
{a-(1-a)M(S-s;a)} 
(1-a){1+M(S-s;a)} 
The following lemma is well-known from analysis. 
Lerruna 2.1.1. 
t > 1, 
for a < 1. 
Let {a, n > O} and {b , n .::_ o} be two sequences such that a .::.. 0 and 
n - n n 
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}:a < 00 Suppose bis a finite number. Let the sequence {c , n .::_ o} be de-
n n 
fined by en= a0bn + •.. + anb0 , n .::_ O. 
lim l 
n 
lim l 
n 
(a) If I bk= b , then I 
n-+«> n k=O n+00 n k=O 
00 
(b) If limb = b then lim C = b I 
n-+«> 
n , 
n-+«> n j=O 
Proof 
ck 
a .. 
J 
b l 
j=O 
a .• 
J 
(a) Since the sequence {(b0+ •.• +b )/n, n > 1} has a finite limit b, this n -
sequence is bounded by some number N. Define b_n = 0 for n > 1. Then 
n 
l ' n l ck 
k=O 
k n 
l l l a.b . = 
n j=O k=O J k-J 
~ l ~ la. lbk . , j=O J n k=O -J n > 1. 
Since for any j .::_ 0 the sequence {(b .+ .•• +b .)/n, n.::.. 1} is bounded by 
-J n-J 
N and has the finite limit b, an application of the Lebesgue dominated con-
vergence theorem yields (a). 
The assertion (b) is also a special case of the Lebesgue dominated conver-
gence theorem. 
In the sequel we shall use frequently the following well-known fact 
without special mention in each application: If the sequence {a, n > O} 
n -
has a finite limit a, i.e. a= lim an, then 
1 n 
lim - L ~ a. 
n-+«> n k=O 
n-+«> 
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2.1.2. The transient and the steady-state behaviour of the stock ZeveZ 
In this section we shall determine the transient and the steady state 
behaviour of both the stock on hand plus on order and the stock on hand. 
Denote by~ and~• respectively, the stock on hand plus on order just 
before ordering and the stock on hand plus on order just after ordering in 
period t( = 1,2, ... ). For any t ~ 1, we have 
~ = {~ if~ .::... s, (2.1.15) 
if~ < s. 
The stochastic processes{~, t > 1} and{~, t > 1} are Markov chains. We 
take the set 
I={0,+1,±_2, ..• }, 
i.e. the set of all integers, as state space for the Markov chains 
{~, t ~ 1} and {~, t > 1}. 
For any n > 0, let 
(n) = i}, rij p{~+1 = jl~1 = i} for i,j € I. 
By (2.1.15) and the relation 
( 2. 1. 16) 
~+1=~-~· t ~ 1, 
we see that the probability distribution of ~+1 can be obtained from the 
probability distribution of~- We have 
(2.1.17) (n) = maxfi,S) (n- 1) r. • ). Pik Hk-j), 
l.J k=s 
where we define ~(k) = O fork< -1. 
We shall now determine the probability distribution of ~+ 1. 
By (2.1.15), we have for any n > 0 that 
{ ,lnl(i-j), - j > S; i 
€ I' 
(2.1.18) (n) p .. = 
l.J 
0 j < s' i € I, 
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and 
(2.1.19) (n) = (n) p .. Psj 1J for i < s; j EI, 
where 
,p (n) (k) d~f 0 for k .::_ -1 ; n ~ 0. 
We have already seen that for any i > s the probability that the cumula-
tive demand will first exceed i - s during the kth period is pi(k). Hence, 
by using a standard argument from renewal theory, we have for any n ~ 0 that 
( 2. 1. 20) P(n) = ,p(n)(i-J") + ij 
¥ (n-k) ) 
l Psj Pi(k, s.::. j .::_max(i,S); i ~ s. 
k=0 
In particular, 
(2.1.21) (n) Psj ~(n)(s-J·) + ~ p (_n-k) ( ) = 't' l S P k; 1 , s 2. j 2. S; n > O. k=0 J 
For any j, s .::_j .::_S, the equation (2.1.21) is a discrete renewal equa-
tion. Hence (cf. section 1.2 and (2.1.11)) 
( 2. 1. 22) 
n 
I ~(n-k)(S-J") (k 1) "' r ; ' s.::_j.::_S;n>0. 
k=0 
The relations (2.1.18) - (2.1.20) and (2.1.22) in conjunction yield the 
probability distribution of ~+l· The probability distribution of ~+l is 
given by (2.1.17). It is easy to see that above analysis can be adapted to 
the case in which the independent, non-negative and identically distributed 
demand variables s_1 ,½,••· have an arbitrary distribution. In a different 
but laborious way the distribution of~ has been found in [20] for the case 
in which the demand distribution has a continuous density. 
Next we shall determine the steady-state behaviour of the Markov chains 
{~} and{~}. 
Theorem 2.1.1. 
(a) lim l I P· ~k) 
n➔oo n k=0 1J 
q. 
J 
for all i, j EI, 
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where 
l { 1 +m (0 ; 1 ) } / { 1 +M ( S-s ; 1 ) } q. = m(S-j;1)/{l+M(S-s;1)} J 0 for j = s , for s ~ j < S, otherwise. 
If the greatest common divisor of the indices n, where p(n;l) > O, is 1, 
then limp~~)= q. for all i, j EI. 
n-><>o l.J J 
(b) 1 n lim - I 
n-><>o n k=O 
(k) 
r .. = v. l.J J for all i, j € I, 
where 
S-s 
{¢(8-j) + L ¢(8-j-k) m(k;1)}/{1+M(S-s;1)}, 
k=O 
v. = m(S-j;1)/{1+M(S-s;1)}, 
J 
0, 
j < s' 
s~j<S, 
j > s. 
If the greatest common divisor of the indices n, where p(n;1) > O, is 1, 
then lim r~~) v. for all i, j € I. 
n-><>o l.J J 
(c) The probability distribution {q . ,j € I}[{v., j € I}] is the unique sta-
J J 
tionary probability distribution of the Markov chain {¾,t ~ 1}[{~,t ~ 1}]. 
Proof 
(a) From (2.1.18) and the fact that ¢(n)(k) converges to zero as n ➔ 00 for 
each k ~ O (cf. lemma 1. 2 .1 in section 1. 2) it follows that if j ~ [s,SJ, 
then assertion (a) holds for each i EI. By (2.1.21), (2.1.8) and theorem 
1.2.2 in section 1. 2 , we have 
1 n (k) 
lim - L PsJ· 
n..- n k=O 
I 
n=O 
,. ( n) ( S-J· ) / ' ( 1 ) 
.., l np n ; = qJ. , 
n=O 
s < j ~ s, 
where the sequence {p~j), n ~ 0} has an ordinary limit for any s ~ j ~ S if 
the greatest common divisor of the indices n, where p(n;1) > O, is 1. Hence, 
by (2.1.19), we have also proved assertion (a) for all i < s. From (2.1.20), 
lemma 2.1.1, (2.1.8) and the fact that ¢(n)(k) converges to zero as n ➔ 00 
for each k > 0 it follows that assertion (a) also holds for any i > s. 
(b) From (2.1.17) and assertion (a) it follows that 
1 n 
lim - L 
n->-<o n k=0 
(k) 
r . . = 
l.J for all i, j E I, 
where the ordinary limit exists for all i and j, if the greatest common 
divisor of the indices n, where p(n;1) > 0, is 1. 
Since ¢(k) = 0 fork :5.. -1, we have 
0 for j > S. 
By (2.1.3) and ¢(k) 0 f or k :5.. -1 , we have 
s 
l qk¢(k-j) = 
k=s 
s 
{¢(S-j) + L m(S-k;1)¢(k-j)}/{1+M(S-s;1)} 
k=s 
S-s 
{¢(S-j) + L ¢(S-j-h)m(h;1)}/{1+M(S-s;1)} = 
h=0 
{ 
m(S-j;1)/{1+M(S-s;1)}, 
S-s 
{¢(S-j) + L ¢(S-j-h)m(h;1)}/{1+M(S-s;1)}, 
h=0 
This ends the proof of assertion (b). 
j < s. 
(c) Clearly, both {q.} and {v . } are probability distributions. Moreover, 
J J 
both the Markov chain{~} and{~} have no two disjoint closed sets. From 
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the theory of Markov chains [7] it follows now that both{~} and{~} have 
a unique stationary probability distribution. This ends the proof. 
It is easy to verify that the results of theorem 2.1.1 can be adapted to 
the case in which the demand variables have an arbitrary distribution. 
For the case in which the demand distribution has a density, in [29,30] 
the stationary distribution for the Markov process {x} has been determined 
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by solving the "balance equations" for the stationary distribution. Using 
hard analysis, it is shown in [29] that if the demand density is uniformly 
continuous, then the Markov process{~} has an ordinary limiting distribu-
tion. In the derivation of the latter result the condition that the demand 
density be positive is inadvertently omitted. The approach we have followed, 
however, is simpler than that in [29,30] and has the additional advantage 
30 
that it yields also the time dependent solution for the distribution of the 
stock level. Moreover, we find a sufficient condition under which the stock 
level has an ordinary limiting distribution. Finally, it is easy to give an 
example in which the stock level has no ordinary limiting distribution. Sup-
pose ¢(1) = 1, s = 1 and S = 2. If ~ 1 = 0, then~= 1 for n even and~= 0 
for n odd. 
RemaJ:>k 2.1.1. A geometric demand distribution 
When the random variables f 1 , s_2 , ... have a geometric distribution ex-
plicit expressions can be given for the probabilities p~j), r~j), qj and vj. 
Suppose 
¢(0) . -1 o, ¢(j) = p(1-p)J for j > 1, 
where 0 < p ~ 1. Then (cf. (1.2.20) in section 1.2) 
m(0; 1) O,m(j;1)=p for j > 1, 
and hence, after some straightforward calculations, we obtain 
and 
= { 1/{1+p.(S-s)} 
qj 
p/{1+p.(S-s)} 
v. = p/{1+p.(S-s)} 
{ 
0, 
J p(1-p)s-j- 1/{1+p.(S-s)} 
We shall next determine the (n) and (n) Pij rij 
that 
(2. 1.23) 
for j = S, 
for s ~ j < S, 
for j = S, 
for s ~ j < S, 
for j < s. 
explicitly. We shall first prove 
k ~ 0;m ~ 0, 
where we adopt the convention(~)= 0 fork> m. This relation can be proved 
by the following probabilistic argument. In a sequence of Bernoulli trials 
with the probability of success p we have that ¢(j) = p(1-p)j- 1 is the pro-
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bability that the first success occurs at the j th trial. Hence 4>(k)(m) is 
the probability that at least k successes occur in m Bernoulli trials. Con-
,._(k)( ) (k+l )( ) . . . sequently, ~ m - 4> m is the probability that exactly k successes 
occur in m BernoUlli trials. This interpretation proves (2.1.23). In parti-
cular, 
rs-,) 
j o, 
p (j; 1) = 
j-1( )S-s-j+1 j > ,. J-1 p 1-p ' 
By using the generating function approach we can now evaluate the renewal 
quantity r(k;1) explicitly . Let 
V(x) 
co 
I p ( j; 1 )xj , 
j=O 
R(x) 
co 
L r(j; 1 )xj 
j=O 
for lxl < 1. 
By (2.1.12), we have R(x) = V(x) + R(x) V(x), lxl < 1. Since V(x) = 
= x(1-p+px)S-s for lxl < 1, Ye get 
R(x) 
co 
= V(x)/{1-V(x)} = I xk(1-p+px)k(S-s) = 
k=1 
L xk f (k(S-s)) (px)m (l-p)k(S-s)-m, 
k=1 m=1 m 
By the uniqueness theorem for power-series, we obtain 
r(j; 1) 
j 
I 
k=1 
lxl < 1. 
j .:'... o. 
Further the probabilities ¢(n)(j) can be given explicitly, since 11+ . . . + ¾ 
has a negative binomial distribution. We have 
Since r(j;1) and ¢(n)(j) are explicitly found, we have also found an expli-
cit expression for the probabilities p\~) and r\~) (cf. the formulas iJ lJ 
(2.1.17) - (2.1.22)) 
Remark 2.1.2. The distribution of the stoak on hand 
Denote by .Y.t; and~• respectively, the stock on hand just before any 
additions to stock and the stock on hand just after any additions to stock 
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in period t ~ 1. If the lead time A is a positive integer, then the random 
variables~,, ... , ~A' .2.1 , ••• , _£A can only be defined when the situation just 
before ordering in period 1 is specified. We assume that initially there are 
no outstanding orders. 
If A = O, then ~ = ~ and -2.t = ~ for t > 1 • Consider the case in which 
A > 1 • Clearly 
P{~ = jl2S., = i} = p{-2.t = jl2S., = i} = ~(t-l)(i-j), i,j E I;t = ,,.,.,A, 
Since the lead time is fixed and excess demand is backlogged, we have 
t-1 
-2.t = ~-A - .I ij' ~ = -2.t-, - ~-1' J=t-A 
Hence 
p{-2.t i,j E I;t > A+ 1 
and 
i} ~(A)(i-j), P{~ = jj2S.1 = i} = 
= mr(i,S) pik(t-A-1) ~(A+l)(k-j) 
k=s 
for i, j EI; t > A+ 2. 
By theorem 2.1.1, we obtain 
1 n 
lim - I P{-2.t = 
n-+<x> n t=l 
i' j E I' 
and 
i, j E I, 
where the ordinary limit exists for all i, j E I if the greatest common 
divisor of the indices n, where p(n;1) > O, is 1. 
2.1.3. The total discounted expected cost 
Assume that the functi on 
L(k) = l 
j=O 
g(k-j) <j,(>.)(j), k € I, 
exists and is finite. Clearly L(k) represents the expected holding and 
shortage cost in period t+>. when k is the stock on hand plus on order just 
after ordering in period t. 
Let 
G (k) 
a 
L(k) + c(l-a)k + acµ, k € I. 
Note that G1(k) = L(k) + cµ. 
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We shall first consider then-period (s,S) inventory model. In the 
n-period model ordering decisions are only made in the periods 1, ... , n and 
only the expected discounted cost over the periods >.+1, ... , >.+n is taken in-
to account. Remember that both stock left over and backlogged demand remain-
ing at the end of period >.+n have a salvage value in then-period model. All 
costs are discounted to the beginning of period >-+l. 
Define 
for i € I 
and 
g (i;a) 
n 
Note that from (2.1.15), (2.1.16) and the fact thatµ= E~ < 00 it follows 
that the expectations exist and are finite. Clearly g (i;a) represents the 
n 
expected discounted cost over the periods >.+1, ... ,>.+n in then-period (s,S) 
model when ~l = i. 
We shall first write the formula for g ( i ;a) l.n a more convenient form. 
n 
Using (2.1.16), we have (cf. [48]) 
g (i ;a) = 
n 
and hence 
(2. 1.24) 
n t 1 La - E{Ko(-¾-~) + (1-a)c-¾ + ac~ + L(-¾)1~1 = t=l 
i} + 
ci + and>.µ - an(d-c) E(~+ll~1 i}, iEI;n>l, 
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where 
o, i E I; n 0, 
g*(i;a) = 
- n 
n t 1 
+ G0 (-¾) 1~, i}, l a - E{Ko (-¾ -~) i E I; n ~ ,. t=l 
We shall next determine g*(i;a). Clearly, 
n 
(2.1.25) g*(i;a) = K + g*(s;a), i < s; n ~ ,. 
n n 
The probability that the cumulative demand will first exceed i-s during the 
kth period is p.(k), (i .::_ s), and hence, by using a standard argument from 
l. 
renewal theory, we have 
n-1 i-s k (k) n-1 k * 
g*(i;a) = G (i)+ L L a G (i-j)~ (j)+ L a {K+g k(S;a)}p.(k) 
n n k=1 j=O a k=1 n- l. 
and hence 
(2.1.26) 
where 
n * k 
= b (i;a) + L g k(S;a) a p.(k), 
n k=O n- l. 
b (i ;a) = 
n 
0 
G (i) + 
a 
n-1 i-s 
I I 
k= 1 j=O 
n-1 
+ K l akp.(k), 
k=l l. 
In particular, 
(2.1.27) g*(s;a) = b (S·a) + 
n n ' 
n 
l g:_k(S;a) p(k;a), 
k=O 
We are now in a position to prove the following lemma. 
for i ~ s; n ~ 1, 
i~s;n~O, 
i.::_s;n=O, 
i .::_ s; n > 1. 
n > O. 
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Lemma 2.1.2. 
n S ( 
g (i;a) = K+b (S;a) + l bn-k(S;a) r(k;a) - an(d-c)( l jpS~-1) - µ) 
n n k=O j=s J 
i < s; n > 1 
and 
g (i;a) 
n 
n 
= b (i;a) + L {b k(S;a) + 
n k=O n-
n-k 
Lb k .(S;a) r(j;a)}akp.(k) + j=O n- -J 1 
max(i ,s) 
n(d- )(, . (n-1) 
a c l JPij j=s 
Proof 
Iterating (2.1.27) and using (2.1.10), yields for any n > O 
(2.1.28) 
t n (.) 
g*(s;a) = b (S·a) + l lb k(S;a) p 1 (k;a) + 
n n ' i=1 k=O n-
* (t+1) g k(S;a) p (k;a), 
n-
n 
+ I 
k=O 
t > 1. 
Since p(t)(k;a) 2. p(t)(k;1) and the ( t) probability p (k;1) tends to zero as 
t ➔ 00 for each k .::_ O, we obtain from (2.1.28) 
n 
(2.1.29) g*(s;a) = b (S;a) + r b k(S;a) r(k;a), 
n n k=O n-
n > O. 
The lemma follows now from (2.1.29), (2.1.26) - (2.1.24), and the fact that 
E~+1 =E~-µ, (t.::_1). 
We shall next determine anew the known solution for the total expected 
discounted cost in the infinite period (s,S) inventory model with a< 1. 
Theorem 2.1. 2. 
and 
Let a< 1. Then 
ga 
lim g (i;a) - - - ci n➔oo n - 1-a 
l-S 
lim g (i;a) = G (i) + L 
n➔oo n a j=O G (i-j) m(j;a) + a 
ga 
+ - {a - (1-a) M(i-s;a)} - ci 1-a 
for i < s, 
for i .::_ s, 
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where S-s 
G (S) + L G (S-k) m(k;a) + K 
a k=0 a 
1+M(S-s ;a) 
Proof 
Using (2.1.13), we have 
i-s 
(2.1.30) limb (i;a) 
n->«> n 
L j=0 G (i) + a G (i-j) m(j;a) + a 
+ K{a - (1 - a) M(i - s;a)}, i ;;,: s. 
From (2.1.14), lemma 2.1.1(b), (2.1.29) and (2.1.30) we obtain 
(2. 1.31) lim g*(s;a) =limb (S;a)/[(1-a){1+M(S-s; a)}J . 
n->«> n n->«> n 
From (2.1.13), lemma 2.1.1(b), (2.1.26) and (2.1.31) it follows that 
(2.1.32) * . * lim gn(i;a) = {a - (1-a) M(i-s;a)} lim g (S;a) + 
n->«> n->«> n 
+ lim b ( i ; a ) , 
n n->«> 
By (2.1.25), we have 
(2.1.33) lim g*(i;a) 
n->«> n 
= K + lim g*(s;a), 
n n->«> 
From (2.1.24) it follows that 
lim g (i·a) = lim g*(i;a) - ci, 
n->«> n ' n->«> n 
i > s. 
i < s. 
i € I. 
The theorem now follows after some straightforward calculations from the 
formulas (2.1.30) - (2.1.33). This ends the proof. 
For a< 1, let 
W(i;a) = lim g (i;a), 
n-Ho n 
i € I. 
In [48] the solution for W(i;a), i EI, has been obtained by solving an 
equation for W(i;a) which is similar to the relation (2.1.26) for g*(i;a). 
n 
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The total expected discounted cost W(i;a), i EI, can also be determined by 
solving the following equation for W(i;a) (cf. [2,43]). 
{
K + (S-i)c
00
+ W(S;a), 
W(i;a) = 
G
0
(i) + a L W(i-j;a) ¢(j), 
j=O 
i < s' 
i ~ s. 
This relation for W(i;a), i .::_ s, can be easily converted in the ~tandard 
form of the (defective) renewal equation. 
Remark 2.1. 3. 
A direct consequence of theorem 2.1.2 is 
lim (1-a) W(i;a) g1 
at1 
for all i E I, 
where S-s 
G1 (S) + l G1 (S-k) m(k; 1) + K 
(2. 1.34) k=O g = 1 1+M(S-s;1) 
2.1.4. The average expected aost and the asymptotic behaviour of the total 
expected cost 
It is well-known that the average expected cost per period for the infi-
nite period (s,S) model is g 1 for each il!litial stock [2,27,29], 
We shall prove this result in the following theorem.*) 
Theorem 2.1. 3. 
g (i; 1) 
lim ~n __ _ 
n 
n-+«> 
Proof 
By (2.1.24), we have 
S-s 
G1(s) + I G1(s-k) m(k;1) + K k=O 
1+M(S-s;1) 
for all i E I. 
*) This theorem follows also directly from remark 2.1.3 and the Tauberian 
theorem of Hardy - Littlewood - Karamata (cf. [47], p. 226). 
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g (i;l) n-1 max(i,S) n-1 
_n __ = K I l I r!~) + I G
1
(j) -n1 I pl~) 
n j<s n t=O lJ j=s t=O lJ 
~ ( I-· 
- n E ~+1 ~1-1), 
ci dAµ 
--+-+ 
n n 
i EI; n ~ 1. 
n-1 
Since {l I r(t) j ~max(i,S)} constitutes a probability distribution for 
n t=O ij ' 
any i EI and n ~ 1, we obtain by using theorem 2.1.l(b) that 
n-1 
lim I .l I 
n-- j<s n t=O 
(t) 
r .. lJ 
s 
= 1 - I V. 
J j=s 
From theorem 2.1 .1 (a) it follows that 
max(i,S) n-1 (t) 
lim I G ( j ) l I p . . = 
n-- j=s 1 n t=O lJ 
S-s 
1+M(S-s;1) 
s 
I G1(j)qj= 
j=s 
= {G1(s) + I G1(S-k) m(k;1)}/{1+M(S- s;1)} k=O 
for all i E I. 
for all i EI . 
Finally, it follows from (2.1.15) and (2 .1. 16) that the sequence 
{E(~+ll~1=i), n ~ O} is bounded, and hence; E(~+ll~1=i} tends to zero as 
n + 00 for any i EI . This ends the proof . 
We shall next determine the asymptotic behaviour of the sequence 
{ gn ( i ; 1 ) - ng 1 , n > 1} . 
Define 
h (i) = g*(i ; l) - ng1 , n n 
By (2 .1. 24) , we have 
(2. 1.35) g (i; 1) 
n 
From (2.1.25) 
(2. 1.36) h (i) 
n 
K + h (S), 
n 
i EI; n > 0. 
i E I; n > 1. 
i<s;n>l. 
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By (2.1.26), we have 
n n 
h (i) = b (i;1)+ l h k(S)p.(k)+g1 l (n-k)p.(k)-ng 1 , i ~s;n ~o. n n k=0 n- i k=0 i 
Using (2.1.6) and (2.1,7), we obtain after some straightforward calculations 
(2. 1.37) i~s;n~o. 
where c0(i) = o for i ~ s, and 
( 2. 1. 38) C (i) 
n 
n-1 i-s ( ) ( ) 
G1(i) + l l G1(i-j)~ k (j) + K{l-$ n-l (i-s)} + k=l j=0 
n-1 
- g
1
{1 + l $(k)(i -s)} 
k=l 
for i ~ s ; n > 1 . 
In particular, 
(2. 1.39) h (S) 
n 
c (S) + 
n 
n 
l hn-k(S) p(k;l), 
k=0 
n ~ o. 
This equation is a discrete renewal equation, and hence (cf. section 1. 2) 
n 
(2.1.40) h (S) 
n 
c (S) + l c k(S) r(k;l), 
n k=0 n-
n > O. 
A direct consequence of (2.1.35) - (2.1.37), (2.1.40) and the fact 
E(~+ll.~.1=i) = E(~l2£1=i) - µ, (n ~ 1), is the following lemma. 
Lerrma 2.1. 3. 
g (i; 1) 
n 
and 
g ( i; 1) 
n 
n 
= ng 1 + cn(S) + l c0 _k(S) r(k;1) + K - ci + dAµ + k=0 
- (d-c) 
s 
, . (n-1) ) 
l JPsj - µ , j=s 
i < s; n ~ 1, 
n n-k 
= ng 1 + c (i) + l {c (S) + l c k .(S)r(j;l)}p.(k) + n k=0 n-k j=0 n- -J i 
max(i,S) . (n-l) 
+ dAµ - ci - (d-c) ( l JPij 
j=s 
µ), 
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To determine the asymptotic behaviour of gn(i;l) - ng1 , we note first 
that, by lemma 1.2.1 in section 1.2 and (2.1.38), 
(2.1.41) 
where 
lim c (i) = v(i), 
n n-+«> 
i-s 
i .:. s' 
(2.1.42) v(i) = G1(i) + l G1(i-j)m(j;l) + K - g1{1 + M(i-s;l)}, i > s. j=O 
Moreover, it follows from lemma 1.2.1 that c (i) tends exponentially fast 
n 
to v(i) as n ➔ 00 for each i > s. From the definition (2.1,34) of g1 it 
follows that v(S) = O, and hence 
(2.1.43) I!c(sJl< 00 
n=O n 
We shall next determine l c (S). From (2.1.38) we obtain after some calcula-
n 
tions 
N 
I 
n=O 
c (S) = 
n 
N .:_ 1 , 
where 
S-s N 
d1N = N{G1(s) + _l G1(s-j) L $(k)(j) + K}, J=O k=l 
S-s N ( ) N ( ) 
d
2
N = _l G
1
(S-j) L k$ k {j) + K l ¢ n-l (S-s), 
J=O k=l n=l 
and 
Using the definition (2.1.34) of g1 and using lemma 1.2.1 in section 1.2, it 
is readily verified that 
and hence 
(2. 1.44) I 
n=O 
c (S) 
n 
S-s 
- - l Gl(S-j)m(j;l)-K{l+M(S-s;l)}+gl M(S-s;l) = 
j=O 
S-s 
= _l {gl-Gl(S-j)}m(j;l) - K{l+M(S-s;l)}. 
J=O 
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From theorem 1.2.2 in section 1.2, (2.1.8), (2.1.39), (2.1.43) and (2.1.44) 
it follows that 
0, 
(2. 1.45) 1 n lim - L 1\(S} 
n--+<><> n k=O 
I 
n=O 
I 
n=O 
C (8) 
n 
= 
np(n; 1) 
S-s 
.I
0
{g 1-G1(s-j}}m(j;1) 
1+M(S-s; 1) - K, 
where the ordinary limit exists if the greatest common divisor of the 
indices n, where p(n;1) > O, is 1. 
Next, it follows from ( 2. 1 . 8) , lemma 2. 1 • 1 , ( 2. 1 . 36) , ( 2. 1 . 37) , ( 2 . 1 • 41 ) and 
(2.1.45) that 
1 n 
K + lim - L hk(S), 
n-+«> n k=O 
i < s, 
(2. 1.46) 
n 
v(i) + lim .l L 1\(s), 
n--+<><> n k=O 
i > s' 
where the ordinary limit exists for all i EI, if the greatest common divi-
sor of the indices n, where p(n;1) > O, is 1. 
Further, from (2.1.16) and theorem 2 .1.1 (a) it follows that 
(2.1.47) 1 
n S 
lim - L E(~ Jx =i) = L jq. - µ, 
n--+<><> n k=O """K+l -l j=s J i E I, 
where the ordinary limit exists for all i EI if the greatest common divisor 
of the indices n, where p(n;l) > 0 , is 1. 
By (2.1.35), (2.1.42) and (2.1.45) - (2.1.47), we have the following 
result. 
Theorem 2.1. 4. 
S-s 
n I {g1-G1(S-j)}m(j;l) 
1 , =O lim n L { gk ( i; 1 ) - kg } = ~-----,----~- - ci + d:>. µ + 
n-+«> k=O 1 1+M(S-s;1) 
s 
(d-c) ( l 
j=s 
jq. - µ) 
J for i < s, 
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and 
G1 (i) + 
- g1{l +M(i - s ; l) + 
l - S 
l G1(i - j) m(j ; 1) + j =O 
S- s 
.fo {g 1-c1(s- j)}m(j;1) 
1+M(S- s ; 1) 
+ 
s 
ci +dAµ - (d- c)( l jq.- µ) 
j =s J 
for i ~ s , 
wher e the ordinary limit exists for each i EI if the greatest common divi-
sor of the indices n , where p(n;l) > O, is 1. 
We note that theorem 2 . 1. 3 is a direct corollary of theorem 2 . 1. 4. 
Remar>k 2 . 1. 4 . 
A direct consequence of (2 . 1. 35) and (2 . 1.46) is 
n 
lim ¾ l {gk(i;1) - gk(j ;1 )} 
n➔00 k=O 
v ' (i) - v ' (j) for all i , j EI , 
where 
- Cl+ dAµ , i < s , 
v ' (i) 
l - S 
G1(i) + _l G1(i - j)m(j ;1 )- g1{i+M(i - s;1)} - ci+dAµ , i > s . J=O 
The ordinary limit exists for any i , j EI , if the greatest common divisor 
of the indices n , where p(n ; 1) > O, is 1. Clearly, the quantity v ' (i) - v ' (j) 
is a measure for the difference in total expected cost for the infinite 
per iod (s ,S) model fo r initial stocks i and j . 
Remar>k 2 . 1. 5 . 
Ifs = S the results of theorem 2 . 1.4 can be further specified . Let 
s = S = x. Then 
p(k ;1 ) = {¢(O)}k- l - {¢(0)}k k > 1 , 
and hence by ¢(0) < 1 we have that p(1 ; 1) > O. Thus the sequence 
{gn(i ; 1) - ng 1 , n > O} is conver gent for each i EI. Using the relations 
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m(0;1) ...i(QL ¢(0) 1-"-(o) , m(o;1) = ~~-2 
"' { 1-¢,( 0)} 
G1(x) + K(1 - ¢,(0)), 
it is straightforward to verify that 
and 
lim[g (i;1)-n{G1(x)+K(1-¢,(0))}J = Kct,(0)-ci+dAµ-(d-c)(x-µ), n--+<» n 
i-x 
lim[gn(i;1)-n{G1(x)+K(1-¢,(0))}J =G1(i) + l G1(i-j)m(j;1) + 
n->a> j=0 
-{G1(x)+K(1-¢,(0))}{1+M(i-x;1)}+Kcp(0)-ci+dAµ-(d-c)(x-µ), 
i < X 
i > x. 
Finally, we shall give an example in which {gn(i;l) - ng1} is divergent 
for each i €I.Moreover, this counterexample will be of interest with re-
gard to a conjecture of Iglehart [27]. 
Lets= 1 and S = 2. Suppose ¢,(1) 1, i.e. the demand in each period is 
1, c = d = 0 and K = 1. Let A= 0 and let the holding and shortage cost 
function g(j) be such that g(1) g(2) = 0, g(j) > 1 for j # 1,2, g(j) is 
increasing for j ~ 2, and g(j) is decreasing for j < 1. Note that 
G1(k) = L(k) = g(k) in this example. 
Clearly 
g (0;1) = n+l if n odd, and g (0;1) = B. if n even. 
n 2 n 2 
Further g1 =½·Hence the sequence {~(0;1) - ng1, n ~ 0} is divergent. 
Since g (i;l) = g(i) + ... + g(1) + g .(0;1) for i > 1; n > i, and 
n n-1 - -
g (i;1) = g (0;1) for i < 0, we see that the sequence {g (i;1) - ng 1} is n n - n 
divergent for all i € I. 
For this example it is readily verified that both for the finite period 
model with the total expected cost as optimality criterion and for the infi-
nite period model with the average expected cost as optimality criterion the 
(1,2) policy is optimal among the class of all possible policies. 
In [27] the conjecture is offered that if the ordering cost is of the 
form Ko(z) + c.z, if d = 0 and if the one period holding and shortage cost 
function g(j) is convex, then the minimal total expected cost in then-period 
model minus n times the minimal average expected cost in the infinite period 
model has a finite limit for each initial stock. Hence above counterexample 
shows that this conjecture does not hold generally if the demand is bounded. 
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Probably , above conjecture is true when the ordinary limit is replaced by 
the Cesaro limit. 
2 . 2. THE EXISTENCE OF OPI'IMAL (s,S) POLICIES IN THE INFINITE PERIOD MODEL 
In this section the infinite period inventory model will be considered 
for both the total expected discounted cost and the average cost criteria . 
Under certain conditions a unified proof for the existence of optimal (s,S) 
policies will be given. Finally, we shall prove a uniqueness theorem for the 
optimal inventory equation. 
2. 2. 1. Model and preliminaries 
We consider the dynamic , infinite period inventory model in which the 
demands s_1 ,~ • · · · for a single item in periods t = 1,2, . .. are mutually in-
dependent , non- negative and identically distributed random variables with 
the discrete probability distribution ¢(j) = P{~ = j}, (j .:"... O;t > 1). It is 
assumed that 
¢(ol < 1, µ = L j¢(jl < 00 
j=l 
At the beginning of each period the stock on hand plus on order is reviewed . 
An order may then be placed for any positive , integral quantity of stock . An 
or de r placed at the beginning of period tis delivered at the beginning of 
period t+A , where A is a known non- negative integer. The demand is assumed 
to take place at the end of each period . All unfilled demand is backlogged 
until it is satisfied by a subsequent delivery. 
A fixed discount factor a, O < a :5.. 1, is specified so that a unit cost 
incurr ed n periods in future has a present value of an. 
The following costs are considered . The cost of ordering z units is 
Ko(z) + cz, where K.::. o , o(O) = O, and o(z) = 1 for z > o. Assume that the 
or deri ng cost is incurred at the time of delivery of the order . Let g(j) be 
the holding and shortage cost in a period when i is the amount of stock on 
hand at the beginning of that period just after any additions to stock. 
Let ¢(O)(O) = 1, ¢(O)(j) = 0 for j > O, let ¢(n)(j) be then- fold convo-
lution of ¢(j) with itself (cf. subsection 2.1 . 1), and let 
j .:"... 0 ' 
n= l 
where ~(n)(j) = ~(n)(O) + ..• + ~(n)(j), j > O. When n = 1, we often write 
~(l)(j) = ~(j). Assume that the function 
L(k) = I 
j=O 
g(k-j) ~(>-\j), k E I, 
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exists and is finite. I denotes the set of all integers. Clearly, L(k) re-
presents the expected holding and shortage cost in period t+>- when k is the 
stock on hand plus on order just after ordering in period t. Define 
G (k) = L(k) + (1-a )ck + acµ, 
CJ. 
k E I. 
The following conditions are imposed on G (k): 
CJ. 
(i) There exists a finite integer s 0 such that G (i) < G (j) for j < i < S a - a - 0 
and G ( i) > G ( j ) for i ~ j ~ s
0
, 
o. - a 
(ii) lim 
lkl--
G (k) = 00 • 
CJ. 
In words, it is assumed that there exists an integer s 0 such that Go.(k) is 
non-increasing fork 2. s 0 and Go.(k) is non-decreasing fork ~s0 , where 
G (k) tends to 00 as lkl ➔ "' · 
CJ. 
We shall assume that s 0 is the smallest integer at which G (k) takes on CJ. 
its absolute minimum. Let s 0 be the largest integer at which G (k) takes on 
0 a its absolute minimum. Usually s 0 = S . Note that G (k) = Go.(s0 ) for 
< k < s 0 . 
CJ. 
so 
Let s 1 be the smallest integer for which 
(2 .2. 1) 
and let s 1 be the largest integer for which 
(2.2.2) 
Note that s 1 2. s 0 2. s
0 2. s 1 
We shall now formulate the inventory model as a Markovian decision model. 
At the beginnings of the periods 1,2, ... the inventory system is observed to 
be in one of a possible number of states. The state of the system is defined 
as the stock on hand plus on order just before ordering. We take the set I 
of all integers as the set of all possible states. At the beginning 
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of each period an ordering decision must be made, where any ordering deci-
sion is based on the stock on hand plus on order. Every ordering decision 
can be represented by the stock on hand plus on order just after ordering. 
Therefore, we say that in state i decision a~ i is made when a-i units are 
ordered. We impose the following mild restriction on the choice of an order-
ing decision. Finite integers u and U are given such that nothing is ordered 
in state i with i ~ U, at most U-i units are ordered in state i with i < U, 
and at least u-i units are ordered in state i with i < u. We take u ~ s 1 and 
U ~ s1 , but for the rest u and U may be chosen arbitrarily. Let A(i) denote 
the set of feasible decisions in state i. Then 
{i} for i ~ U, 
A(i)= {i,i+1, ... ,U} for u < i < U, 
{u, u+1, ... , U} for i < u. 
An order, placed at the beginning of period t, cannot influence the holding 
and shortage costs incurred between the beginnings of period t and t+A. Fur-
ther, we consider only expected costs in our optimality criteria. Therefore, 
we may assign to decision a in stat e i the direct (expected) costs 
K6(a-i) + (a-i)c + L(a). It will now be clear that the inventory model can 
be regarded as a Markovian decision model with I as state space, A(i) as the 
set of possible decisions in state i EI, 
q,(a-j)' j < a; 
-
a E A(i); i E I• 
q .. (a) lJ 
o, j > a; a E A(i); i E I• 
and 
w. = K6(a-i) + (a-i)c + L(a), a E A(i); i E I. ia 
Denote by C the class of all possible policies for the inventory system 
(cf. section 1.1). We suppress the dependence of Con u and U. 
Given an initial state i EI and a policy R to be used, let 
2S.t, = stock on hand plus on order just before ordering in period t, 
-¾=stock on hand plus on order just after ordering in period t. 
Clearly 
(2.2.3) u ~ ~ ~ max(~1 , U), t > 
and 
(2.2.4) 
~+1 =~ -~, t > 1. 
From (2.2.3), (2.2.4) and the fact thatµ= Ei1 < 00 it follows that for each 
i EI there exists a finite constant Bi such that for all REC and t .:_ 1, 
(2.2.5) 
For the case a< 1 we take as optimality criterion 
V (i·R) = L at-l E {Ko(a -x) + (a -x )c + L(.!!,.)1~
1 
= i}. 
a ' t= 1 R -'-t =t -'-t =t " 
Note that by (2.2.5) the function V (i;R) exists and is finite. The quantity 
a 
V
0
(i;R) represents the total expected discounted cost over the periods 
A+1, A+2, •.• , all discounted to the beginning of period A+1, when i is the 
state in period and the policy R is followed. Note that the costs over the 
first A periods cannot be influenced by any policy. 
For the case a= 1 we take as optimality criterion 
g(i;R) . . 1 n = ll.m inf - L ER{Ko(~ -~) + (~ -~ )c + L(~) 1~1 = i}. n~ n t=1 
The function g(i;R) exists and is finite. When the limit exists g(i;R) re-
presents the average expected cost per period when the initial state is i and 
policy R is followed. 
We shall next write the formulas for V (i;R) and g(i;R) in a more conve-
a 
nient form. Using (2.2.4), we have (cf. [48]) 
~ t-1 { ~( l ( l ( ll i·} l a ER Ku ~ -~ + ~ -~ c + L !!t; ~l = = 
t=1 
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i} - ci + 
By (2.2.3) and (2.2.4), we have that {ER(~+ll~, = i), n ~ 1} is a bounded 
sequence for each i EI. Thus 
V (i;R) 
a 
i} - ci, 
and 
(2.2.6) 
Since the term -ci is not affected by the choice of R, it is convenient to 
redefine V (i;R) by setting 
a 
(2.2.7) i EI; REC. 
Note that if in the original model the unit purchase cost c is set equal to 
zero and L(k) is replaced by G (k), then the formula (2.2.7) for the total 
a 
expected discounted cost would also be obtained. 
* When a< 1 a policy R EC is called optimal if 
V (i;R*) < V (i;R) 
a - a 
for all i EI and RE c. 
When a= a policy R* EC is called optimal if 
g(i;R*) ~ g(i;R) for all i EI and RE c. 
To prove the existence of an optimal (s,S) policy, we shall need the follow-
ing two basic theorems. 
Theorem 2.2.1. (the discounted cost criterion) 
Let a< 1. If for policy R* EC, 
00 
(2.2.8) min {K6(k-i) + G (k) +al Va(k-j;R*)~(j)}, i EI, 
kEA(i) a j=O 
then the policy R* is optimal. 
Proof 
Fix some integer i 0 EI. Let u0 = max(i 0 , U). Define the following Markovian 
decision process. The state space is I'= {iii.::_ u0 }, the set A'(i) of fea-
sible decisions in state i EI' is given by A'(i) = {almax(i,u) .::_a.::_ u} for 
i < U and A'(i) = {i} otherwise, the transition probabilities are given by 
q!.(a) = cj,(a-j) for i, j EI'; a E A'(i), where cj,(k) = 0 fork< 0, and the 
iJ 
direct costs are given by w! Ko(a-i) + G (a), a E A'(i); i EI'. Denote ia a 
by C' the class of all possible policies for this decision process. Denote 
by V'(i;R) the total expected discounted cost for this new decision process. 
a 
Since A(i) = {i} for i > U and q .. (a) = 0 when j > i > U, there is a 1-1 
- iJ -
correspondence between C and C'; any policy of C' can be seen as a restric-
tion of a policy of C to the states i .::_ u0 . Clearly, V~(i;R) = Va(i;R) for 
all i .::_ u0 and REC'. Since (2 . 2.8) holds for all i .::_ u0 , an application of 
theorem 1.1.1 (b) in section 1.1 shows that V'(i;R*) < V'(i;R) for all 
a - a 
* i .::_ u0 and REC'. Hence in particular we have Va(i 0 ;R) .::_ Va(i0 ;R) for all 
REC. This ends the proof, since i 0 was chosen arbitrarily. 
Theorem 2.2.2. (the average cost criterion) 
Let a= 1. Suppose there exists a set of finite numbers {g,v(i), i EI} 
such that 
(2.2.9) g+v(i) = min {Ko(k-i) + G1(k) + l v(k-j)cp(j)}, kEA(i) j=0 i E I' 
and 
(2.2.10) for all i EI and REC. 
* Let R be any stationary deterministic policy which, when in state i, pre-
scribes a decision which minimizes the right-hand side of (2.2.9), then the 
policy R* is optimal. Further g(i;R*) = g for all i EI, and the lim inf in 
(2.2.6) can be replaced by lim for policy R*. 
Proof 
This theorem is a direct consequence of theorem 1.1.2 in section 1.1. 
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2.2.2. The function a0 (s,S) 
In this subsection we shall analyse for fixed a, 0 <a< 1, the function 
a (s,S) which is defined as follows. 
a 
S-s 
G (S) + l G (S-k)m(k;a) + K 
(2.2.11) a k=O a a ( s ,S) = --------------
a 1+M(S-s;a) 
s, SE I ands < S. 
By the theorems 2.1.2 and 2 .1.3, we have for an (s,S) policy that 
a (s,S) 
a 
(2.2.12) V (i;(s,S)) = 
a 
when a< 1, and 
1-a 
l.-S 
G (i) + 
a 
L G (i-j}m(j; a} + j=O a 
a
0
(s,S} 
+-'----{a - (1-a}M(i-s;a}}, 1-a 
i < s, 
i ~ s, 
(2.2. 13) g(i;(s,S)) = a 1(s,S) for all i E I. 
Lerrma 2.2.1. 
Let O <a~ 1. There exist finite integers s* and s *with s* < s* such 
that a (s* ,s*) < a (s,S) for alls, SE I, s < S. 
a - a 
Proof 
To prove this le=a, we shall show that the minimization of a
0
(s,S) can 
be restricted to a finite region. We first note that from (2.2.11) it fol-
lows, after some straightforward calculations, that for alls, SE I with 
s < S holds 
(2.2. 14) a (s-1,S) - a (s,S) is non-negative [positive] if and only if 
a a 
m(S-s+1;a)[G (s-1){1 + M(S-s;a)} - (G (S) + 
a a 
S-s 
+ I j=O G (S-j)m(j;a) + K)] a 
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is non-negative [positive] . 
By the conditions imposed on G (k), we have for each fixed S' that an inte-
a 
ger s' :5__ S' exists such that G (s-1) > G (S'-k) fork= 0, ... , S'-s and 
a a 
s ::__ s'. Thus, by (2.2.14), for each S' EI there exists an integers' :5__ S' 
such that 
(2.2.15) a (s-1,S') - a (s,S') > 0 
a a -
for all s < s ' . 
Moreover, since m(k;a) > 0 for infinitely many values of k, we have that in 
(2.2.15) the inequality sign holds for infinitely many values of s with 
s < s'. 
Next we note that from (2.2.11) it follows that a (s,S) = G (S) + K/ 
a a 
/{1 + M(O;l)} < G (S) + K for alls and S, and hence in particular, 
- a 
(2.2. 16) 
where s 0 is defined on p. 45.Since Ga(k) ➔ 00 as lkl + 00 , we can choose inte-
gers r 1 and r 2 with r 1 :5__ r 2 such that 
(2.2.17) for both k :5__ r 1 and k ::._ r 2 . 
It follows trivially from (2.2.11) and (2.2.17) that 
(2.2.18) 
Consider now the case in which S > r 2 > s. Let 
R = min(S-s,S-r 1) 
Clearly, R depends on Sands. Using (2.2.18) and the fact that 
Ga(k) ::._ Ga(s0 ) for all k EI, we obtain 
S-r R 
a (s,S) ::._ {G (S)+(G (s0 )+K) L 
2 
m(j;a)+G (s0 ) l m(j;a) + a a a . a . J=O J=S-r2+1 S-s 
+ (Ga(S0 )+K) .l m(j;a)+K}/{l+M(S-s;a)} = J=R+l 
R 
= G (s0 )+K+{G (S)-G (S )-K I m(j;a)}/{l+M(S-s;a)}. a a a O l j=S-r2+1 
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If a < 1, then M
0
(k) ::_ a/( 1-a) for all k ~ O. Since R ::_ S-r1 , we have that 
M(R;l) ::_ M(S-r1;1). From formula (1.2 .4) of section 1. 2 we obtain 
M(S-r1 ;1) - M(S-r2 ;1) ::_ C for some constant C. Hence 
G (S) - G
0
(S0 ) - aK/(1-a) 
aa(s,S) ~ Ga(SO) + K + a + M(S-s;a) if a < 1 , 
and 
Gl(S) - Gl(So) - KC 
a 1(s,s) ~ G1(s0 ) + K + ( ) + M S-s;l 
Thus, since G (k) ➔ 00 ask ➔ 00 
a • 
there exists an integer M ~ r 2 such that 
(2.2.19) a (s,S) > G (s0 ) + K for alls< r < M < S . a a 2 -
The lemma now follows from (2.2.15), (2.2.16), (2.2.18) and (2.2.19). 
For any a, 0 <a~ 1, let 
* a = 
a 
Lerrma 2.2.2. 
min 
s,SEI 
s < s 
a (s ,S). 
a 
Let O <a< 1. Lets* ands* be any integers such thats*< s* and 
a (s*,s*) 
a 
* = a
0
• Then 
(a) If m(s*-s*+l;a) > o , then G (s*-1) > a*. 
a - a 
(b) Ifs*= s*, then G (s*) < a*. 
a - a 
(c) Ifs*< s*and if m(s*-s*;a) > O, then G (s*) 
a 
( d) If ~ ( 1 ) > 0 , then G ( s * -1 ) > a* > G ( s * ) . 
* * a * - a - a * 0 (e) If G
0
(s -1) ~ a
0 
~ G
0
(s ), then s 1 ::_ s < S 
for K > o. 
Proof 
* < a • 
- a 
for K = O, and s 1 
* < s < s 
- 0 
(a) Since a (s,S) takes on its absolute minimum for s = s* and S = s*, we 
a * * have that a (s -1,S) - a (s*,s*) > o. From (2.2.14) and m(s*-s*+1;a) > O 
a a -
it follows 
* * s -s 
G (s*)+ I G (s*-j)m(j;a)+K 
* a ·-o a G (s -1) > -----"'----=---------- = a (s* ,s*) 
a - 1 + M(s*-s*;a) a 
* a . 
a 
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(b) If s * * = s then a*= a (s*,s*) = G (s*) + K/{1 + M(O;a)}> G (s*). a a a - a 
(c) We have a (s*, s*) - a (s*+1,s*) < O. From this and (2.2.11) it follows 
* * a * * a * - * s* -s * * . . 
that m(S -s ;a)[(l+M(S -s ;a))G (s )-{G (S )+L. O G (S -J)m(J;a)+K} ] $ O. 
a a J= a 
Hence, since m(s*-s*;a) > 0, we obtain G (s*) < a (s*,s*) = a*. 
a - a a 
(d) If ¢(1) > O, then ¢(k)(k).:. {¢(1)}k > O for all k.:. 1, and hence 
m(k;a) > 0 for all k.:. 1. From (a), (b) and (c) now follows (d). 
(e) Since 1/{l+M(O;a)} = 1 - a¢(0) and 
we have by definition (2.2.1) that s 1 _<:_ s*. Next we distinguish between 
K = 0 and K > O. 
Consider first the case K = O. Since G (k) > G (s0 ) for all k EI, we have a - a 
then a (s,S) > G (s0 ) a - a a0 (s0 ,s0 ) for alls ands. Hence 
(2.2.20) if K = O. 
* * . * From a > G (s ) and (2.2.20) 1t follows that G (s ) < G (S0). Thus a - a a - a 
* G (s ) = G (S0 ), since G (k) takes on its absolute minimum at s 0 . Hence, by a . _a_ 0 a * 0 the def1n1t1on of S , we have thats _<:_ S . 
Consider next the case K > O. Assume to the contrary s* > s 0 . Since 
G
0
(k) is non-decreasing on [s0 , 00 ), we have then 
a*= a (s*,s*) > G (s*-1) + K > G (s*-1). 
a a - a l+M(s*-s*;a) a 
This contradicts G (s*-1) > a*. Hences*_<:_ s 0 . This ends the proof. a - a 
Lemma 2. 2. 3. 
* Let O <a _<:_ 1. There exist integers s 
a (s*,s*) = a* and G (s*-1) >a*~ G (s*). 
a a a - a a 
S* = s 0 satisfy these conditions. 
ands* withs*< s* such that 
* If K = O, thens = s 0 and 
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Proof 
* By lemma 2.2.1 there exist integers s' and S' such that a (s' ,S ' ) a. 
a a 
When m(S'-s'+1;a) = 0 , we have by the definition of a (s,S) that 
a 
a (s'-1,S') = a (s' ,S') = a*. Further, m(S'-s;a) > 0 for infinitely many 
a a a 
values of s. It will now be clear that there exist integers sand S such 
that a (s,S) = a* and m(S-s+1;a) > O. By lemma 2.2 . 2 (a), we have now proved 
a a 
that the set of (s,S) policies 
V = {(s,s)la (s ,S) =a*< G (s-1)} 
a a - a 
is non-empty. Let (s*,s*) be a policy in V such thats* - s* s S-s for all 
(s,S) EV . We shall prove that aa* ~ G (s*). Whens*= s* this follows from 
a * * lemma 2.2 . 2 (b). Consider now the cases < S . Suppose to the contrary that 
G (s*) > a*. By lemma 2.2.2 (c), we have then m(s*-s*;a) = O. Next it fol-
a a 
lows from the definition of a (s,S) that 
a 
a (s*+1,s*) = a*. By G (s*) > a*, 
a a a a 
we have now found the contradiction (s*+1,s*) EV. Thus G (s*) s a*. 
a a 
Since s 0 is the smallest integer at which Ga(k) takes on its absolute 
minimum, we have Ga(s0 ) < Ga(s0-1) . Thus, by (2.2.20), we have for K = O 
that a:= aa(s0 ,s0 ) = Ga(s0 ) < Ga(s0-1). This ends the proof of the lemma. 
2.2.3. The optimality of an (s , S) policy 
In this subsection we shall give a unified proof of the existence of an 
optimal (s,S) policy; the cases a< 1 and a= 1 are treated simultaneously. 
As a by-product of the proof we obtain for K > O the important result that 
any ( s ,S) policy, such that a ( s ,S) = a* and G ( s - 1) ~ a* ~ G ( s), is op-
a a a a a 
timal and has the property s 1 s s s s 0 s S s s 1 , where s 1 and s 1 are defined 
by (2.2.1) and (2.2.2). 
From now on s* ands* withs* s s * are two fixed integers such that 
(cf. lemma 2.2.3) 
(2.2.21) a (s*,s*) 
a 
where we choose 
(2 . 2 . 22) * * s = s if K = 0. 
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To give the existence proof, we shall define a function v*(i), i EI, which 
Cl 
will be shown to satisfy a functional equation, which is closely related to 
the functional equations (2.2.8) and (2.2.9). 
Let the function v:(i), i EI, be defined as follows. 
0 
(2.2.23) 
G (i) -
Cl 
* a + 
Cl 
. * l.-S 
Cl 2 v*(i-j),j>(j) 
j=O Cl 
* for i < s , 
for i :2: s*. 
Note that the finite function v*(i), i EI, is uniquely determined by the 
Cl 
renewal equation (2.2.23). 
Remark 2. 2.1. 
* This remark is meant to motivate the definition of the function v
0
(i). 
Consider first the case a = 1. Suppose that {g,v(i)} is a set of finite num-
bers satisfying (2.2.9) and suppose further that the right-hand side of 
* * * (2.2.9) is minimized by k = S for i < s and by k = i for i :2: s . Then 
g = a 1(s* ,s*) = a~ and (cf. theorem 2.2.2) 
00 
G1 (i) 2 v(i-j)ip(j), i :2: * - g + s ' 
v(i) = j=O 
K + v(s*), i * < s 
When c is a constant, the set of numbers {g,v(i)+c} satisfies also (2.2.9). 
Normalizing v(i) to be zero at i = s*-1 explains now definition (2.2.23) for 
the case a= 1. Consider next the case a< 1. From 
v (i;(s*,s*)) = 
Cl 
G (i) + a 2 v (i-j;(s*,s*))~(j), 
Cl j=O Cl 
K + V
0
(s*;(s*,s*)) = a:/(1-a), 
(cf. (2.2.12) and see also theorem 2.2.1), it follows that 
* 
. * * aa V (i;(s ,S ))- -1 - = Cl - a 
* 00 a 
G (i) -a*+a 2 {V (i-j;(s*,s*))- -
1
° }~(j), 
Cl Cl j=O Cl -Cl 
o, 
* i :2: s ' 
i < s *' 
* i :2: s ' 
* i < s • 
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This suggests definition (2.2.23) for the case a< 1. 
Iterating (2.2.23) and using the convolution formula (2.1.2) in subsec-
tion 2.1.1, yields 
i-s * 
v*(i) * f a*}a\p(t)(j} = G ( i) - a + l {G (i-j) - + a a a t=l j=O a a 
i-s * n+l v*(i-j)~(n+l)(j) + a I for all n ~ 1. i ~ $ , j=O a 
Letting n ➔ 00 and using the fact that ~(n)(j) ➔ Oas n ➔ 00 for each j ~ O, 
we obtain 
* 
o, i < s*, 
(2.2.24) 
. * l.-S 
Ga(i) + L G (i-j)m(j;a) j=O a a*{l+M(i-s*;a)}, a 
It is interesting to note that for the case a< 1 we have by (2.2.24) and 
(2.2.12) that 
v*(j) = V (i;(s*,s*)) - V (j;(s*,s*)), 
a a a 
i, j E I. 
For the case a= 1, it follows from (2.2.24) and remark 2.1.4 in subsection 
2.1.4 that 
for all i, j EI, 
where fk(i), i EI, is the total expected cost over the periods 1, ... , k, 
when the initial state ~l = i and the (s*,s*) policy is followed (c=d=O). 
These relations give the function v:(j} a physical interpretation. 
Let the function Ja(k) be defined by 
(2.2.25) J (k) = G (k) -
a a 
00 
a*+ al 
a j=O 
By (2.2.23) and (2.2.25), we have 
(2.2.26) J (k) 
a 
v*(k-jH(j) 
a 
fork EI. 
* for k < s , 
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(2.2.27) J (k) = v*(k) 
a a 
fork~ s*. 
Theorem 2. 2. 3. 
(a) J (k) is non-increasing on (-00 , s*-1]. 
a * * (b) K + J (S) = O, J (s -1) ~ O. 
a * a (c) J (k) ~ J (S) for all k EI. 
a a 
(d) Ja(k) s O for s* s ks s 0 • 
(e) K + Ja(k) ~ Ja(i) fork~ i ~ s * 
(f) K + J 0 (k) > O fork > s 1 • 
(g) Ja(k) is non-increasing on [s*, s
0
J. 
Proof 
* (a) Since Ga(k) is non-increasing on (-00 , s 0 J and since s s s 0 (cf. lemma 
2.2.2 (e)), assertion (a) follows immediately from (2.2.26). 
(b) From (2.2.27), (2.2.24), a:= aa(s*,s*) and definition (2.2.11), it fol-
lows that 
* * s -s 
J (s*) = G (s*) + L 
a a 
G (s*-j)m(j;a) - a (s* ,s*){l+M(s*-s*;a)} 
a a 
- K. 
j=O 
By (2.2.21) and (2.2.26), we have J (s*-1) = G (s*-1) - a*~ O. 
a a a 
(c) Since K ~ O, we have by (a) and (b) that 
Ja(k) ~ J (s*-1) ~ J (s*) 
a a 
* for k < s . 
* * Hence it remains to prove that Ja(k) ~ Ja(S) fork~ s . Suppose to the 
* * contrary that Ja(r) < Ja(S) for some integer r ~ s . Then it follows from 
(2.2.24), (2.2.27) and (b) that 
* r-s * * Ga(r) + f G (r-j)m(j;a) - a {1+M(r-s ;a)}+ K < O, j=O a a 
. * * and hence, by definition (2.2.11), we obtain a (s ,r) <a. This contradic-
a a 
tion proves ( c). 
* (d) Since Ga(k) is non-increasing on [s ,sOJ, we have by (2.2.27), (2.2.24) 
and (2.2.21) that 
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J (k) < {G (s*) - a*}{1+M(k-s*;a)} < 0 
a - a a 
(e) By (b), (c) and (d), we have 
* for s < k < S • 
- - 0 
K + J (k) ~ K + J (s*) = 0 ~ J (i) 
a a a 
* fork EI ands $ i $ s0 • 
This relation proves (e) whens*$ i $ s0 . 
From (2.2.23) and (2.2.27) it follows that 
(2.2.28) J (k) = G (k) -
a a 
k-s* 
a*+ al 
a j=O 
By (2.2.28), we have fork~ i ~ s0 
* for k ~ s . 
J (k) - J (i) 
a a 
i-S 
= G (k) - G (i) +al 0{J (k-j) - J (i-j)}~(j) + 
a a j=O a a 
k-s* 
+ a l 
j=i-S +1 
0 
. * l-S 
a l 
j=i-S0+1 
Since G
0
(j) is non-decreasing on [S0 , 00 ) , we have 
G (k) - G (i) ~ 0 ~ aK-K 
a a 
By (b) and (c), we have J (k) ~ -K for all k EI. Further we have by (d) 
* a that J
0
(k) $ 0 for s $ k $ s0 . Thus 
and hence 
i -S 
J (k) - J (i) ~ aK-K +al 0{J (k-j) - J (i-j)}~(j) + 
a a j=O a a 
- aK{~(k-s*) - ~(i-S )} 
0 
i-S 
K + J (k) - J (i) 
a a 
~al O {K + J (k-j) - J (i-j)}~(j) fork~ i ~ s0 • j=O a a 
Iterating this inequality and using the convolution formula (2.1.2) in sub-
section 2.1.1 , yields fork~ i ~ s0 , 
i-S ( ) ~ an l 0 {K + J (k-j) - J (i-j)}~ n (j), n ~ 1. j:o a a K + J (k) - J (i) a a 
Taking the limit as n + 00 and using the fact that ~(n)(j) +Oas n + 00 for 
each j ~ O, we obtain 
K + J (k) - J (i) ~ 0 
0 0 
from which (e) follows. 
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(f) By the definition (2.2.2) of s 1, we have that G0 (k) > G0 (S0) + oK for 
* k > s 1. From (2.2.16) we have a0 s a0 (s0 ,s0) s G0 (S0 ) + K. Further, we have 
by (b) and (c) that J (k) ~ - K for all k EI. Hence, by (2 .2.28), we obtain 
a 
K + J 'k) > K + G (S) + oK - GN(So) - K - oK 
o o O ~ 
k-s* 
L ~(j) 
j=O 
(g) By (2.2.28) and (d), we have for s* s i S k S s 0 that 
. * i-s 
~ o, 
J (i) - J (k) ~ G (i) 
o o a 
- G (k) + 0 l {J (i-j) 
o j=O o - J (k-j)}~(j). 0 
Iterating this inequality, yields for s* sis k S s0 that 
. * i-s 
J (i) - J (k) ~ G (i) - G (k) + l {G (i-j) - G (k-j)}m(j;o). 
o o a a j=O a a 
The assertion (g) now follows from this inequality and the fact that G
0
(j) 
* is non-increasing on [s ,s0 J This ends the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 2.2.4. 
(a) The set of numbers {a*,v*(i), i EI} satisfies the functional equation 
a a 
(2.2.29) v*(i) = min{K6(k-i) + G (k) - a*+ al v*(k-j)~(j)}, i EI, 
o k~i o a j=O a 
where the right-hand side of (2.2.29) is minimized by k 
by k = i for i ~ s* 
(b) 
Proof 
(a) By (2.2.25), we have for each i EI that 
s * for i < s* and 
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* a + a L v*(k-j)~(j) = Ko(k-i) + Ja(k), 
j=O Cl 
k 2: i. 
Cl 
Consider the function Ko(k-i) + Ja(k) for i fixed and k 2: i. Distinguish be-
tween i < s* and i 2: s*. 
(i) i < s*. By theorem 2.2.3 (a), 2.2.3 (b) and 2.2.3 (c), we have 
Hence the right-hand side of (2.2.29) is minimized by k 
theorem 2.2.3 (b) and (2.2.23), we have that K + J (s*) 
Cl 
* This proves (a) for i < s. 
(ii) i 2: s*. By theorem 2.2.3 (e) and (2.2.27), we have 
K + J (k) 2: J (i) = v*(i) 
Cl Cl Cl 
from which (a) follows for i 2: s*. 
= s* for i < s * 
=O=v*(i),i< 
Cl 
* fork 2: i 2: s , 
By 
* s • 
(b) By lemma 2.2.2 (e) and the choices*= s 0 when K = O, we have 
s 1 s s* s s 0 . From theorem 2.2.3 (b) and 2.2.3 (f) it follows thats* s s 1. 
* * . . To prove s 0 s S , assume to the contrary that s 0 > S . Since s 0 is the 
smallest integer at which Ga(k) takes on its absolute minimum, we have then 
Ga(s0 ) < Ga(s*). From this inequality, (2.2.28); theorem 2.2.3 (d) and 
theorem 2.2.3 (g), it follows (note that s 0 > S 2: s*) 
J (s0 ) - J (s*) = G (s0 ) - G (s*) + Cl Cl Cl Cl 
* * s -s 
+ L {J (s0-j) - J (s*-j)} ~(j) + j=O Cl Cl 
* So-s 
+ L J(s0-j)~(j) s G (s0 ) - G (s*) < o. j=S*-s*+1 a a 
This contradicts theorem 2.2.3 (c). Thus s 0 ~ s*. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
We are now in a position to establish the optimality of the (s*,s*) 
policy. 
Consider first the case a< 1. From (2.2.12), (2.2.21) and (2.2.24) it 
follows that 
(2.2.30) * * Va ( i; ( s ,S ) ) 
Substituting (2.2.30) in (2.2.29), yields 
(2.2.31) * * Va(i; (s ,S ) ) = 
min{K.S(k-i) 
kii!:i 
+ G (k) 
(l 
+al v (k-j;(s* ,s*))¢(j)}, 
j=O a 
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for all i E I. 
i E I, 
where the right-hand side of (2.2.31) is minimized by k = s* for i < s* and 
by k = i for i ~ s*. By theorem 2 . 2.4 (b), the restrictions u and U on the 
ordering level satisfy us s* and U ~ s*. Hence the function V (i;(s* ,s*)), 
(l 
i EI, satisfies also (2.2.8). This proves the optimality of the (s* ,s*) 
policy. 
Summarizing, we have proved the following theorem (see also the lemmas 
2 . 2 . 2 and 2.2 . 3). 
Theorem 2.2.5. (the totaZ discounted cost criterion) 
Let a < 1 , then 
min 
Ric:C 
V (i;R) 
(l 
= V (i;(s* ,s*)) 
(l 
for all i E I. 
If K = O, then the (s0 ,s0 ) policy is optimal. If K > O, then any (s,S) po-
licy such that a (s,S) = a* and G (s-1) ~a*~ G (s), is optimal and has the 
a a a a a 
property s 1 s s s s 0 s S s s 1. If ¢(1) > O, then aa(s,S) = a: implies 
G (s-1) ~a*~ G (s). 
a a a 
Consider next the case a 1. By theorem 2.2.4, we have 
00 
min{K.S(k-i) + G1(k) + l v;(k-j)¢(j)}, k~i j=O (2.2.32) i E I, 
where the right-hand side of (2 . 2 .32) is minimized by k = s * for i < s* and 
by k = i for i ~ s* Since us s* and U ~ s*, it follows that the set of 
numbers {a;,v~(i),i EI} satisfies (2 . 2 .9) , where the right-hand side of 
(2 . 2.9) is minimized by k = s * for i < s* and by k = i for i ~ s*. Finally, 
we check the condition (2.2.10). Since v~(j) = 0 for j < s* and since 
~ s max(E1 ,u) for all t ~ 1, we have for each i EI and REC that these-
quence {ER(v;(~)IE1 = i)} is bounded . Hence the condition (2 . 2 .1 0) is ful-
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* * filled. The optimality of the (s ,S) policy now follows from theorem 2 .2. 2 . 
Summarizing, we have proved the following theorem (see also the lemmas 
2 . 2.2 and 2.2.3) . 
Theorem 2.2.6. (the average cost criterion) 
Let a= 1, then 
min g(i;R) 
REC 
* 
= a, for all i EI. 
If K = 0, then the (S0 ,s0 ) policy is optimal. If K > o, then any (s,S) poli-
cy such that a 1(s,S) = a; and G1(s-1) ~a~~ G1(s), is optimal and has the 
property that s 1 $ s $ 
G1(s-1) ~a~~ G1(s). 
* s 0 $ S $ s 1. If ¢(1) > 0, then a 1(s,S) = a 1 implies 
Remark 2.2.2. 
In this remark we shall show that the condition i) imposed on G
0
(k) (see 
45) . *) . . p. can be weakened slightly. Consider first the case a= 1. Suppose 
the following conditions are imposed on G1(k): 
(i) There exist finite integers w, s 0 and W with w $ s 0 $ W such that G1(k) 
is non-increasing on [w,s0J, G1(k) is non-decreasing on [S0 ,WJ, 
G1(k) > G1(s0 ) + (1-¢(0))K fork< wand G1(k) > G1(s0 ) + K fork> W. 
(ii) G1(k) ➔ oo as !kl ➔ oo, 
Assume that s 0 is the smallest integer at which G1(k) takes on its abso-
lute minimum. Let s 1 and s 1 be again defined by (2.2.1) and (2.2.2). 
Clearly, s 1 ~wand s 1 2 W. Define a function G1(k), k EI , such that G1(k) 2 G1(k) fork EI, G1(k) = G1(k) for s 1-1 $ k $ s 1 , G1(k) is non-in-
creasing fork$ s 0 and G1(k) is non-decr:asing fork:"._ s 0 . 
Let g(i;R) and a1(s,S) correspond to G1(k). We have 
g(i;R) 2 g(i;R) and a1(s,S) ~ a 1(s,S). 
Since G1(k) satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) from subsection 2.2.1 
(p. 45) we can choose by lemma 2.2.3 an (s' ,S') policy such that 
*) The condition ii) can also be weakened; up to now this condition is only 
us ed to ensure the existence of s 1 and s 1 and to prove lemma 2.2.1. 
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a1(s',S') = min a1(s,S) and G1(s'-1) ~ a1(s',S') ~ G1(s'), where we take 
s' = S' = s0 for K = O. By theorem 2.2.6, we have that g(i;R) ~ a1(s' ,S') for 
all i EI and REC and further we have s 1 s s's S s S' s S . Since 0 1 G1(k) = G1(k) on [s 1 ,s 1J, it follows that a1(s',S') = a 1(s',S'). Hence 
(2.2.33) g(i;R) ~ a 1(s' ,S') for all i and R, min a 1(s,S) = min a1(s,S). 
s,S s,S 
Thus we have proved that an optimal (s,S) policy exists under the weakened 
assumptions about G1(k). Moreover, we shall prove that theorem 2.2.6 remains 
true. We first note that the (s0 ,s0 ) policy is optimal for K = O. Let K > O, 
and suppose the (s' ,S') policy is such that a 1(s' ,S') = min a 1(s,S) and 
G1(s'-1) ~ a 1(s',S') ~ G1(s'). We have to show s 1 s s's s0 s S's s 1 . The 
proof that s 1 s s' is the same as in the proof of lemma 2.2.2 (e). To prove 
thats' s s0 , we note that s0 <s's s1 leads to the contradiction 
a 1(s' ,S') > G1(s
1
-1) and thats' > s 1 leads to the contradiction 
a 1(s',S') > G1(s0 ) + K ~ a 1(s0 ,s0 ). Since s 1 s s' s s0 , we have by the pro-
perties of G1(k) that G1(s'-1) ~ a 1 (s',S') ~ &1(s'). Further, it follows 
from (2.2.33) that a 1(s' ,S') = min a1(s,S) = a1(s' ,S'). By theorem 2.2.6 
we now have that s 1 s s's s0 s S's s1. Finally, since the proofs and the 
results of lemma 2.2.1 and lemma 2.2.2 (a) - (d) remain true under the 
weakened assumptions about G1(k), we have that if ¢(1) > O, then 
a
1
(s',S') = min a 1(s,S) implies that G1(s'-1) ~ a 1(s',S') ~ G1(s'). This 
ends the proof. 
Consider next the case a< 1. Exploiting the fact that V (i;(s,S)) = 
a 
= a (s,S)/(1-a) for i < s, it can be proved in a similar way as for a= 1 
a 
that theorem 2.2.5 remains valid when the condition that G (k) is non-in-
a 
creasing fork< s 1 is dropped. We note that in general the condition Ga(k) 
is non-decreasing fork> s1 cannot be dropped, as can be easily seen by a 
counterexample with a close to zero. 
Rema:rk 2. 2. 3. 
In this section we have laid emphasis on the existence of optimal (s,S) 
policies rather than their computation. For computational methods we refer 
to [28,48,50]. 
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2.2.4. A uniqueness theorem for the optimal inventory equation 
In this subsection we shall prove that "the optimal inventory equation" 
has a unique solution which is finite and bounded from below. 
Let a< 1. Define 
v*(i) = 
Cl 
min 
s1:Ss:SS:SS1 
V ( i; ( s ,S)) 
Cl 
for i E I. 
Note that by ( 2 .2.12) the function v*(i), i EI, is finite and bounded from 
Cl 
* * below. Lets and S be any integers such that a (s* ,s*) = a* d a a an 
* * . we takes = S = s
0 
if K = O. By theorem G (s*-1) ~a*~ G (s*), where 
Cl Cl Cl 
* 2.2 . 5 , we have that s 1 :S s s s* < S and v*(i) = V (i;(s* ,s*)). From this - 1 Cl Cl 
and ( 2. 2 . 31 ) it follows that 
00 
(2.2.34) v*(i) = min{Ko(k-i) + G (k) +al v:(k-j)~(j)}, 
a k~i a j=O 
i E I, 
where the right-hand side of (2.2.34) is minimized by k 
by k = i for i ~ s* . 
Theorem 2. 2. ?. 
s * for i < s* and 
Let a < 1. Let the function u( i) , i E I, be a finite solution to the 
"optimal inventory equation" 
(2.2.35) u(i) = min 
k>i 
{Ko(k-i) + G (k) +al u(k-j)~(j)}, 
Cl j=O 
i E I, 
such that the function u(i), i EI, is bounded from below on (-00 ,i0 J for 
some integer i 0 • Then 
u(i) = v*(i) 
Cl 
for all i E I. 
Proof 
For any i EI, let B(i) be the set of all integers k ~ i for which the 
right-hand side of (2. 2.35) is minimal. We shall first show that for each 
integer L there exists an integer N ~ L such that 
(2.2.36) B(i) n {k/k = N, N-1, ... } i 0 for all i :S N. 
We first note that if for each is L there exists an integer k E B(i) with 
ks L, then we choose N = L. Consider now the case where for some is L, say 
i', there exists an integer k E B(i'), say k', such that k' > L. Since 
k' > i', it follows from the definition of B(i) that 
G (k) + a L u(k-j).p(j) 
Cl j=O ~ G (k') + a L u(k'-j).p(j) Cl j=O fork ~ k'. 
From this inequality it follows that for each i < k' there is an integer 
k E B(i) such that ks k'. Thus we now choose N = k'. This proves (2.2.36). 
Since the function u(i) is bounded from below on (-00 , i
0
] and is finite 
and since G
0
(k) + 00 ask+ - 00 , there exist integers m1 and m2 with m1 < m2 
such that 
G (k)+a l u(k-j).p(j) > K+G (m2 )+a? u(m2-j).p(j) Cl j=O Cl j=O for k s m1 • 
This inequality shows that WP. can choose an integer u' $ s, such that k ~ u' 
for all k E B(i) with i < u'. Let M be an arbitrary integer with M ~ s 1• It 
follows from (2.2.36) that we can choose an integer U' ~ M such that for 
each is U' there exists an integer k E B(i) with ks U'. From the choices 
of u' and U' it now follows that 
00 
(2.2.37) u(i) min {Ko(k-i) + G (k) + a I u(k-j).p(j)} for i $ U'' 
kEA'(i) Cl j=O 
where 
{klu' $ k $ U'} for i < u', 
A' (i) = 
{kli $ k $ U'} for u' $ i $ U'. 
The function Ko(k-i) + G (k), where k E A' (i) and i s U', is bounded. Next 
Cl 
it follows from theorem 1.1.1 (a) in section 1.1 that (2.2.37) has a unique 
bounded solution (see also the proof of theorem 2 .2.1). From (2.2.34) and 
the relation s 1 s s* s s* s s 1 it follows that the bounded function 
v:(i), is U', satisfies also (2.2.37). Thus 
u(i) = v*(i) 
Cl 
for all i s U' , 
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and consequently u(i) = v*(i) for all i ~ M. Since M was chosen arbitrarily, 
Ct 
it follows that u(i) = v*(i) for all i EI. This completes the proof of the 
Ct 
theorem. 
This uniqueness theorem was proved in [26] for the case in which Ga(k) 
is convex and the demand has a density, where Scarf's results for the finite 
period model were used to establish the existence of a solution to the op-
timal inventory equation. The proof of theorem 2.2.7 is an adaptation of the 
uniqueness proof given in [26]. Finally, we note that in [4] a uniqueness 
theorem is given for the case K = 0 and no backlogging of excess demand. 
2.3. THE DYNAMIC INVENTORY MODEL WITH DEMANDS DEPENDING ON THE STOCK LEVEL 
In this section we shall consider a periodic review inventory model in 
which the demands depend on the stock level and the lead time of an order is 
zero. We give some preliminaries in subsection 2.3.1. In subsection 2.3.2 
the results of section 2.1 will be generalized. The existence of optimal 
(s,S) policies for the infinite period model will be proved in subsection 
2.3.3. Finally, the uniqueness theorem of subsection 2.2.4 will be general-
ized. 
2. 3. 1. Mode i and pre Umina.I'ies 
The stock level o·f a single item is reviewed at the beginnings of the 
periods 1,2, .•• and then an order may be placed for any positive, integral 
quantity of stock. We assume that the delivery of an order is imnediate. Let 
~(k,j) be the probability of demand j during any period for which the stock 
level is k at the beginning of that period just after any additions to 
stock. Excess demands are backlogged. Hence the stock level may take on ne-
gative values. We take the set I of all integers as set of all possible 
values for the stock level. It is assumed that 
~(k,O) < 1 and µ = k I j~(k,j) < oo for all k E I. j=O 
The following costs are considered. The cost of ordering z units is 
Ko(z) + cz, where K .::_ O, o(O) = O, and o(z) = 1 for z > 1. Let g(k) be the 
holding and shortage cost in a period when k is the stock level just after 
any additions to stock. In the inventory model with a finite planning 
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horizon, it is assumed that both stock left over and backlogged demand re-
maining at the end of the final period have a salvage value of d per unit. 
Finally, there is a fixed discount factor a with O <as 1. Let 
(2. 3.1) G
0
(k) = g(k) + (1-a)ck + acµk for k E I. 
We impose the following mild restrictions on the choice of an ordering 
decision. Finite integers u and U with us U are given, such that nothing is 
ordered, if,at review, the stock level i is larger than or equal to U, at 
most U-i units are ordered if the stock level i is less than U, and at least 
u-i units are ordered if the stock level i is less than u. The integers u 
and U may be chosen arbitrarily. Each ordering decision will be represented 
by the stock level just after ordering. Denote by A(i) the set of feasible 
decisions for stock level i. Then 
A(i) = {i} for i ~ U, and A(i) {kjmax(i,u) s ks U} for i < U. 
The above infinite period inventory model can be seen as a Markovian 
decision model in which the state space is given by the set I of all inte-
gers, the set of feasible decisions in state i is given by A(i), 
q .. (k) = <j,(k,k-j) for i, j EI and k E A(i), and w.k = Ko(k-i)+(k-i)c+g(k) 
lJ 1 
for i EI and k E A(i), where we put <j,(i,j) = 0 for j < O. 
Denote by C the class of all possible policies for above inventory mo-
del. Given an initial stock i EI and policy R to be used, let 
~ the stock level just before ordering in period t, t = 1 ,2 , •. , , 
~ = the stock level just after ordering in period t, t = 1 ,2, ... , 
~ = the demand in period t, t 1 ,2, ... . 
Clearly, 
(2.3.2) u .::_ ~ .::_ max(E1 ,U) for t > 1, 
and 
(2.3.3) 
~+l for t > 1. 
By (2.3.2), we have for each i EI and REC that ER(¾IE, = i) .::_ 
.::_ max{µklu .::_ k .::_ max(i,U)}. Therefore, for each i EI there exists a finite 
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number B. such that 
l. 
(2.3.4) for all R E c. 
For any i EI and REC , let 
(2.3,5) g (i·R·a) = n , , n t-1 l a ER{K6(~-_&) + (a -x )c + g(~)j.!_1=i} + t=1 " " -"-t =t " 
n > 1. 
Clearly, g (i;R;a) represents the total expected discounted cost 1.n the 
n 
n-period model, when .!.1 = i and policy R is used. 
Using (2,3,3), we obtain 
n l at-lER{K6(.!!,;-~)+(1-a)c.!!,;+ac~+g(.!!,;)j.!_1=i} + t=1 
- ci - an(d- c)ER(~+ 1 l.!.1=i} for n ;:,: 1. 
Since 
fort ~ 1, 
we have by definition (2.3.1) that 
(2.3.6) n t-1 g (i;R;a) = ' a ER{K6(~-=tx) + G (a )jx =i} + 
n t~1 c Cl =t -1 
for n > 1. 
Since for each i EI and REC the sequence {ER(~+ 1 i.!.1=i)} 1.s bounded, we 
have for all i EI and REC that 
For any i EI and REC, let 
"' (2.3.7) V (i;R) = 
Cl 
l at-lER{K6(.!!,;-~) + G
0
(.!!,;) l.!.1=i} t=1 
for a< 1 
and 
(2.3.8) g(i;R) 
By (2.3.4), we have that V (i;R) and g(i;R) exist and are finite. Clearly, 
a 
lim g (i·R·a) = V (i ·R) - ci for a < 1, 
n ' ' a ' n->oo 
and 
lim inf J_ g (i;R;l) = g(i;R). 
n n n->oo 
The quantity V (i;R) - ci represents the total expected discounted cost over 
a 
the periods 1,2, . .. , when the initial stock is i and policy R is followed. 
When the limit in (2.3.8) exists g(i;R) r epresents the average expected cost 
per period in the infinite period model, when the initial stock is i and 
policy R is used. 
* In the infinite period model with a< 1 a policy R EC is called opti-
mal if V (i;R*) s V (i;R) for all i EI and REC. 
a a 
In the infinite period model with a= a policy R* EC is called opti-
mal if g(i;R*) s g(i;R) for all i EI and REC. 
To prove the existence of an optimal (s,S) policy in the infinite period 
model, we shall need in subsection 2 .3.3 the following two basic theorems. 
Theorem 2.3.1. (the total disaounted aost ariterion} 
Let a< 1. If for policy R* EC holds 
V
0
(i;R*) = min {Ko(k-i)+G (k)+a l V (k-j;R*)~(k,j)}, 
kEA(i) a j=O a 
i E I, 
* then the policy R is optimal. 
Proof 
The proof of this theorem is identical to the proof of theorem 2 .2.1. 
Theorem 2.3.2. (the average aost ariterion} 
Let a= 1. Suppose there exists a set of finite numbers {g,v(i),i EI} 
such that 
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(2,3.9) g+v(i) = min {Ko(k-i) + G1(k) + l v(k-j)$(k,j)}, kEA(i) j=0 i E I' 
and 
lim l ER(v(x) lx1=i) = o for all i EI and REC. n-+«> n -n -
Let R* be a staticnary deterministic policy which, when in state i, pre-
scribes an action which minimizes the right-hand side of (2.3,9), then poli-
cy R* is optimal . Further, g(i;R*) = g for all i EI and for policy R* the 
lim inf in (2.3 . 8) can be replaced by lim. 
Proof 
This theorem is a direct consequence of theorem 1.1.2 of section 1.1. 
We shall now introduce a number of quantities connected with the demand 
process. 
For any 1 EI and j ~ 0, let 
(2. 3. 10) $(n)(i,j) = f $(n-l)(i,h)$(i - h,j-h), n ~ 
h=0 
and 
(2. 3. 11) <l> (n) ( i ,j) = ! $(n) (i ,k), n .::_ O, 
k=0 
where (: for j = o, (2. 3, 12) $ (o) (i ,j) = for j > 1 . 
When n = 1 we often drop the superscript. 
Note that under the conditions the initial stock is i and no orders are 
1 d (n)(. ') ·1· . pace , $ 1,J represents the probabi ity that the total demand in the 
first n periods will be j. 
For any i E I and j .::.. o, we have 
(2. 3. 13) (n+m)( .. ) $ l,J f $ (n) ( i ,h) $ (m) ( i-h ,j-h) , m, n > o. 
h=0 
We prove (2.3 .1 3) by induction on m, where we fix n. By (2,3.10) and 
(2.3.1 2) , we have that (2,3.13) is true form= 0,1. Assuming that (2 . 3. 13) 
is true for the integer m, we have 
cj, (n+m+1) (i ,j) 
= i (n+m)(" ) (" . ) cj, i,h cj, i-h,J-h = 
h=O 
i h cj,(n)(i,k)cj,(m)(i-k,h-k) cj,(i-h ,j-h) I = 
h=O k=O 
= t cj,(n)(i ,k) t (m\. ) (. . ) cj, i~k,h-k cj, i-h,J-h = 
k=O h=k 
j 
cj,(n)(i ,k)cj,(m+l)(i-k,j-k), I 
k=O 
which proves (2.3.13) for m+1. This completes the induction proof. 
By (2.3.11) - (2.3.13), we have for any i EI and j ~ 0 that 
(2.3.14) ¢(n+m)(i,j) = t cj,(n)(i,h)¢(m)(i-h,j-h), 
h=O 
m, n ~ O. 
For any i EI and j ~ O, let 
00 
ncj,(n)( .. ) 00 n¢(n\- ") (2.3.15) m(i;j ;a) I Cl l ,J , M(i ;j ;a) I Cl l ,J . 
n=1 n=1 
Note that M(i ;j ;a) = m(i ;O;a)+ ... + m(i;j;a), j > o. Since ¢(n)(i,j) < 1 
-
for all i E I· , j' n > o, we have for all i E I and j > 
-
0 that 
M(i;j;a) .::._ 1~0 for a< 1. 
Lemma 2. 3.1. 
The function M(i;j;1) is finite for all i EI and j .:_ O. Moreover, for 
any i EI and j ~ O, ¢(n)(i,j) converges exponentially fast to zero as 
n ➔ 00 and ¢(l)(i,j)+ ... + ¢(n)(i,j) converges exponentially fast to 
M(i;j;1) as n ➔ oo . 
Proof 
First let us prove that for any i EI and j ~ O, 
(2. 3.16) 0 < ,.,(n+1)(. ") < ,.,(n)(. ") < 1 
- ~ l,J - ~ l,J - for n ~ O. 
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Clearly, (2.3. 16) is true for n = O, 
have for any i EI and j ~ 0 that 
since <l>(O) (i ,j) = 
(2.3,17) <l>(n)(i,j) = ! ¢(i ,h)<l>(n-l)(i-h,j-h), 
h=O 
from which (2,3,16) follows by induction on n. 
1. By (2,3.14), we 
n ~ 1 , 
We shall next prove that for each i EI and j ~ 0 there exists an inte-
ger N ~ 1 such that 
(2.3. 18) for all n > N. 
Fix i and j. Suppose to the contrary that <l>(n)(i,j) = 1 for all n > O. Then 
. * it follows from (2,3.17) and the assumption ¢(i,O) < 1 that an integer h 
exists such that 1 ::.._ h* ::.._ j and ¢(i,h*) > O. From this and the relations 
(2.3,16) and (2.3.17) it follows that <l>(n)(i-h*,j-h*) = 1 for all n ~ O. 
. . . . . . * . Proceeding in this way, we see that there exists an integer i < i such that 
<l>(n)(i*,o) = for all n > O. This is a contradiction, since <l>(n)(i* ,O) = 
= {¢(i*,o)}n < 1 for n > ~-Thus <l>(n)(i,j) < 1 for some n ~ O, and hence, 
by (2,3,16), we have proved (2.3.18). 
We are now in a position to prove the lemma. Fix i 0 EI and fix j 0 ~ O. 
From (2.3.18) follows the existence of a number o, 0 < o < 1, and an integer 
N ~ 1 such that 
for i -j < i < i · 0 _< j < j · n > N. 0 0 - O' - O' 
For any k ~ O, we have by (2.3.14) that 
<I> (kN+N) ( . . ) = io,Jo 
< max 
O::.._h~O 
0,._(kN)(. ' · •) < "' io,Jo 
(2. 3. 19) k ~ O. 
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It now follows from (2 .3.16) and (2.3.19) that for any i EI and j .::_ 0, 
~(n)(i,j) converges exponentially fast to zero as n ➔ 00 • This ends the proof 
of the lemma. 
From ( 2 . 3 . 12 ) , (2. 3.13) and (2.3 . 15) it follows that 
(2.3 . 20) m(i;j;u) acp(i ,j) + a r cp(i-h , j-h)m(i;h;a) for i E I, j .'.'... 0, 
h=0 
and 
(2. 3.21) m(i ;j ;a) acp(i ,j) + Ct i m(i-h;j-h;a)cp(i,h) for i E I· , j > o. 
-h=0 
Lemma 2. 3. 2. 
* If supk.::_k*cj)(k,0) < 1 for some integer k , then for each i 0 EI there 
exists a constant a0 such that m( i ;j; 1) :5._ a0 for all 0 :5._ j :5._ i - i 0 and 
i > i . 
- 0 
Proof 
Let 
Ci = 1-cfi(i ,0) for i E I . 
From (2.3.21) it follows after some straightforward calculations that 
(2.3.22) 
where 
for i E I; j = 0 
m(i ;j; 1) = 
cp' ( i ,j) 
j-1 
cp'(i,j)c .. + l m(i-h;j - h;1)cp'(i,h) 
i - J h=1 
= p(i ,j ) 
1-cp(i ,o) 
for i E I ; j > 1 , 
for i E I ; j > 1 • 
Clearly, lj:l cp ' (i,j) = 1 for all i EI . Leto= supk>k*cp(k , 0), then 
ck :5_ 1/(1-o) for all k .::_ k*. Therefore, for each i 0 E-I there exists a con-
stant a0 such that ci :5._ a0 for all i .::_ i 0 . It now follows from (2 . 3.22) that 
(2. 3.23) m(i;0;1) 2. a0 
Assuming that i > i 0 is an integer such that 
(2.3.24) m(r;j;1) 2. a0 
we have by (2.3.22) that 
j-1 
m(i+1;j;1) 2. ••(i+1,j)a0 + a0 l h=1 •' ( i + 1 ,h) = a 0 f •' ( i + 1 ,h) 2. a0 , h=1 
From this relation and (2.3.23) it follows that (2.3.24) is also true when i 
is replaced by i+1, which ends the proof of the lemma. 
We note that if o = supkcI•(k,0) < 1, then it can be readily verified 
that m(i;j;1) 2. 1/(1-o) for all i EI and j > o. 
For any i EI and j ~ 0, let 
(2.3.25) m(i ;j; 1) l n•(n)(i,j}. 
n=1 
The numbers m(i;j;1) satisfy 
(2.3.26) m(i;j;1) = m(i;j;1) + t m(i-h;j-h;1)m(i;h;1), 
h=0 
iEI;j>0. 
The proof of (2.3.26) proceeds as follows. From (2.3.10), (2.3.15) and 
(2.3.20) it follows easily that 
m(i;j;1) = m(i;j;1) + ! m(i;h;1).(i-h,j-h}, 
h=0 
iEI;j>0. 
From this and (2.3.13) with n = 1 it can be easily deduced by induction on 
r that 
m(i;j;,) = m(i;j;1) + 
r 
I m(i;h;1).(k)(i-h,j-h) + 
k=1 h=0 
j 
, - (· ) (r+1)(. . ) . + l m i;h;1 • 1-h,J-h , 
h=0 
iEI;j~0;r>0. 
Taking the limit as r ~ 00 and using lemma 2 .3.1, we obtain (2 . 3 . 26). 
We close this subsection with the following lemma [28]. 
Lemma 2. 3. 3. 
If a. and b., j = O, . . . ,N, are non-negative real numbers such that 
J J 
N 
(2 . 3 . 27) L j=O 
a. 
J 
N 
L j=O b., J 
H 
L j=O a. > J 
H 
L j =O b. J for H = 0 , ... , N-1, 
and if f and g are functions on the integers 0,1, ... , N such that 
f(j) 2.. g(k) whenever j 2.. k, then 
N N 
L a. f(j) 2.. L b. g(j) . 
j=O J j =O J 
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The condition f(j) 2.. g(k) can be weakened to f(j) 2.. g(k) for any pair (j ,k) 
with j < k and ajbk > Q. 
Proof 
Since a0 + ... + aN = b0 + ... + bN, it is no restriction to assume that 
the function g is non-negative. Define the function h(i), i = O, ... , N, by 
h(i) min {g(i), ... , g(N)} for i O, ••• , N. 
Then the function his non- negative and non-decreasing. Further we have that 
f(i) 2.. h(i) 2.. g(i) for i = 0, ... , N. Since his non- negative and non-de-
creasing, the function h can be expressed in the form (see also [12, p.123]) 
where c . 
l 
Then, 
N 
h(i) = L ck ~(i) 
k=O 
> 0 for i = o, ... , N, and 
( o, hk(i) 
1, 
N L (a.-b. )h(j) 
j=O J J 
i < k, 
i > k. 
N 
L (a. -b.) 
j=O J J 
for i = 0 , ... , N, 
N N 
L ck L (a.-b.) < O. 
k=O j=k J J 
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Since f < h :5.. g and the numbers a. and b. are non-negative, we have 1 1 
N N N N 
I a . f(j) < I a. h(j) < I b . h(j) < I b. g(j). j=O J j=O J j=O J j=O J 
This ends the proof of the lemma. 
2. 3. 2. Some quantities for the dyncorric (s,S) inventory model, 
In this subsection we shall generalize the results found 1n section 2 . 1. 
In this subsection s and S are fixed integers with s' s E: I and s s s. 
For any i ;;: s' let 
(2.3.28) 
{
o, 
<l>(k-l\i,i-s) 
k = O, 
"'(k) (. . ) 
- ,., 1 ,1-s , k > 1. 
The quantity p.(k), (k > 1), represents the probability that the cumulative 
1 -
demand will first exceed i-s during the kth period, when the initial stock 
1s i and no orders are placed. 
From (2.3.28) 
(2.3.29) 
n 
I 
k=O 
P. (k) 
1 
= 1 ,,_(n)( . . ) 
- "' 1 ,1-s , 
and 
(2.3,30) 
n 
I 
k=O 
kp. (k) = 1 + 
1 
n-1 
1 ,._ (k) (. . ) ,.. (n) (. . ) l "' 1,1-s - n., 1,1-s , 
k=l 
and hence, by lemma 2.3.1, we obtain 
(2. 3, 31) I 
k=O 
p . (k) = 1, 
1 I k=O kp.(k) = 1 + M(i;i-s;l), 1 
i~s;n > l, 
i~s;n > l, 
i > s. 
Hence we have for each i > s that {pi(k), k ~ O} constitutes a probability 
distribution with a finite first moment. 
Let 
p(k;a) k > O. 
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Note that {p(k;1), k .::_ O} is a probability distribution. Let 
( t) (. ) p J;Cl 
and let 
r(j ;a) 
P (j ;a)' 
i p(t- 1)(k;a)p(j-k;a), 
k=O 
I p(t}(j;a}, 
t=l 
In the same way as in subsection 2.1.1 it can be shown that 
and 
00 
l akp . (k) = a - (1-a) M(i;i-s;a), 
k=O i 
I r(j ;a) 
j=O 
= a - (1-a) M(S;S-s;a) 
(1-a){1+M(S;S-s;a)} 
Consider now the (s,S) policy. For any n .::_ O, let 
(n) 
r .. iJ 
By (2.3.3), we have 
(n) 
r . . iJ 
max(i,S) 
I 
k=s 
(n-1) ( . ) pik cj, k,k-J ' 
j .::_ O; t = 1, 
j .::_ O; t .::_ 2, 
j .:'... o. 
i > s 
for a < 1. 
i, j E I. 
i,jEI;n>1. 
~ . "'(n) (. ) For any~ EI and n > O, define~ i,k 0 fork< O. Clearly, 
(2.3.32) (n) p .. iJ {
,._(n)(. ·- · ) ~ i ,i J ' 
0 ' (n) 
Psj 
i > 
-
s; 
i E I· 
' 
i < s; 
j > S; n .:'... o, 
j < s; n > 
-
o, 
j € I· 
' 
n > o. 
-
The quantity cj,(n)(i,j) represents the probability that the cumulative demand 
in the first n periods will be j, given that the initial stock is i and no 
orders will be placed in the periods 1, ... , n. When the (s,S) policy is 
used and ~ 1 = i ~ s, the probability that the cumulative demand will first 
exceed i-s during the kth peri od is pi(k). It will now be clear that for any 
n > 0 
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(2.3.33) (n) p .. 1J 
,.(n)( ... ) ~ (n-k) ( ) 
= ~ 1,1-J + l Ps· p. k, 
k=O J 1 
s ~ j ~ max(i,S); i ~ s. 
In particular, 
(n) 
Psj = ,.(n)(S,S-J") + ~ (n-k) ( ) .., l PsJ· P k; 1 , 
k=O 
n ~ O; s ~ j ~ S • 
For each j E [s,SJ this equation is a renewal equation, and hence (cf. sec-
tion 1.2) 
n 
(2.3.34) (n) Psj I <j)(n-k)(S,S-j) r(k;1), n~O; s ~j ~S. 
k=O 
The relations (2.3.32) - (2.3.34) in conjunction yield the probability dis-
tribution of ~+l" We see that the derivation and the result are quite si-
milar to those in subsection 2.1.2. The steady-state behaviour of the Markov 
chains{~} and{~} is given in the next theorem. 
Theorem 2. 3. 3. 
For all i, j EI, 
where 
and 
1 n 
= q. and lim - L 
J n._ n k=O 
(k) 
r . . 1J 
{1 + m(S;0;1)}/{1 + M(S;S-s;1)}, 
m(S;S-j;1}/{1 + M(S;S-s;1)}, 
o, 
S-s 
j s' 
otherwise, 
{<t,(S,S-j) + }: <t,(S-k,S-j-k)m(S;k;1)}/{1+M(S;S-s;1)}, j < s, 
k=O 
v. = 
J 
m(S;S-j;1)/{1+M(S;S-s;1)}, s < j ~ S, 
0 j > s. 
If the greatest common divisor of the indices n, where p(n;1) . > O, is 1, 
. (n) . (n) . . 
then lim p .. = q. and lim r .. = v. for all 1, J EI. 
n._ 1J J n-- 1J J 
Finally, the probability distribution {q .,j E I}[{v.,j EI} ] 
J J 
is the unique stationary probability distribution of the Markov chain{~} 
[{2St}J . 
Proof 
The proof is identical to the proof of theorem 2.1.1. 
We shall next determine the solution for the total expected discounted 
* cost in the (s , S) inventory model . To do this, let g0 (i;a) = 0 for all 
i E I, and let 
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g*n(i ;a) = I at- 1E( S){Ko(!!:.._-x )+G (!!:.._ll2S.1=i} , t: 1 S , • -'-t (X v i E I; n .:'... 1. 
Then , by (2 .3. 6) , we have 
- Cl - an(d- c)E(x 1 lx1=i), --n+ - iEI;n.:'._1. 
Clearly , 
i < s;n>1. 
From the interpretation of the probabilities p.(k) we have for i .:'._sand 
l 
n > 1 that 
g*(i ; a) 
n 
n-1 i-s ( ) n-1 k * 
G (i) + L L akGa(i -j }¢ k (i ,j ) + La {K+g k(S ; a)}p . (k ), 
a k=1 j =O k=l n- l 
from which we get 
(2 . 3.35) b (i;a) + 
n 
n * k L g k(S;a)a p.(k), 
k=O n- l 
where b 0 (i ; a) = 0 for i .:'... s, and 
i .:'... s; n .:'... 0, 
n-1 i-s ( ) n-1 
b (i;a) = G (i) + I I le (i-j )q, k (i,j}+K I akp . (k) , i .:'._s ;n > 1. 
n a k=1 j =O a k=1 i 
For i = S the equation ( 2 . 3 . 35) is a r enewal equation. 
By (2.3 . 3) , we have 
max(i,S) 
I i E I; n .:'... 1. j=s 
Bo 
It will now be clear that lemma 2.1.2 is also true for the (s,S) model now 
under consideration, provided that we replace g (i;a) by g (i;(s,S);a), re-
, . (n-1) , (n-1) . n n 
place L•JPh· - JJ by L·Ph· {J-JJ.} for h = S,i, and put A= O. J J J J J 
Theorem 2. 3. 4. 
Let a< 1. Then 
and 
where 
Proof 
lim g (i;(s,S);a) 
n 
n->«> 
lim g (i;(s,S);a) 
n n->«> 
a (s,S) 
a 
1-a 
G (i) + 
a 
a (s ,S) 
a 
+----1-a 
S-s 
ci, 
1-S }: 
j=O 
G (i-j)m(i;j;a) + 
a 
{a-(1-a)M(i;i-s;a)} - ci, 
G (S) + }: G (S-k)m(S;k;a) + K 
a k=O a 
a ( s ,S) = ----'--"----------
a l+M(S;S-s;a) 
The proof is identical to the proof of theorem 2.1.2. 
i < s' 
i ~ s' 
Finally, we consider the total expected cost and the average expected cost 
in the (s,S) inventory model. 
Theorem 2.3.5 . 
lim gn(i;(s,S);l)/n = a 1(s,S) n->«> 
where 
a 1 (s ,s) = 
S-s 
G1(s) + }: G1(S-k)m(S;k;1) + K k=O 
l+M(S;S-s; 1) 
for all i EI, 
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Proof 
The proof is identical to the proof of theorem 2.1.3. 
Let 
h (i) = g*(i;1) 
n n 
na1 (s ,S), iEI;n~o. 
then hn(i) K + hn(S) for i < s; n > 1. It follows from (2.3.35), (2.3.30) 
and (2.3.29) that 
(2.3.36) h (i) = c (i) + 
n n 
where c0 (i) = O for i ~ s, and 
C (i) 
n 
n-1 l.-S 
G ( .) 1 1 G (· .) ,._(k)( .. ) K{l ,.,(n-1)( .. )} = 1 l. + l l 1 l.-J " l. ,J + --., l. ,1.-s + 
k=1 j=O 
n-1 
( ) { 1 ,., (k) ( · · ) } 
- a 1 s,S 1 + l .., 1.,1.-s , k=l 
For i = S the equation (2.3.36) is a renewal equation. 
It is now readily seen that lemma 2.1.3 is also true for the (s,S) model 
now under consideration, provided that we replace g (i;1) and g1 , respecti-
( . ( ) ) ( ) , . (n!!1) 1 (n-1}{. } vely, by g 1.; s,S ;1 and a 1 s,S , replace l•JPh· - µ by l·Ph· J-µ. n J J J J J 
for h = S,i, and put A = Q. 
Using lemma 2.3.1, we obtain for any i ~ s that 
l.-S 
lim c (i) = G1(i) + _l G1(i-j)m(i;j;1) + K - a 1(s,S){1+M(i;i-s;1)}, 
n-- n J=O 
where the convergence is exponentially fast. In particular, we have by the 
definition of a 1(s,S) that cn(S) converges exponentially fast to zero as 
n ➔ 00 , and hence I\c (s)\ < 00 • Moreover, similar to the proof of (2.1.44), 
n 
we can show that 
I 
n=O 
c (S) 
n 
S-s I {a1(s,s) - G1(s-j)}m(S;j;1) - K{1+M(S;S-s;1)}. j=O 
It will now be clear that the following theorem can be proved. in the same 
way as theorem 2 .1.4. 
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S-s Theorem 2. 3. 6. 
n 
lim ¾ I {~(i;(s,S);1)-ka1(s,S)} 
n-+<><> k=1 
_L {a1 (s ,S)-G1 (S- j) }m(S;j; 1) 
=O 
1+M(S;S-s;1) 
and 
s 
- (d-c) I 
j=s 
(j-µ. )q., 
J J 
n 
lim ¾ I {gk(i;(s,S);1)-ka1(s,S)} 
n-+<><> k=1 
i -s 
G1(i) + I G1(i-j)m(i;j;l) + j=O 
S-s 
-Io {a1(s,S)-G1(s-j)hii(j;l) 
- a 1(s,S){l+M(i;i-s;l)} + ..,_,;:_ ___ l+_M_(_S_;_S ___ s_;_l~)----+ 
s 
- c1. - (d-c) L 
j=s 
(j-µ. )q., 
J J 
ci + 
i < s, 
i ~ s, 
where the ordinary limit exists for each i EI if the greatest common divi-
sor of the indices n, where p(n ;l) > 0, is 1. 
2. 3.3. The optimality of (s,S) policies in the infinite period model 
In this subsection we shall establish the existence of optimal (s,S) po-
licies in the infinite period model under certain conditions on the function 
G (k) and the probabilities $(k,j). The total discounted cost and the aver-
a 
age cost criteria are treated simultaneously. Finally, a uniqueness theorem 
for the optimal inventory equation is given. 
(i) 
The following conditions are imposed on the function G (k): 
a 
There exists a finite integer s0 such that G (i) < G (j) for j < i ~ s0 a - a 
and G (i) > G (j) for i ~ j ~ s0 . a - a 
(ii) lim G (k) = oo . 
ik I-+<><> a 
We assume that s0 is the smallest integer at which Ga(k) takes on its 
absolute m1.n1.mum . Let s0 be the largest integer at which G (k) takes on its 
a 
absolute m1.n1.mum. Let s 1 be the smallest integer for which 
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and let s 1 be the largest integer for which 
0 Note that s 1 .::_ s 0 .::_ S .::_ s 1. 
We impose on the probabilities ~(i,j) the following condition 
(2.3.37) <l>(i+1,j) .:'... <l>(i ,j) for all i .:'... s 0 and j = 0,1, ...• 
That is, the distribution functions <l>(i,.), i = s 0 , s0+1, ... , are assumed to 
be stoahastiaaZZy inareasing. We note that in [28] a slightly different con-
dition is imposed on the probabilities ~(i,j). 
We now give some properties of the following function. 
a (s ,s) = 
Cl 
S-s 
G (S) + l G (S-k)m(S;k;a) + K 
Cl k=O Cl 
1+M(S;S-s;a) 
We have by the theorems 2 .3.4 and 2.3.5 that 
a (s,S) 
Cl 
1-a 
l.-S 
(2.3.38) V (i; (s ;S)) = G
0
(i) + L G (i-j)m(i;j;a) Cl j=O Cl 
a (s ,S) 
s ,S E; I; s < S. 
for i < s' 
+ 
+ Cl {a-(1-a)M(i;i-s;a)} for i 1-a ~ s, 
when a< 1, and 
(2.3.39) g(i; (s ,S)) a 1 (s ,S) for all i EI. 
Lemma 2. 3. 4. 
* Let O <a.::_ 1. If supk>k* a~(k,O) < 1 for some k .:'... k (note that this 
assumption is automatically satisfied if a< 1), then there exist integers 
s* ands* such thats*< s* and a (s*,s*) < a (s,S) for all s,S EI, s < S. 
Cl - Cl 
Proof 
The proof is identical to the proof of lemma 2.2.1, where we now have to 
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use lemma 2.3.2 instead of formula (1.2.4) of section 1.2. 
For any a, 0 <a< 1, assume that 
exists. 
* a 
a 
Lemma 2. 3. 5. 
min 
s,SEI 
s<S 
a (s,S) 
a 
* Let O <a< 1. Lets* ands* be any integers such thats* s S and 
a (s* ,s*) = 
a 
* a . 
a 
(a) If m(s*;s*-s*+1;a) > O, then G (s*-1) ~ a* 
a a 
(b) Ifs*= s *, then G (s*) s a* 
a a 
(c) Ifs*< s* and if m(s*;s*-s*;a) > O, then G (s*) 
a 
(d) If ~(k,1) > O for s*-1 s ks s*, then G (s*-1) ~ 
*a 0 (e) If G (s*-1) ~a* ~ G (s*), then s 1 S s S S when a a a 
when K > O. 
Proof 
* s aa 
a*~ G (s*). 
a a 
K = 0, and s 1 
The proof is identical to the proof of lemma 2.2 . 2. 
Lemma 2. 3. 6. 
* $ s 
* Let O <as 1. There exist integers s 
a (s*,s*) a* and G (s*-1) ~a*~ G (s*). 
ands* withs* s s* such that 
* 
a a a a a 
If K = O, thens = s 0 and 
* . . . S = s 0 satisfy these conditions. 
Proof 
The proof is identical to the proof of lemma 2.2.3. 
Let O <as 1. From now on s* ands* withs* s s* are two fixed integers 
such that 
a (s* ,s*) 
a 
where we choose 
* = a 
a 
and G (s*-1) 
Cl 
s* = s* = s 
0 if K = O. 
The function v*(i), i € I, is defined as follows (cf. subsection 2.2.3). 
CJ. 
0 for i * < s 
' 
(2.3.40) v*(i) = 
Cl * l-S 
G (i) * + Cl I v*(i-j),P(i,j) i * - a for 2: s 
Cl Cl j=0 Cl 
The function v*(i) is uniquely determined by (2.3.40). Using (2.3.10), it 
Cl 
can be easily verified by induction on n that 
. * 
n l-S ( ) 
v*(i) = G (i) - a*+ l l {G (i-j) - a:}ak,P k (i,j) + 
a a a k=1 j=0 a ~ 
. * 
l-S ( ) 
n+1 1 *(· ' )" n+1 ( ' .) + Cl l V Cl l-J 't' l ,J , 
j=0 
Taking the limit as n ➔ 00 and using lemma 2.3.1, we obtain 
o, i < s*, 
(2. 3.41) 
. * l-S 
G (i) + l G (i-j)m(i;j;a)-a*{1+M(i;i-s*;a)}, i 2: s*. 
Cl j=0 Cl a 
Let the function J (k) be defined by 
Cl 
00 
(2.3.42) Ja(k) = G
0
(k) - * + Cl I v:(k-j ),P(k,j) a 
Cl j=0 
From (2.3.40) and (2,3,42 ) it follows that 
(2.3.43) J (k) Ga(k) - * = act Cl 
and 
(2.3.44) J (k) 
Cl 
Theorem 2. 3. ?. 
(a) J (k) is non-increasing on (-00 ,s*-1]. 
Cl 
for k E I. 
* for k < s , 
* fork 2: s . 
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(b) * * K + J (S) = O; J (s -1) 2 o. a a 
* (c) J (k) ~ J (S ) for all k E I. 
a a 
(d) J
0
(k) * $ 0 for s S ks s0 . 
(e) J (k) Ja(i) i * K + ~ fork ~ ~ s a 
( f) K + Ja(k) > O for k > s 1. 
Proof 
The proofs of the parts (a) - (d) and (f) are identical to those of the 
parts (a) - (d) and (f) of theorem 2.2.3. However, the proof of (e) must be 
modified, since the demand probabilities depend on the stock level . The 
proof of (e) now proceeds as follows. 
(e) From (b) - (d) it follows that 
l.. d *<·<s fork~ an s - i - 0 • 
Assuming that i-1 is an integer such that i-1 ~ s0 and K + J 0 (k) ~ J 0 (r) for 
k ~rand s0 Sr S i-1, we shall demonstrate that K + J (k) ~ J (i) for all a a 
k ~ i. When this induction step has been verified, (e) follows . Clearly, 
K + J (i) ~ J (i). We have by (2.3 .44 ) that K + J (k) ~ J (i) fork> i is 
a a a a 
equivalent to K + v:(k) ~ v:(i) fork> i. Fix the integer k with k > i. 
Since G
0
(j) is non-decreasing on [s 0 , 00 ), we have 
G (i) - G (k) s Os K - aK 
a a 
* k-s 
l ,P(k,j). 
j=O 
Using this inequality and the definition of v*(j), it follows that 
a 
where 
v*(i) 
a 
. * l.-S 
- v*(k) s K{1-a¢(i,O)} + a L v*(i-j),P(i,j) + 
a j=l a 
* k-s 
- al {K+v*(k-j)};(k,j) + a,P(i,O){v*(i) j=O a a - v*(k)}, a 
,P(k,O) - ,P(i,O) and ;(k,j) = ,P(k,j) for * ~ j < k-s 
Using K + v*(j) = K + J*(j) ~ 0 for j 
a a 
using v*(s*-1) = O, we obtain 
a 
* ~ s (cf. (b), (c) and (2.3.44)) and 
{v*(i) - v*(k)}{1 - a¢(i , O)} S K{1 - a¢(i , O)} 
a a 
. * l.-S +1 
i-s* +1 
+ a I 
j=l 
v*( i -j)¢(i,j) + 
a 
- a I 
j=O 
{K+v*(k-j)}¢(k,j), 
a 
where 
¢(i,j) = ¢(i ,j ) for 1 :5_ j . * < l.-S and 
¢(i,i-s*+1) = ¢(k ,i-s*+1) - ¢(i , i-s*) . 
Note that, by (2 . 3.37) , the numbers ¢(i ,j ) and ¢(k,j) are non-negative. 
Let 
¢(i,i - s * +1- j) j * a. for 0 $ $ l. - S 
' ai-s*+l = 
o, and 
J 
¢(k , i -s * * b. = +1-j) for 0 $ j $ l.-S +1. 
J 
Furthermore, let 
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f(j) K + v*(k-i+s*-l+j), 0 s j S i-s*+1. 
a 
Then 
i - s *+1 
I j=O 
i-s*+1 
I j =O 
a.f(j) = 
J 
b .g(j) = 
J 
i - s*+1 
I j=l v*(i-j)¢(i,j) a 
i-s*+1 
I j=O 
* ~ {K+v (k-j)}¢(k,j). 
a 
We shall now prove that lemma 2. 3,3 can be applied with N = i-s*+1 and 
a.,b.,f(j) and g(j) as defined above. Using assumption (2.3,37), it is 
J J 
straightforward to verify that condition (2.3.27) of lemma 2.3.3 is satis-
* fied. Since aj = O for j = i-s +1, it suffices to verify that f(j) ~ g(h) 
for all pairs (j,h) with Os j s i-s* and j sh s i-s*+1. However, this 
follows directly from the relation v*(s*-1) =O s K + v*(j) for j ~ s* (cf. 
a a 
(b), (c) and (2.3.44)) and from the induction hypothesis. Therefore 
l~ ajf(j) s l~ bjg(j) , from which the inequality v:(i) - v:(k) ~ K follows. 
This ends the proof of the theorem. 
We note that the condition (2 . 3,37) is used only in the proof of theorem 
2. 3 . 7 (e) . 
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Theorem 2. 3. 8. 
(a) The set of numbers {a* ,v*(i),i EI} satisfies the functional equation 
a a 
00 
(2.3.45) v*(i) = min {K.S(k-i) + G (k) - a*+a l v*(k-j)<j>(k,j)}, 
a k~i a a j=O a j E I, 
where the right-hand side of (2.3.45) is minimized by k 
* by k = i for i ~ s 
(b) and s* s s * s s 1. 
Proof 
* * S for i < s and 
The proof is identical to the proof of theorem 2.2 .4. 
We are now in a position to establish the optimality of the (s*,s*) po-
licy. 
Consider first the case a< 1. From (2.3.38), a* 
a 
(2.3.41) it follows that 
(2.3.46) 
* a 
v*(i) = V (i;(s*,s*)) - a 
a a 1-a 
Substituting (2.3.46) in (2.3.45), yields 
(2.3.47) V (i;(s* ,s*)) 
a 
min 
k~i 
+ a L 
j=O 
{K.S(k-i)+G (k) + 
a 
V (k-j;(s*,s*)),P(k,j)}, 
a 
a ( s * ,S *) and 
a 
for all i E I. 
i E I, 
where the right-hand side of (2.3 .47) is minimized by k = s* for i < s* and 
by k = i for i ~ s*. Suppose now that the bounds u and U on the ordering 
level are chosen such that u :S s 1 and U ~ s 1. Then, by theorem 2 .3.1, the 
(s*,s*) policy is optimal among the policies of the class C. 
Summarizing , we have proved the following theorem (see also the lemmas 
2.3,5 and 2 . 3 . 6) . 
Theorem 2.3.9. (the total disaounted aost ariterion) 
Let a < 1 . Then 
V (i;R) 
a 
= v (i;(s* ,s*)) 
a 
for all i € I. 
If K = O, then the (s 0 ,s0 ) policy is optimal. If K > O, then any (s,S) poli-
cy such that a (s,S) = a* and G (s-1) ~a*~ G (s), is optimal and has the 
a a a a a 
property that s 1 s s s s 0 ands s S s s 1. If ¢(k,1) > O for s-1 s ks S, 
then a (s,S) = a* implies G (s-1) ~a*~ G (s). 
a a a a a 
The following theorem dealing with the case a= 1 can be proved in the 
same way as theorem 2.2.6 . 
Theorem 2.3.10. (the average aost criterion) 
Let a= 1. Then 
min g(i;R) 
REC 
* = a, for all i € I. 
If K = O, then the (s0 ,s0 ) policy is optimal. If K > 0, then any (s,S) poli-
cy such that a 1(s,S) = a; and G1(s-1) ~a~~ G1(s) , is optimal and has the 
property that s 1 s s s s 0 ands s S s s 1. If ¢(k ,1) > O for s-1 s ks S, 
then a 1(s,S) = a~ implies G1(s-1) ~a~~ G1(s). 
We close this subsection by generalizing the uniqueness theorem of sub-
section 2.2.4. 
Let a< 1. Define 
v*(i) = 
a 
min V
0
(i ; (s ,S)) 
s,ssssss, 
for i € I. 
Note that by (2.3.38) the function v*(i), i EI, is finite and bounded from 
a 
below. By theorem 2,3,9 , we have that v:(i) V
0
(i;(s*,s*)) for all i EI. 
Hence, by (2.3.47), we obtain 
00 
(2.3.48) v*(i) = min {Ko(k-i) + G
0
(k) + a L v*(k-j)¢(k,j)}, 
a k~i j=O a 
i € I, 
where the right-hand side of (2.3 .48) is minimized by k * * S for i < s and 
by k = i for i ~ s* . 
We have the following uniqwness theorem, which can be proved in the 
same way as theorem 2. 2.7. 
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Theorem 2. 3.11. 
Let a< 1. Let the function u{i), i € I, be a finite solution to the 
"optimal inventory equation" 
u(i) = min 
k~i 
{K6(k-i) + G (k) + a I u(k-j).(k,j)}, 
a j=O 
i € I, 
such that the function u(i) is bounded from below on (-=,i 0 J for some inte-
ger i 0 • Then, u(i) = v:(i) for all i € I. 
Remark 2 . 3.1. 
Let~* ands* be defined as on p. 84 . Supposes*< s 0 • It is easy to 
give an example showing thats* may be less than s 0 • For example, let a= 1, 
c = O, K = 3,75 , g(k) = Jkl forks O, g{k) = k+3 fork~ 1, •(i,1) = for 
i ::_ -1, and •(i,4) = 1 for i ~ O; then, s 1 = -3, s 0 = s 1 = O, a 1(s,O) = 3,75 
for -3 ::_ s ::_ O, and the ( - 3, -1) policy is optimal with a 1(-3,-1) = 3,25, 
Suppose now that <l>(i+1,j) ~ <l>(i ,j) for all i ~ s 1 and j ~ O, and that 
•(i,O) = •(s0 ,o) for s 1 < i ::_ s 0 . Now it can be proved that J 0 (k) is non-
increasing on [s*, s 0 J and thats*~ s 0 . The proof will only be sketched. It 
is straightforward to verify that J (s*+1) s J (s*) . Assuming that J (i) is 
a a a 
non-increasing on [s*,k] for some k withs*< k < s 0 , we can deduce the in-
equality 
* k-s 
{1-a.(k,O)}{J (k+1) - J (k)} < a I 
a a - j=, 
k-s 
-a I 
j=1 
* 
J (k+1-j ).(k+1,j) + 
a 
where aO = 1 - <l>(k ,k-s*) and bO = 1 - <1>(k+1,k-s*). From this and lemma 
2,3,3 we can deduce that J
0
(k+1) ::_J
0
(k), Next the relations* ~sO can be 
established in a similar way as in the proof of theorem 2.2 .4(b). 
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CHAPTER III A PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS OF AN (s,S) INVENTORY MODEL 
In this chapter we deal with an (s,S) inventory model in which the de-
mand epochs are generated by a non-a.:rithmetic renewal process. The demands 
are independent, non-negative and identically distributed random variables 
and they are also independent of the renewal process. Excess demand is back-
logged until it is subsequently filled by a delivery. 
An order may be placed only at the demand epochs. The ordering policy 
followed is an (s,S) poZiay, that is, when the stock on hand plus on order 
falls belows, then this stock level is ordered up to S; otherwise, no or-
dering is done. The lead time of an order is a positive constant T. 
The mathematical techniques of this chapter are based on renewal theory. 
In section 3.1 the renewal theoretic approach is prepared. Section 3.2 is 
devoted to the determination of the transient and the asymptotic behaviour 
of both the stock on hand plus on order and the stock on hand. In section 
3.3 we are concerned with the determination of both the transient and the 
asymptotic behaviour of a number of random variables which are based on the 
number of outstanding orders. Further, we shall determine the distribution 
of the so-called busy period and the distributions of some related random 
variables. In section 3.4 we give certain averages which are measures of the 
merit of the (s,S) policy. Finally, we briefly consider the case in which 
the demand epochs are generated by an a.:rithmetic renewal process. 
Some of the results of this chapter extend related results in [16] and 
[31 J. 
3.1. MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES 
We consider the following inventory model with a single product and a 
single stocking point. Customers arrive at a stocking point at the epochs 
s 1,~, ... , where the interarrival times s - s 1 (n > 1; ~ = 0) are inde-- C. --n --n- - ---v 
pendent and positive random variables with common probability distribution 
function F(t) = P{s -s 1 < t}, (n = 1,2, ... ; t > 0). It is assumed that F --n --n- - -
is non-a.:rithmetic (cf. section 1.2, p.15). Furthermore, we assume that 
F(O) 0 and 8 r tF(dt) < 00 
0 
th Denote by~ the demand size of then customer. The demand sizes 
11,..½,··· are independent, non-negative and integrGl-valued random variables 
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with common probability distribution ¢(j) = P{' = j}, (j = 0,1, ... ; 
)*) . -n . { } n = 1,2,... , and they are also independent of the arrival process s . 
-n 
It is supposed that 
¢(0) < 1 and µ = l j¢(j) < 00 
j=0 
Excess demand is backlogged. Hence the stock on hand may take on nega-
tive values. A negative value of the stock on hand indicates the existence 
of a backlog. An order may be placed only at the epochs .2n· The ordering po-
licy followed is an (s,S) policy, that is, when the stock on hand plus on 
order i is less than s, then S-i units are ordered; otherwise, no ordering 
is done. The lead time of an order is a positive constant T. The numbers s 
and Sare given integers withs~ S. 
We shall now give some preliminaries. First we introduce some notation. 
For any n = 1, 2 , .•. , let F(n)(t) = 0 fort< 0 and let 
and 
k=0 
where F(O)(t) = fort.::_ 0, F(O)(t) = 0 fort < 0, 
¢(O)(j) 0 for j > 1. Note that F(n)(t) = 
¢(n)(j) P{f1 + ... + ~ = j}. 
For any t .::_ 0 and j = 0,1, ... , let 
P{s < t} and 
-n-
for t .::_ 0, 
for j = 0, 1 , • • • , 
1, and 
U(t) = l F(n)(t), m(j) = I ¢(n)(j), M(j) = f m(k). 
n=1 n=1 k=0 
The renewal functions U(t) and M(j) are finite (cf. lemma 1.2.1 of section 
1.2). Further, we have 
*) 
U(t) = F(t) + I: F(t-y) U(dy), t .::_ 0 
Theproofs and the results of this chapter can be adapted to the case in 
which f 1 •~, ... ar~ independ~nt, non-:-neg~ti v~ and identically distributed 
random variables with an arbitrary distribution. 
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and 
m(j) = cp(j) + t cp(j-k) m(k), k O, 1 , ••.. 
k=O 
Let 
_g(t) = sup {nJs <t}, 
71 -
t.::.. o, 
and 
~ = sup {nJ5.o + ... + ~ ~ k}, k 0, 1,... , 
where £0 = Q. Note that _g(t) denotes the number of customers arriving in 
[o,t] and that~ denotes the number of customers before the cumulative de-
mand exceeds k. We have (cf. formula (1.2.3) of section 1. 2) 
(3.1.1) E_g(t) = U(t) fort.::_ O, ~ M(k) fork= 0,1, ...• 
For any t .::_ O, let 
.!!:(t) = Io + ... + ~(t) 
The random variable .!!:(t) denotes the cumulative demand in [O,t]. For any 
t .::_ O, let 
~(t) = P{.!!:(t) = k}, k = o, 1 , ... t > 
-
We have 
"' 
o. 
~(t) = l P{_!!:(t) kl£(t) = n}P{B_(t) n} , k 0, 1, ... t > o . 
n=O 
The event {n(t) = n} occurs if and only ifs < t buts +l > t, and hence 
- 71- 71 
P{Q(t) = n} = F(n)(t) - F(n+l)(t), (n .::_ O; t.:. 0). Further, the processes 
{~} and {_ik} are independent. Therefore, 
( 3.1.2) 
~(tl = I 
n=O 
k = 0, 1 , •.. t > o. 
We note that ~(t) satisfies the following integral equations, 
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a0(t) = 1 - F(t) + J: ¢(0) a0(t-u) F(du), t .:. 0 
and 
= I ft ¢(j) I\ . (t-u) F(du), j=0 0 -J k = 1 ,2 , •.. ; t .:. 0. 
We note that if 
F(t) 
then for any t ~ 0 the probabilities '\(t), k .::_ 0, satisfy (cf. [1]) 
e 
-A( 1-¢(0) )t 
and 
k = 0, 1 , •••• 
This recurrence relation can be easily verified by applying Leibniz's 
theorem on the differentiation of products to the relation 
t.::.. o, 
gt(u) = Atgt(u)~•(u), lul 2 1, where gt(u) and ~(u) denote the generating 
functions of the probability distributions {'\(t), k .::_ o} and {¢(k), k .::_ o}. 
Lemma 3.1.1. 
For each k = 0,1, ••. the function '\(t), t.:. 0, is a bounded Baire func-
tion which is directly Riemann integrable. Further, 
f: ~(t) dt = S{¢(o)(k) + m(k)}, k=0,1, .•.. 
Proof 
Since for any k .::_0 the functions 
00 L /n)(k) F(n)(t) anc1 
00 l ¢(n)(k) F(n+l)(t), t .::_ 0, 
n=0 n=0 
are bounded and are monotone and since a monotone function is a Baire func-
tion, it follows from (3.1.2) that ~(t), t .::_ 0, is a Baire function. More-
over, since any bounded monotone function is Riemann integrable over finite 
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intervals, it follows that the function ¾(t), t ~ O, is Riemann integrable 
over finite intervals. We have for each k = 0,1, ... that 
0 2. ¾(t) 2. ~(t) for t ~ 0, 
where 
~(tl = I 
n=O 
t ~ o. 
For each k > 0 the function ~(t) is non-negative, non-increasing and uni-
formly bounded by 1+m(k). Using the fact that each term of the series gk(t) 
is a non-negative, non-increasing function and using well-known results for 
the Riemann and the Lebesgue integral, it follows that ~(t) is Riemann in-
tegrable over (0,00 ) where 
I <P(n)(k) r {1-F(n+l)(t)}dt = 
n=O 0 
= l <P(n)(k)(n+1)8 < 00 , 
n=O 
since <P(n)(k) converges exponentially fast to zero as n + 00 for each k ~ O 
(cf. lemma 1.2.1 of section 1.2). It now follows from lemma 1.2.2 of section 
1.2 that for each k ~ O the function !\(t) is directly Riemann integrable. 
Using (3.1.2), we obtain 
J: ¾(t)dt = I 
n=O 
<P(n)(k){(n+1)8 - nS} 
k ~ O. 
This ends the proof of the lemma. 
For any k = 1 ,2 ,. • . , let 
~ = s +1. 7t-1 
The random variable ik represents the length of the time interval from t = 0 
up to the epoch at which the cumulative demand exceeds k-1 for the first 
time. Since the event{~ 2_ t} occurs if and only if ~(t) ~k, we have for 
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any k > 1 that 
P{~ ::_ t} = 
k-1 
1 - I 
j=O 
a. (t), 
J 
From Wald's equation and (3.1.1) it follows that 
(3. 1.3) E~ = E.§..1 ,E(~_ 1+1) = S{1+M(k-1)}, 
The following lemma will be needed. 
Lerrma 3.1.2. 
t .:'.... o. 
k = 1,2 , •... 
Let H be a probability distribution and let H(n) be then-fold convolu-
tion of H with itself. Let the sequence {a, n = 1,2, ..• } be such that 
n 
a > O, (n > 1), and ' 001 a = 1. Let the probability distribution function G n - - l n 
be defined by G = ' 00 1 a H(n)_ If His non-arithmetic, then also G is non-ln= n 
arithmetic. 
Proof 
Let us first recall the following definition. A distribution function is 
said to be arithmetic if it is concentrated on a set of points of the form 
O, _!A, _!2A, ... ; a distribution function is said to be lattice if it is con-
centrated on a set of points a, a_!A, a_!2A , ..• with a arbitrary. 
We shall now prove the following assertion. If a distribution function 
His non-arithmetic, then H(n) is non-arithmetic for all n .::._ 1. To prove 
this, we distinguish between two cases. Case 1. His both non-arithmetic and 
lattice . It readily follows from the above definition that a non-arithmetic 
distribution function Bis lattice if and only if there exist numbers 
a, b # 0 such that a/bis irrational and a and bare points of increase of 
B. Thus there exist numbers c , d # 0 such that c/d is irrational and c and d 
are points of increase of H. Then the points nc and nd are points of in-
f H(n) d / · · · · H(n) · 't crease o an nc nd is irrational, which proves that is non-ari h-
metic. Case 2. His non-lattice. From the theory of characteristic functions 
(cf. [15]) it follows that a probability distribution Bis lattice if and 
only if lb(t 0 )1 = 1 for some t 0 # O, where b denotes the characteristic 
function of B. Further, the characteristic function of H(n) is hn, where h 
. . . . (n) . . (n) is the characteristic function of H. Hence H is non-lattice, and so H 
is non-arithmetic. 
To prove that G is non-arithmetic, assume to the contrary that G is 
arithmetic. Since an> 0 for some n :'._ 1, it follows from the definition of 
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(n) · · · f 1 · G that H is arithmetic or some n ::'._ , and hence, by the above assertion, 
His arithmetic . This contradiction proves the lemma. 
I am indebted to Professor Runnenburg for help in this proof . 
Lemma 3. 1. 3. 
For each k = 1,2 , ... the distribution of -4: is non- arithmetic. 
Proof 
Let <l>(n\j) = <j,(n)(O) + ... + <j,(n)(j), (j, n = 0,1, ... ). Since 
<1>(n- 1)Ll) - <l>(n)(j) is the probability that the cumulative demand will first 
exceed j at epoch¾' we have for each k 1 ,2, ... that 
p{ t < t} = 
-k -
I {<l>(n- l)(k-1) - <l>(n)(k-1 )}F(n)(t) , 
n=1 
t > o. 
The lemma now follows from this relation and lemma 3.1 . 2 , since Fis assumed 
to be non- arithmetic. 
· For any t.::, 0, let 
( 3 . 1. 4) x_(t) = ~(t1+1 - t. 
The random variable x_(t) represents the length of the time interval between 
time t and the epoch of the first demand occurring after t . We have for any 
t > 0 that (cf . section 1. 2) 
(3. 1.5) P{x_(t) .:_ y} = F(t+y) - F(t) + I: {F(t+y-x) - F(t-x) }U(dx), y ::'._ 0 , 
and, 3ince Fis non- arithmetic, 
(3. 1 .6) lim P{x_(t) .:_ y} 
t-+oo 
1 fy 
6 0 
{1-F(x)}dx, y > o. 
For any t > 0, let 
k o,, , ... ' 
i.e. bk(t,,) is the probability that the cumulative demand in (t,t+,] will 
be k. We have for each t > 0 that 
( 3, 1. 7) 
and 
(3, 1. 8) k = 1,2 , ..•. 
We note that if Fis an exponential distribution, then for each t ~ 0 the 
random variable z(t) has also the exponential distribution F (cf. section 
1.2), and so in that case bk(t,,) = ¾(,). 
Using (3.1.6), we obtain 
( 3. 1.9) 
where 
( 3. 1. 10) 
and 
(3. 1.11) 
lim bk(t,,) = bk(t), 
t--><x> 
k 
1 Jm 1 J' b0 (,) = S {1-F(x)}dx + B <j,(O)a0 (,-y){1-F(y)}dy 
T 0 
1 k f' b (,) = - l 
k f3 j=O 0 q,(j)a .{T-y){1-F(y)}dy, k-J k 
0,1, ... , 
1,2 , .... 
The above relations involve an interchange of the order of limit and inte-
gration justified by the fact that for each k ~ 0 the function¾ can be 
written as the difference of two bounded, monotone functions and the fact 
that limt--><x>P{z(t) 2_y} is a continuous distribution function. 
3.2. THE TRANSIENT AND THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF THE STOCK LEVEL 
In this section we shall determine the transient and the asymptotic be-
haviour of both the stock on hand plus on order and the stock on hand. 
For any t .::_ O, denote by ~(t) the stock on hand plus on order at time t. 
As usual we take ~(t) as continuous from the right. The set of the integers 
i with i >sis taken as state space for the {~(t)} process. We note that 
the {~(t)} process is a eemi-M<Xt'kov proaess.*) 
For any t .:_ O, let 
For any i .:_ s, let 
G.(t) = P{t. +1 < t}. i -:i.-s -
Using a standard argument from renewal theory, we have 
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for i, j > s. 
(3.2.1) p .. (t) = a .. (t) + ft p8 .(t-u) G.(du), iJ i-J o J i t.:_O;i,j.:_s, 
where 1\(t) = 0 fork< O; t > O. In particular, 
(3.2.2) t .:_ o, j > s 
and 
(3.2.3) Psj(t) = a8_j(t) + f: Psj(t-u) G8 (du), t .:_ O; s < j < S. 
Let G~n)(t) be then-fold convolution of G8 (t) with itself, and let the re-
newal function v8 (t) be defined by 
"' 
VS ( t) = l G~ n \ t) . 
n=1 
For each j, s 2. j 2. S, the equation (3.2.3) is a renewal equation. Hence, 
since ~(t) is a bounded Baire function, we have (cf. (1.2.7) of section 
1.2) 
(3.2.4) t .:_O; s 2_j < S. 
*) It is interesting to note that at the demand epochs the stock on hand plus 
on order behaves exactly as the stock on hand plus on order in the clas-
sical periodic review (s,S) inventory model. This fact together with a 
limit theorem from the theory of semi-Markov processes [35,39,45] can also 
be used to determine the limiting distribution of the {~(t)} process. 
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The formulas (3.2.1), (3.2.2) and (3.2.4) in conjunction yield the time de-
pendent solution of the distribution of the stock on hand plus on order. 
From the key renewal theorem (cf. section 1.2), lemma 3.1.1, (3.1.3) and 
(3.2.4) it follows that 
(3.2.5) lim p8 . (t) t-- J 
1 
=--
Eig_s+1 
=!P(o)(S-j) +m(S-j) 
l+M(S-s) 
From (3.2.1) and (3.2.5) it now follows that 
(3.2.6) 
where 
(3.2.7) 
lim p .. ( t) = q. 
t--- l.J J 
q. 
J 
!P(O)(S-j) + m~S-j) 
l+M(S-s 
0 
for s 2. j 2. S • 
for all i , j > s , 
for s 2. j < S 
for j > S . 
Denote by E(t) the stock on hand at time t. As usual we take E(t) as conti-
nuous from the right. The set I of all integers is taken as state space for 
the {E(t)} process. 
For any t ~ T , le.t 
r . . ( t) = P{E( t) 
l.J 
jlz(O) = i}, i~s;j€I. 
Since anything on order at time twill have arrived by time t+T and since 
anything ordered after time twill arrive after time t+T, we have for any 
i ~ s and t ~ 0 that 
(3 . 2.8) r . . (t+T) = 
l.J 
max(i,S) 
I 
k=s 
0, 
p.k(t) bk .(t,T), l. -J j < max (i ,s), 
otherwise, 
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where bk(t,,) = 0 fork< 0. By (3.2.8) the time dependent solution of the 
distribution of the stock on hand is determined. 
From (3.1.9), (3.2.6) and (3,2.8) it follows that the limiting distribu-
tion of the stock on hand is given by 
( 3.2.9) lim r .. (t) rj' 
t-- l.J 
where 
s 
I qk bk-j (-r)' 
k=s 
(3.2.10) r. = 
J 
0' 
where bk(,)= 0 fork= -1,-2 , .... 
Let us now consider the special case ~(1) 
k 1 ,2, . . . , and hence 
Further, since 
it follows from (3.1.11) that 
i~s;jEI, 
j ~ s, 
j > s. 
1. Then m(k) 1 for 
for s ~ j ~ S. 
n = 0,1, ... t ~ o, 
I bJ.(,) = ¾ f' F(k-l)(,-y){1-F(y)}dy, 
j=k 0 
k = 1,2, ... , 
and hence 
0, j > s' 
r. 
J s-:+1 - (s-:+1)8 .I: F(S-j)(T-y){1-F(y)}dy, s ~j ~s. 
1 J' { (s-j-1)( ) (s-j)( )}{ ( )} . (S-s+1)8 0 F ,-y -F ,-y 1-F y dy, J < s. 
These results for the case ~(1) = 1 are also contained in [16]. In [16] a number 
of results for the distribution of the stock level is given for an (s,S) in-
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ventory model with ~(1) = 1 and a random lead time. This model is also consi-
aered in [31]. An (s,S) inventory model with ~(1) = 1 and a Poisson arrival 
process {s} has been treated in [18], where the limiting distribution of the 
-n 
stock on hand has been determined explicitly for both the case in which the 
lead time is fixed and the case in which the lead time is exponentially dis-
tributed. In [19] a number of results are found for an (s,S) inventory model 
in which the customers arrive according to a Poisson process, the demands are 
independent and non-negative random variables with a common distribution, and 
the lead time is exponentially distributed. 
Let us next consider the case in which ~(j) = p(1-p)j- 1 for j ?._ 1, where 
0 < p ::_ 1. Then m(j) = p for j > 1 (cf. (1.2.20) of section 1.2), and hence 
1/{1 + (S-s)p} for j = S, 
p/{1 + (S-s}p} for s ::_ j < S. 
3.3. THE NUMBER OF OUTSTANDING ORDERS AND RELATED RANDOM VARIABLES 
Let us introduce the following random variables. Denote by ~(t) the num-
ber of outstanding orders at time t. As usual l et ~(t) be continuous from the 
right. It should be noted that the number of outstanding orders can be iden-
tified with the number of busy servers in a queueing model with infinitely 
many servers in which the customers arrive according to the interarrival dis-
tribution GS(t) and the service time for each customer is the constant,. 
Let the random variable i be defined as the length of the time interval 
during which there are continuously orders outstanding, that is, if ~(t-) = 0 
and ~(t) = 1 for some time t, then i = infw > t {w-tl~(w) = o}. Let us call 
i a busy period. Denote by X the stock on hand just after the end of a busy 
period and let.!!! be the number of orders delivered in a busy period. 
For any t ?._,,let p_(t) denote the first epoch belonging to [t, 00 ) at 
which no orders are outstanding, that is, p_(t) = infu > t {u-tl~(u) = O}. 
For any k = 0,1, •.. , let 
I 
the. time 
= delivery 
0 
and for any r 1,2 , ... , let 
between t and the epoch of the (~(t)-k)th 
occurring after time t if ~(t) > k, 
if ~(t) ::_ k, 
o (t) 
-r 
{ 
the time between t and the epoch of the 
delivery occurring after time t 
0 
th 
r 
if ~(t) 
if ~(t) 
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:::_ r, 
< r. 
In this section we shall determine the distributions of the above random 
variables. Moreover, we shall give the limiting distributions of ~(t), .e_(t), 
4(t) and ~(t). Finally, in remark 3,3,5 we give the joint distribution of 
(ro(t), ... , ~(t)) and that of (i1(t), ... , iL(t)) and their asymptotic be-
haviour fort+ 00 • 
Let us first introduce some notation. Let~= 0 and denote by~ 
(n = 1,2, ..• ) the nth ordering epoch. The random variables~ - ~-l 
(n = 1,2, ... ) are mutually independent. Given that ~(O) = i, the random 
variable .!_1 has the same distribution as the random variable ii-s+1, and the 
random variables T - T (n = 2,3, ... ) have the same distribution as 
-n -n-1 
le 1. The process {T} is a renewal process when ~(O) = S, and it is a so-w-s+ -n 
called delayed renewal process when ~(O) = i ¥ S. For any integer i .::_ s, let 
G\n) (t) = p{T ~ t l~(ol = i}, 
1 -n 
n = O, 1, ••.• 
We have G(O) (t) 1, G! 1) (t) = G. ( t) for t > 0, and 
1 1 1 -
G!n) (t) 
1 I: G(n- 1) (t-u) s G.(du), 1 n=2,3, ... ;t>O. 
For any i > s, let 
~ 
G\n) (t). v. (t) }: 
1 
n=1 1 
Then, 
(3. 3, 1) v. (t) = G. (t) + ft v8 (t-u) G. (du), 1 1 O . 1 i.::_s;t>O. 
We shall now determine the distribution of _y_(t). Note that for the deter-
mination of the distribution of _y_(t) fort> Tit is sufficient to know the 
stock on hand plus on order at epoch O, because the lead time is a constant 
T, Note also that the number of outstanding orders at time tis the same as 
the number of orders placed in (t-T,t]. For any i .::_sand t ,:'._ T, let 
v .. (t) 
1J 
P{~(t) = j l~(O) i}, j=0,1, .... 
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Theorem 3. 3. 1. 
( a) For any i > s and t ~ T, 
v .. (t) = 
1J 
Jt {G(j-i) (t-u) - 2G(j \t-u) + G8(j+i) (t-u) }V1. (du), (t-T)+ S S 
(j - 1 ,2, .•• ). 
(b) E{.:ii.(t)l~(o) = i} = v.(t) - v.(t-Tl, (i ~ s; t ~ T). 
1 1 
(c) For any i > s, 
lim v .. (t) 
t->oo 1J 
j = o, 
1 f T {G
8
(j-i l ( t )-2G
8
(j l ( t )+G
8
(j+ 1 l ( t) }dt, 
B{l+M(S-s)} 
0 
(j = 1,2, ... ). 
(d) For any i ~ s, lim E{~(t)l~(O) i} T/{B(1+M(S-s))}. 
t-+<><> 
Proof 
(a) Since the event {~(t) ~ j} occurs if and only if at least j orders are 
placed in the time interval ( t-T, t], we ... have for any i ~ s and t > T that 
P{~(t) ~ j l~(o) = i} - I 
n-1 
P{t-T < T < T . < t < T - lz(o) = i} = 
-n - -n+J-1 - -n+J -
= I r {G~j-l)(t-u)-G~j)(t-u)}Gin)(du) = 
n=1 j(t-T)+ 
= f' {G~j- 1\t-u)-G~j)(t-u)}V.(du), j=l,2, ..• , 
J(t-T)+ 1 
which proves assertion (a). 
*) The interval of integration of fb 1s given by (a,b] . 
a+ 
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(b) Since for each non-negative and integral-valued random variable~ holds 
E~ = 2j=l P{~ :::_ j}, assertion (b) follows from the above relation for 
P{~(t) :::_ j l~(o) i}. 
(c) Let z0 (t) = 1 - GS(t) f~r O ~ t < T,_and zero ~therwise. For any 
j = 1,2, .•. , let zj(t) = G~J-l)(t) - 2G~J )(t) + G~J+l\t) for O ~ t < T, and 
zero otherwise. Since G~n)(t) is a distribution function for each n :::_ O, it 
follows from lemma 1.2.2 of section 1.2 that for each j :::_ O the function 
z.(t), t > O, is directly Riemann integrable. Further, the distribution func-
J -
tion GS(t) is non-arithmetic (cf. lemma 3.1.3). Using the key renewal theorem 
(see theorem 1.2.1 and remark 1.2.1 of section 1.2) and using (3.1.3), the 
assertion (c) follows from (a). 
(d) Since Vi(t) - Vi(t-T) = J~t-T)+ Vi(dx), assertion (d) is an easy conse-
quence of (b) and the key renewal theorem. 
Theorem 3.3.1 (a) can also be obtained from a result in [16], and theorem 
3.3.1 (c) is also a direct consequence of similar results in [16,31]. In the 
latter reference some results are obtained for the queueing system G/G/00 • 
Remark 3. 3.1. 
It is r eadily verified that the limiting distribution of v(T -)(= the 
- --n 
number of outstanding orders just before ordering) is given by the probabili-
ty distribution {G~k)(T) - G~k+l)(T), k = 0,1, ... } (see also [16]), and 
hence VS(T) can be interpreted also as the expected number of outstanding 
orders in the steady · state just before ordering . 
Remark 3. 3. 2. 
Denote by ~(t; t 0 ) the number of orders delivered in the time interval 
(t, t+t0J, where t 0 is a fixed positive number and t > T, Note that the num-
ber of orders delivered in (t, t+t0J is the same as the number of orders 
placed in ( t-T, t +t0-T ]. The transient and the asymptotic behaviour of ~( t ;t0 ) 
can be determined in the same way as those of ~(t). 
We shall next determine the distributions of _Q_, _x and~- To do this, let 
us first introduce some notation. Let 
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for t .::_ T, 
(3.3.2) 
fort> T. 
Denote by G~n)(t) then-fold convolution of G8(t) with itself, i.e., 
G(n)(t) = O fort< 0, 
s 
for t ~ 0; n = 2, 3,... . 
Let 
We note that v8 (t) 
Theorem J. J. 2. 
Let G8 (T) < 1. Then 
(a) P{~ .::_ t} = o fort< T, P{~ .::_ t} = {1-G8 (T)}{1+v8 (t-T)} fort~ T, 
and limt-+oo P{_Q_ .::_ t} = 1. 
(b) E.Q. = T + {f: t G8 (dt)}/{1-G8 (T)}. 
(c) P{!!! = m} = {1-G8 (T)}{ G8 (1)}m-
1 form= 1 ,2 , .... 
for j = s, .•. , S. 
Proof 
(a) Using the fact that the orders are delivered in the same order as they 
are placed and using the fact that just after ordering the stock on hand plus 
on order is equal to S, it is readily seen that _Q_ = T if ~-s+l > T, and 
_Q_ = u + .Q.' if ~-s+l = u with u .::_ T, where _Q_' has the same distribution as e. 
Therefore, 
1-GS(T) + r P{_Q_ .::_ t-u} G8 (du) fort ~ T, 0 
( 3.3. 3) P{_Q_ .::_ t} = 
0 for 0 < t < T. 
Let h(t) = 1-Gs(T) fort~ T, and h(t) 
(3,3,3) it now follows that 
0 otherwise. From (3,3,2) and 
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(3,3.4) P{~ 2 t} = h(t) + I: P{~ 2 t-u} G8 (du) for t > o. 
Iterating the (defective) renewal equation (3,3.4) and using the fact that 
G(n)(t) ➔ Oas n ➔ 00 for each t ~ 0, we obtain s 
(3.3,5) P{f 2 t} = h(t) + ft h(t-u) v8(du) 0 
for t ~ O, 
which proves the first part of (a). The other part of (a) follows from 
(b) Denote by g(z) and f(z) the Laplace-Stieltjes transforms of G8 (t) and 
P{f 2 t}, respectively. From (3,3.2) and (3,3,5) we obtain 
and 
IT -zt = e 0 
00 
f(z) e-zT {1-G
8
(T)} + e-zT {1-G
8
(T)} l (g(z))n = 
n=1 
Assertion (b) now follows from Ef = -f'(O). 
(c) Using the same argument as in (a), we have 
P{~ = 1} = 1-G8 (T), and P{~ = m} = G8 (T) P{~ = m-1}, m = 2,3,,,., 
from which (c) follows. 
(d) Using the same argument as in (a), we have 
P{.x_ = j} for j s' ... ,s, 
which proves (d). 
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Remark 3. 3. 3. 
The joint distribution of (i,.!!!.,l_) satisfies 
as .(T), 
-J t ~ T ;m = 1 ; S 2_ j 2_ S, 
P{~2_ t, .!!!. = m, ~ = j} = r p{~ 2. t-u, .!!!. = m-1, l = j} Gs(du), 
0 ( . ) t ~ T ;m ~ 2;s 2, J 2, S , 
0 ' otherwise. 
Remark 3. 3. 4, 
Consider the case in which the arrival process {s} is a Poisson process. 
-n 
Denote by .!l the length of the time interval between the end of a busy period 
and the next epoch at which an order is placed. Then 
s 
P{.!J. 2, t} = I j=s P{_X = j} P{ t · < t} . -J-s+1 -
Theorem 3. 3. 3. 
( a) For any i > s and t ~ T , 
= 1 - Jt P{l > t+u-x} G.(dx) + 
(t-T)+ 1 
·-r-T 
0 J
t-x 
vi(dx) P{l > t+u-x-y} G8 (a.y), (t-T-X)+ 
u > o. 
(b) For any i ~ s, 
lim P{.e_(t) 2, ul~(O) = i} = 
t-+a> 
1 Joo fv 1 - ~{l+M(S-s)} dv P{i > v+u-y} G8 (a.y) T (v-T)+ 
for u ~ O. 
Proof 
(a) Assertion (a) follows from 
i} = - P{.e_(t) > ul~(O) = i} 
= 1 - I P{.ln 2- t-T < .ln+i 2- t, a > t+u-1-n+i l~(o) = i}. 
n=O 
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(b) Let the function z(v) be defined by 
f
v 
P{i > v+u-y} G8 (dy) (v-T)+ 
for v .::_ T, 
z(v) = 
0 for 0 < v < T. 
It is easily seen that on the interval [T,00 ) the function z can be written as 
the difference of two bounded, monotone functions. Hence z is Riemann inte-
grable over every finite interval (0,a). Moreover the Baire function z satis-
fies 0 .::._ z(v) .::._ 1 - G8 (v-T) for v ~ T. The monotone function 1 - G8 (v-T) is 
Riemann integrable over (T, 00 ) in the ordinary sense. Note that 
! 00 {1-G8 (v-T)}dv = E!.c, 1. It now follows from lemma 1.2.2 of section 1.2 T u-s+ 
that the function z is directly Riemann integrable. Further, G8 (t) is non-
arithmetic. Using the key renewal theorem and (3.1.3), we now obtain (b) from 
(a). 
Next we shall determine the distribution of 4(t) and that of ~(t). 
Theorem 3. 3. 4. 
(a) For each k = 0,1, •.. , i > sand t .::_ T, 
P{4(t) 2. ul~(O) = i} = 1 - ft {G~k)(t-x) - G~k+l)(t-x)} Vi(dx) 
(t+u-T)+ for 0 < u < T. 
(b) For each k = 0,1, . .. and i .::_ s, 
r-u 
0 for 0 2. u < T. 
Proof 
(a) Assertion (a) follows from 
00 
= 1 - L P{t+u-T < ~ ~~+k 2. t < ~+k+ll~(O) = i} 
n=1 
for 0 2. u < T. 
(b) This assertion follows from (a) and an application of the key renewal 
theorem. Using lemma 1.2.2 of section 1.2, it is easily verified that the key 
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renewal theorem may be applied to determine the limiting distribution of 
4(t). This ends the proof of the theorem. 
The above results for the distribution of ~(t) extend related results in 
[31]. For the special case in which G8 (t) is an exponential distribution the 
above results for the distribution of 4(t) are contained in results in [44]. 
Theorem 3. 3. 5. 
( a) For each r 1,2, ... , i ::._sand t ::._ T, 
r-1 
= u = I 
j=O 
v .. (t) + 
1J 
+ 
J
t+U-T ( ) 
{G/- 1 (t+u-T-x) - G~r)(t+u-T-x)} Vi (dx) 
(t-T)+ 
for O < u < T. 
(b) For each r = 1,2, .•. and i ::._ s, 
lim p{~(t) ~ ul!_(O) = i} = 1 - S{l+M(S-s)} 
t-+«> 
for O < u < T. 
Proof 
{a) From P{~{t) ~ ul~(O) = i} = P{~(t) ~ r-11~(0) = i} + 
00 
+ l P{t-T < T < T < t+u-T < T + lz(O) = i} we obtain (a). 
n=i -n - -n+r-1 -n r -
(b) It readily follows from (a) and the key renewal theorem that 
lim P{o (t) ~ ul~(o) 
t-+«> -r 
r-1 
i} = I 
j=O 
(lim v .. (t)) + 
t-+«> 1 J 
+ 1 Ju {Gs(r-1\t) - Gs(r)(t)}dt. 
S{1+M(S-s)} O 
Assertion (b) now follows from this relation and theorem 3.3.1 (c). 
Remark 3. 3. 5. 
In this remark we shall determine the joint distribution of (~(t), ... , 
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1.N(t)) and that of (.2_1(t) , ... ,.2.1 (t)) and their asymptotic behaviour for 
t ➔ ""· 
The simultaneous distribution of (1.o(t), ... ,1.N(t)) can be obtained from 
the recurrence relation 
P{.lt(t) .::_'\fork 0 , ... , Nl~(O) = i} = 
= P{.lt(t) .::_'\fork 0, ... , N-1lz(O) = i} + 
P{yk(t) ::_'\fork= 0 , ... , N-1, ~(t) > ~!~(O) = i} = 
= P{.lt(t) ::_'\fork= 0, ... , N-11~(0) = i} + 
00 
L P{t+u..-T < T < T < t+u.. -T for h = 1, •.• , N, .!...+N+l > tl~(O)=i} 
n= 1 l'l -n - -n+h - l'l-h .. 
for O ::_ ~ ::_ ~- l ::_ • . . ::_ u0 ::_ T . 
For ease of notation, let us consider the case N = 1. The general case can be 
handled in the same way. For any i .::_ s and t > T we have 
for O < u < u < T. 
- 1 - 0 -
To determine the limiting distribution of (1.o(t) , .r.1(t)), we note that for 
all fixed u0 and u 1 the function 
T-UQ < V < T-Ul, 
z(v) 
o, otherwise, 
is directly Riemann integrable, since on the interval [T-u0 ,T-u1) the func-
tion z(v) can be written as the difference of two bounded, monotone func-
tions (cf. lemma 1.2.2 of section 1.2). Using the key renewal theorem, it 
now follows that for any i .::_ s , 
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lim P{1x(t) ~'\fork= 0,11~(0) = i} = lim P{Yo(t) ~ u0 1~(o) i} + t-+<><> t-+<><> 
l JT-U Jv+u -T 
f3{1+M(S-s)} l [ O {1-Gs(v-y)} Gs(dy)]dv, 0 ~ ul ~ uo ~ T. 
T-u0 0 
Related results for the distribution of (1:o(t), ... ,~(t)) can be found in 
[ 31]. 
The simultaneous distribution of (_§_1(t), ... ,_§_1 (t)) can be obtained from 
the recurrence relation 
P{~(t) ~ '\ for k = 1 , ... ' 11~(0) = i} = 
= P{o (t) < '\ fork = 1, ... , L-1 l~(O) = i} + 
-'it -
- P{o (t) < '\ 
-'it - fork 1, ... , L-1 , .§.1 ( t ) > ~l~(ol = i} = 
ex, 
P{~(t) ~ '\ fork 1 , ... , L-1 I~ ( 0) = i} - I Ph < t-T < T < 
n=O -n - -n+h -
~ t+~-T for h = 1, ... , L-1, t+u1-T < T < tlz(O) = i} -n+L - -
For ease of notation, let us consider the case L = 2. The general case can be 
handled in the same way. For any i > s and t > T we have 
P{~(t) ~ '\ for k = 1,21~(0) = i} P{.§.1 (t) ~ u1 l~(o) i} + 
To determine the limiting distribution of (_§_1(t), ~(t)), we note that for 
all fixed u 1 and u2 the function 
z(v) 
fv+u1-T {G8 (v-y) - G8 (v+u2-T-y)} G8 (dy), (v-T)+ 
0, 0 < V < T, 
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is Riemann integrable over finite intervals, since on the interval [T, 00 ) the 
function z(v) can be written as the difference of two bounded, monotone func-
tions. Since O 2 z(v) 2 1-GS (v-T) for v .:_ T and since the monotone function 
1-GS(v-T) is Riemann integrable over [T,00 ), it follows from lemma 1.2. 2 of 
section 1.2 that the function z(v) is directly Riemann integrable. Applying 
the key renewal theorem, we obtain for any i > s that 
lim P{~(t) 2 '\ fork= 1,21~(0) 
t--
i} lim P{~1(t) 2 u 1 l~(O) = i} + 
t--
1 I®[Iv+ul-T {Gs(v-y) - Gs(v+u2-T-y)} Gs(dy)]dv 
- 8{1+M(S-s)} T (v-T)+ 
3.4. CERTAIN LONG-RUN AVERAGES FOR THE (s,S) POLICY 
In this section we shall use the results of section 3.2 to determine cer-
tain long-run averages which may serve as a basis for comparing various (s,S) 
policies. 
An important measure of the merit of the (s,S) policy is the average 
expected available stock , where the available stock at time tis defined as 
max (~(t),O). For example, if, for each unit, the inventory cost: is pro-
portional to the time for which the unit remains in inventory, then the ave-
rage expected inventory cost per unit time is equal to the proportionality 
constant times the average expected available stock. For each initial stock 
~(O) = i, the average expected available stock is given by (cf. (3.2.10)) 
1 It max(i,S) S lim t { L j r .. ( u+T ) } du = L j r .• 
t-><>o O j=1 iJ j=1 J 
Let us next determine the frequency of ordering. Define ls_(t) = sup{nl1n 2 t}, 
and let Ki(t) = E{ls_(t)l~(O) = i}. Then Ki(t) is the expected number of orders 
in [O,t] when the initial stock is i. By the elementary renewal theorem 
(cf. section 1.2) and (3 .1. 3), we have 
K. (t) 
lim _i __ = 
t..- t E!s-s+l 8{l+M(S-s)} 
for i > s. 
Further, it follows from Wald's equation and (3.1.1) that the expected size 
of the nth order (n .:_ 2) is equal to 
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(3.4.1) E{I1 + ... + ~ +l} = µ{1+M(S-s)}. 
=s-s 
For example, if the ordering cost of k units is given by Ko(k) + ck, where 
o(O) = O, and o(k) = 1 fork > O, then the average expected ordering cost 
per unit time is equal to cµ/ 8 + K/{8(1+M(S-s))}. 
An important quantity is the expected fraction of time the system is out 
of stock. For example, one may ask to determine an (s,S) policy such that the 
expected fraction of time the system is out of stock is less than or equal 
to a for some O < a < 1. For each initial stock i, the expected fraction of 
time the system is out of stock is given by 
1 ft lim t { L 
t__, 0 j~O 
1 ft max(i,S) 
r . . ( u+T )} du = 1 - lim t { L r . . ( u+T ) } du 
l.J t-- 0 j=1 l.J 
s 
= 1 - I 
j=1 
r .. 
J 
In the same way we obtain that for each initial stock the expected fraction 
of time that there are no orders outstanding is given by 
s 
I j=s r .. J 
Further, it may be of interest to know the average expected number of back-
orders on the books, where any unit backordered is counted as a backorder. 
For example, if, for each unit backordered, the backorder cost is proportio-
nal to the time for which the backorder exists, then the average expected 
backorder cost per UI1it time is equal to the proportionality constant times 
the average expected number of backorders on the books. Using (3.1.11) and 
E~(t) = µU(t) fort~ O, it is straightforward to verify that for any i ~ s 
and t ~ T, 
max(i ,S) max(i ,s) 00 
I jr . . (t+T) = I kpik(t) - l kbk(t,T) = j=-00 l.J k=s k=O 
max(i ,S) 
kpik(t) - µJ: {1+U(T-y)} = I dP{z(t) ~ y}. 
k=s 
From renewal theory we have the identity (cf. [15]) 
1 ft t fl {1+U(t-y)}{1-F(y)}dy = f3 
0 
for all t > O. 
Using (3.1.6), it now follows that for any i ~ s, 
(3.4.2) 
ma.x(i,S) 
lim I 
t-+-oo j=-co 
jr .. (t) = lJ 
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s 
I 
k=s 
from which it follows that for each initial stock i the average expected num-
ber of backorders on the books is given by 
lim r { I
t-+-oo O j2_0 
j r . . ( u+-r ) } du = lJ 
s 
I 
k=s 
kq - l:!.l. -k 13 
Finally, we shall determine the average expected stock on order and the ave-
rage expected number of outstanding orders . It follows from (3.4.2) that for 
each initial stock i the average expected stock on hand is given by 
1 ft ma.x(i,S) S lim t { .L jri .(u+-r)}du = L kqk - l:!.l. 
t-+-oo O J=-00 J k=s 13 
For each initial stock i the average expected stock on hand plus on order is 
given by 
1 ft max(i,S) S lim t { I jp .. (u)}du = I jq . . 
t-+-oo O j=s lJ j=s J 
Thus for each initial stock the average expected stock on order is given by 
(3.4.3) l:!.l. 13 
It is interesting to note that if Fis an exponential distribution , then 
E~(-r) = µ-r/13, and hence the average expected stock on order is equal to the 
mean lead time demand. 
Using the fact that the sizes of the outstanding orders are independent 
random variables which are also independent of the number of outstanding 
orders, it readily follows from (3.4.1) and (3.4.3) that the average expected 
number of outstanding orders is given by (see also theorem 3.3 . 1 (d)) , 
-r/{13( 1+M(S-s))}. 
Remark 3. 4. 1. 
We now consider briefly the case in which the distribution function F of 
the interarrival times is concentrated on the set of the positive integers. 
Moreover, we assume that -r is a positive integer . 
Denote the probability distribution of the interarrival times~ - ~-l 
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by 
f. = P{s -s = j} J -n -n-1 , j=0,1, ... ;n=1,2, ... , 
where f 0 = O. The probability distribution of~ is given by then-fold con-
volution f\n) off. with itself. Let 
J J 
u(j) = L 
n=1 
f\n), 
J 
For any i ~ s, let 
Since f 0 
g
1
.(j) = P{t. = j}, 
-1-s+1 
O, it follows that for any i ~ s , 
{~(n-l)(i-s) - ~(n)(i-s)} f\n), 
J 
j = o, 1, •... 
j = 1 ,2, .... 
j = 1,2, .••• 
Since, in section 3,2, the derivation of the transient behaviour of the stock 
level does not use any fact about F, the results found in section 3,2 for the 
transient behaviour of the stock level carry over to the above case. 
To determine the asymptotic behaviour of the stock level, we have to im-
pose some conditions on the probabilities gS(j) and fj. Using theorem 1.2.2 
of section 1.2, it is readily seen that 
1 n 
lim - l p .. (k) = q. 
n-- n k=1 . iJ J 
for all i , j ~ s , 
where the ordinary limit exists for all i and j if the greatest common 
divisor of the indices n for which gS(n) > O, is 1. 
Moreover, it follows from theorem 1.2.2 of section 1.2 that the asympto-
tic behaviour of 
P{z(k) = j} = 
is given by 
1 n 
lim - l P{z(k) = 
n-- n k=O 
f . + k+J 
k 
L 
h=O 
00 
f . u(h), k+J-h j = 1,2, •.• ; k = 
j} = .l l fh+J· = ¾ {1-F(j-1)}, 
fl h=O " 
j = 
o, 1 , ••• , 
1 ,2,. . . , 
where the ordinary limit exists for each j = 1,2, .•• if the greatest common 
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divisor of the indices n for which fn > 0, is 1. It now follows from (3.1.7) 
and ( 3. 1. 8) that 
(3.4.4) 
where 
and 
1 n 
lim - l bk(m,,) 
n-><x> n m=0 
k O, 1 , ... , 
T 
b0 (,) = ½ l {1-F(h-1)} + 6 h-~l ¢(0) a0 (,-h) {1-F(h-1)}, h=,+1 
l k T 
b (,) = - l l ¢(j) ~ .(,-h) {1-F(h-1)}, 
k B j=0 h=1 -J k = 1,2 , •... 
The ordinary limit in (3.4.4) exists for all k = 0,1, ..• if the greatest 
common divisor of the indices n for which fn > 0, is 1. We note that if {fj} 
is a geometric distribution, then bk(m,,) = ~(,) for all k,m 0,1, ... 
Using (3.2.8), it now follows that if g.c.d{nlf > 0} = 1 and if 
n 
g.c.d{nlg8 (n) > 0} = 1, then 
lim r .. (n) = r. 
n-><x> lJ J 
for all i >s and j EI. 
Finally, it is readily verified that the results of section 3.3 carry over 
to the above case if g.c.d{nlg8 (n) > 0} = 1, while the results of section 
3.4 carry over to the above case if g.c.d{nlg8 (n) > 0} = 1 and if 
g.c.d{nlf > 0} = 1. n . 
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CHAPTER IV A FORMULA FOR THE LONG-RUN AVERAGE COST APPLIED TO AN (s,S) 
INVENTORY MODEL 
In the first section of this chapter we shall derive a general formula 
for the average cost per unit time for a class of semi-Markovian decision pro-
cesses. In section 4.2 this formula will be applied to an (s,S) inventory mo-
del. 
Following De Leve [33] , we shall analyse a decision process in the fol-
lowing way. A stochastic process, called the natural process, will be defined 
such that, roughly speaking, the decision process can be seen as a superposi-
tion of the natural process and decisions made in certain states of the natu-
ral process. The natural process can be thought of as a stochastic process 
that describes the evolution of the system when no decisions are made. Based 
upon this disintegration of the decision process De Leve [33] has given an 
original approach for the calculation of both the expected cost incurred be-
tween two successive decisions and the expected time between two successive 
decisions when the decision process has reached the "steady-state". 
As part of an iteration method for a general class of Markovian decision 
models, De Leve [33] has given a formula for the long-run average cost per 
unit time which generalizes the classical one for decision processes with a 
regeneration point. However, in [33] the derivation of the former formula is 
obscured by a large number of assumptions imposed on the model considered 
there. For a model less general than in [33] we shall derive this formula 
anew under a more easily verifiable set of conditions. 
In section 4.2 we shall apply the above formula to an (s,S) inventory 
model in which the times between the demand epochs have a geometric distribu-
tion, the demands have an arbitrary discrete distribution, excess demand 
is backlogged, the lead time of an order is a constant, and the ordering 
costs, holding costs and backorder costs consist of linear and fixed costs. 
The result of section 4.2 is new. 
4.1. THE AVERAGE COST PER UNIT TIME FOR A SEMI-MARKOVIAN DECISION PROCESS 
*) Let X be a countable set . The set X will be called the state space. For 
any i E X, let F. (t) be a probability distribution concentrated on (0,00), 
l. 
*) The proofs and the results 1.n this section can be adapted to an arbitrary 
state space. 
i.e. F.(o) = O. It is assumed that, for some 6 > O, 
.l 
( 4. 1. 1) inf { 1-F. (6 )} > O. 
iEX i 
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For any i, j EX, let n(i,j,t), t > 0, be a non-negative Baire function int 
such that 
I TI ( i ,j 't) 
jEX 
for all i E X and t .::_ O. 
The naturai process is defined as a stochastic process 
{ (x ;r ) , n=0,1, ... } that satisfies ~ 0, X = io for some io E X and -n -n .:.:0 
n 
rk p{~ ik,~ 2._ tk for k 1, ... ,n} II n(ik-l 'ik,t) F. (dt) 
k=1 0 ik-1 
for all ik EX, tk .::_ O, (k = 1, ... ,n), and n > 1. 
We shall say that a transition of the natural process has occurred at 
each of the epochs O, i 1 , i 1 +~,. . . The random variable ~ denotes the 
state of the natural process at the kth transition and the random variable 
~ denotes the length of the time interval between the (k-1)th and the kth 
transition. It follows from the above definition that if a transition of the 
natural process has just occurred into state i, then, "regardless of the 
history", the time until the next transition of the natural process has the 
distribution function Fi and, under the condition that this time is t, the 
next transition will be into state j with probability n(i,j,t). It should be 
noted that by assumption (4.1.1) the number of transitions in each finite 
time interval is finite with probability one. 
For any i,j EX, let c(i,j,t), t .::_ O, be a non-negative Baire function in 
t. Assume that the following cost structure is imposed on the natural pro-
cess. In the natural process no cost is incurred at epoch o. Under the con-
dition that ~-l = i, ~ = t and~= j, a cost c(i,j,t) is incurred at epoch 
.!_1 + •·• + T , (n > 1). -n -
The following assumption will be essential in our considerations: 
A • . X *) sswnpt~on 1. There is a non-empty set A0 c such that 
*) We use the symbol;:_ to denote set inclusion and c to denote proper set 
inclusion. 
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P{x 
€ AO for some n > ol.!o = i} = 
--n 
for all i E X. 
We choose two non-empty sets 
Ao, ~ Ao and A02 ~ Ao 
such that, fork= 1,2, 
P{x E A0k for some n ~ ol.!o = --n i} = for all i € X. 
Fork = 1 ,2, let 
For any i EX, let 
~1) ~2) 
k0 (i) = E{ 2. c(x. 1 ,x. ,T .) I-½ = i} and t 0(i) = E{). .:E..• l.!o = i}. j=1 -J- -J -J J=1 J 
It follows from the above definitions that k0 (i) = O for i E A01 , and 
t 0(i) = 0 for i E A02 . For initial state .!o = i with i 4 A01 , we have that 
k 0 (i) is the expected cost incurred during the interval from Oto the first 
epoch at which the natural process makes a transition into a state of A01 , 
including the cost incurred at the end of this interval. For initial state 
.!o = i with i 4 A02 , we have that t 0 (i) is the expected time until the first 
transition of the natural process into a state of A02 . We shall see hereafter 
that the functions kO(i) and t O(i) will play a fundamental role in our con-
siderations. 
Let us next define a stochastic process called the decision process. 
Let 1 be a given subset of X such that 
(4. 1 .2) A c 1 c X. o-
Let w:1 ➔ 1 be a given function such that 
(4. 1.3) w(i) = i 
and 
(4.1.4) w( i) 4 1 
for i 4 1, 
for i E I. 
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The deaieion proaees is defined as a stochastic process 
{(~,.!..z'i), n = 0,1, ... } that satisfies '!-a= O, ~ = i 0 for some i 0 EX, and 
P{~ = ik, lk .::._ tk fork= 1, ... , n} = 
n I\ II 11( 1j, (ik-1), ik,t) Flj,(ik-1) (dt) k=1 0 
for all ik E X,tk ~ O,(k 1, ... ,n), and n;, 1. 
Let us say that a transition of the decision process has occurred at each 
of the epochs O, ~,• i 1+i2, .... The random variable~ denotes the 
. . th . . d I d the decision processatthe k transition an ~ enotes the length 
time interval between the (k-1)th and the kth transition. 
Let d(i), i EX, be a non-negative, bounded function such that 
d(i) Ofori4I. 
state of 
of the 
We assume that a aost structure is imposed on the decision process in the 
following way. In the decision proces3 the cost d(i) incurred at epoch O when 
~ = i. Under the condition that ~-1 = i, ~ = t and~= j, the cost 
c(ij,(i),j,t) and the cost d(j) are incurred in the decision process at epoch 
T 1 + • . • + T 1 , (n > 1) • 
-1 -n -
We see from the foregoing definitions that the decision process can be 
regarded as a superposition of the natural process and the "decision mecha.-
nism" lj,. Roughly speaking, when the initial state i ~ I the decision process 
behaves exactly as the natural process up to the first epoch at which a tran-
sition occurs into a state of I (say state j). Then the decision mechanism 1j, 
transfers the system to state ij,(j) *) without loss of time but at the cost 
of an amount d( j) , and thereafter the decision process behaves again exactly 
as the natural process with initial state ij,(j) up to the next epoch at which 
a transition occurs into a state of I, etc. 
From now on we are concerned with the decision process. To study this 
pro~ess, we shall define an imbedded urocess {I}. To do this, let 
- -n 
.n.1 < ~ < ••• be the increasing sequence of positive indices n for which 
*) The case in which the decision mechanism has a random effect can be 
treated in a similar way. 
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~EI. Define¼ = ~• and, for n = 1,2, ... , let~=~ , that is,~ 
(n > 1) denotes the state on the nth visit of the decisicil process to the set 
I. It is readily verified that the process{~, n = 0,1, ... } is a Markov 
chain with state space X. For any n > 1, J.et 
(n) 
pij = P{I 
-n 
When n = 1 we often drop the superscript. Note 
Before we impose a condition on the Markov 
lowing elementary but useful theorem . 
Theorem 4.1.1. 
for i, j E X. 
that p(~) = 0 for j 4 I. iJ 
chain{~}, we prove the fol -
Let (X ,F) be a measurable space. Let the real-valued function p(x,A), 
where x EX and A E F, be such that p(x ,A) for fixed x determines a probabi-
lity measure in A, and p(x,A) for fixed A determines ax- function measurable 
"th F L (k)( ) · · (k)( ) wi r espect to . et p x ,A be defined recursively by p x,A = 
= fx p(,,A) p(k-l )(x,d,) , where p(l)(x,A) = p(x,A). Suppose there is a finite 
A* F . 1 · · (N) ( *) set E , an integer N .::_ and a positive number p, such that p x ,A ?._p 
for all x EX. Then the stochastic transition function p(x,A) satisfies the 
Doeblin condition. 
Proof 
The Doeblin condition states (cf . [13]): There is a finite-valued measure 
cj, of sets A E F with cp(X) > 0 , an integer v > 1 and a positive£, such that 
for every x EX , 
if cp(A) < £. 
To prove the Doeblin condition, suppose that A* consists of M points . For any 
A E F, let 
cp(A) = kp/M if An A* consists of k points. 
Clearly , cj, is a finite - valued measure on (X, F) with cp(X) = p > 0. Choose£ 
such that 0 < £ < p/M. If cj,(A) * .::_ £, then A n A = ¢, and so in that case 
*) This ends the proof of the theorem. 
for all x e: X. 
We now impose the following condition on the Markov chain {I}. 
-n 
Assumption 2. 
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(i) There is a finite set E .=. I, an integer v > 1 and a positive number p, 
such that}:. E p! ~) > p for all i e: I. 
JE iJ - ) 
(ii) The Markov chain {I} has no two disjoint closed sets of states,** 
-n 
This assumption appears to be often satisfied in practice. 
, ( v+1) It follows from assumption 2 (i) that l· E p.. > p for all i e: X. JE iJ -
Hence, by theorem 4.1.1, we have that the Markov chain {I} satisfies the 
-n 
Doeblin condition. Because of this property and assumption 2 (ii), it follows 
from the theory of Markov processes (cf. [13]) that a probability distribu-
tion {q.,j EX} exists, such that 
J 
(4. 1.5) lim 
n--><o 
n 
I n I je:A k=1 
(k) 
pij = I je:A q . J for all Ac X and i,j e: X. 
Moreover, the stationary probability distribution {q.} is the unique solution 
J 
to (cf. [ 13]) 
( 4. 1.6) for j e: X, I je:X q. = 1. J 
Note that q. = 0 for j ~ I. 
J 
We now introduce the following assumption. 
Assumption 3. 
The functions k0(i) and t 0 (i) are bounded on X. 
*) It is interesting to note that if Xis denumerable and Fis the class of 
all subsets of X, then the Doeblin condition is equivalent to the condi-
tion given in theorem 4.1.1. 
**)A set C of states is said t o be closed if}:. C p .. = 1 for all i e: C. 
J E iJ 
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We now define functions k 1(i) and t 1(i) which depend only on the natural 
pro..::ess and the direct effect of the "single decision" ljl(i) in state i. For 
any i E X, let 
Since the function d(i) is assumed to be bounded, it follows from assumption 
3 that the functions k 1 ( i) and t 1 ( i) are bounded on X. 
Given initial state .!a= i EX, let us define the following random varia-
bles. Let n = inf{nln > 1, x' EI}, and define 
- - -n 
1'_( i) = 
n r T!,K(i) = j=1 -J d(i) + 
.!l. 
l c(x! 1 ,x!,T!). j=1 -J- -J -J 
That is, 1'_(i) represents the length of the time interval from Oto the epoch 
at which the decision process makes a transition into a state of I for the 
first time after t = O, and K(i) represents the total cost incurred in this 
interval, where this interval is assumed to be left closed and right open 
with respect to the cost d(.) and left open and right closed with respect to 
the cost c ( • , • , • ) . 
Let 
A(i) = E1'_(i) and x(i) = EK(i) for i E X. 
Since I ::.Aok fork= 1,2 and since the costs are non-negative, it follows 
that O ~ x(i) ~ k 1(i) and O ~ A(i) ~ t 1(i) for all i EX. Thus, since k 1(i) 
and t 1(i) are bounded, the functions x(i) and A(i) are also bounded. Further-
more, 
(4. 1. 7) A(i) > 0 for all i E X. 
The following well-known lemma will be needed. 
Lermia 4.1.1. 
Letµ and µn' n = 1,2 , ... be finite measures on a measurable space (x,F). 
Suppose limn-- µn(A) = µ(A) for all A E F. Then for any bounded measurable 
function f, 
lim Ix f(x) µn(dx) =IX f(x) µ(dx). 
n-+o> 
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The proof of this lemma is standard. The lemma is trivially true when f 
is a simple function. For an arbitrary bounded measurable function the lemma 
is proved by using the fact that every bounded measurable function is the 
limit of a uniformly convergent sequence of simple functions. 
Theorem 4.1.2. 
For any i E X, 
Proof 
It is easy to see that for any i EX, 
1 n XI~- \ 1 n (h) 
- E{ l K ( I ) IX' = i} = ~ + - L l X ( j) p. . ' 
n h=O - =tJ. .:.:0 n n h=1 jE1 iJ n > 1 . 
Using (4.1.5), the boundedness of the function x( j) and lemma 4.1.1, it now 
follows that for any i E X, 
In the same way we obtain 
n 
i} lim I 
n+<><> jd 
n (h) 
x(j l I P·. = I 
n h=1 iJ jd 
x(j )q .. 
J 
lim ~ E{ L _1'.(~) J~ = i} = L >.(j )q. 
J 
for all i E X. 
n-+<>o h=O jE1 
This ends the proof of the theorem. 
The left-hand member of the expression given in theorem 4.1.2 can be 
interpreted as the Zong-run average expected cost per transition . It will be 
proved that under certain conditions this quantity is equal to the Zong-run 
averQge expected cost per unit time. 
The calculation of the functions x(j) and >.(j) may be difficult , whereas 
it is easy to determine the functions k 1(j) - k0(j) and t 1(j) - t 0 (j) . The 
importance of this is demonstrated by the next theorem. 
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Theorem 4.1. 3. 
I x(j)qj = I {k 1(j) -k0(j)}qj jd jd 
and 
I A ( j )q. = I {t 1(j) - t 0 (j)}qj. jd J jd 
Proof 
It readily follows from I~ AOk (k = 1,2) and the foregoing definitions 
that for any j E X , 
k 1(j) = x(j) + I hd 
Using the boundedness of the 
gether with the fact that 
I kl (j )qj jd 
q. 
J 
I jd 
I jd 
pjh ko(h) and t, (j) = A (j) + 
functions 
= 0 for j 
x(j)q. + 
J 
x(j )q. + 
J 
x(j) and k0 (j) and 
f I, we obtain 
I q. I pjh kO(h) jd J hd 
I pjh tO(h). 
hd 
using (4. 1 .6) to-
= 
This proves the first part of the theorem . The other part follows in the same 
way. This ends the proof of the theorem. 
Before we introduce the last assumption needed to establish the equality 
of the average cost per transition and the average cost per unit time, we 
prove the following lemma. 
Lerrma 4. 1. 2. 
Let a denumerable Markov chain be given with a state space J and a tran-
sition matrix (q .. ). Suppose this Markov chain satisfies the Doeblin condi-lJ 
tion and has no two disjoint closed sets. Then for each positive recurrent 
stater there exists a finite constant N, such that fir= 1 and uir ~ N for 
all i E J, where fir is the probability that, starting from state i, the 
Markov chain will ever reach state r, and \J . denotes the mean recurrence ir 
time from state i to stater. 
Proof 
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Since the Markov chain with transition matrix (q .. ) satisfies the Doeblin l.J 
condition and has no two disjoint closed sets, it follows from the theory of 
Markov chains (cf. [7] and [13]) that J =Lu Lc where the non-empty set L 
consists of positive recurrent states and Lc is a transient set . Fix a state 
r € L. Let q . . = q .. for i, j € J with i 1 r, let q = 1, and let q. = 0 l.J l.J rr rJ 
for j € J with j # r. 
We shall now prove that a Markov chain with transition matrix (q .. ) sa-
. . . ~(k) . . l.J 
tisfies the Doeblin condition. Denote by q .. the k-step transition proba-
. . . - · (k) l.J · t· b b·1· bilities of this Markov chain. Let q .. be the k-step transi ion pro al. i-l.J 
ties of the Markov chain with transition matrix (q .. ). Since the latter l.J 
Markov chain satisfies the Doeblin condition, there is a finite-valued 
measure¢ on the class of all subsets of J with ¢(J) > 0, an integer v .:'._ 
and a positive number E > O, such that, for all i € J, 
(4 . 1.8) I j€A 
( V) q.. < 1-E if ¢( A) l.J < E. 
For any subset A.=. J, let ~(A)= ¢(A) if r ¢ A, and let ¢(A)= ¢(A)+ 2E if 
r €A.It is easy to verify that i is a finite-valued measure on the class of 
all subsets of J with l(J) > Q. If ¢(A) :5__ E , then r ¢A.Further, if r ¢ A, 
then 
(4. 1.9) (k) q .. l.J for all i € J and k = 1,2, ..• , 
because of the definition of the q ... It now follows from (4.1.8) and 
l.J~(v) (4.1.9) that if ¢(A) :5__ E , then L- A q .. < 1-E for all i € J. This proves J € l.J 
that a Markov chain with transition matrix (Q .. ) satisfies the Doeblin con-l.J 
dition. 
Since the state r is a positive recurrent state of the Markov chain with 
transition matrix (q .. ) and since this Markov chain has no two disjoint l.J 
closed sets, it follows that the Markov chain with transition matrix (q . . ) 
l.J 
has no two disjoint closed sets and has only transient states except the 
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stater; this state is absorbing and hence aperiodic. Hence, by the Doeblin 
conJition (cf. [13J), for all i E J, 
( 4. 1. 10) lim a. (k) 
k-+<x> l. 
0, where a. (k) = 
l. 
~(k) q . .. 
l.J 
Moreover, the convergence 1.s exponentially fast and uniform in 1.. From the 
definition of the q . . it follows that 1 - f. lim. a. (k) = 0 for all 
l.J 1.r K-+oo l. 
i E J. Further, since En= L~ P{Q > k} for each non-negative, integral-valued 
random variable Q, we have µir 1 + L~=l ai(k) for all i E J. This proves 
the lemma, since the convergence in (4.1.10) is uniform in i and exponentially 
fast. 
We now introduce the last assumption. 
Asswnption 4. There is a stater EI such that 
( i) P{x' = r for some n > 1lx' 
--n -=-=o 
i} = 1 for all i E X, 
and 
(ii) ET (i) < 00 and EK (i) < 00 
--r --r 
for all i E x, 
where, for initial state-½= i, 
T (i) 
--r 
with~= inf{nln ~ 1'.~ = r}. That is, for initial state ~= i, 1r(i) deno-
tes the length of the time interval from Oto the epoch at which the decision 
process makes a transition into stater for the first time after t = O, and 
K (i) denotes the total cost incurred in this interval, where this interval 
--r 
is assumed to be left closed and right open with respect to the cost d(.) 
and left open en right closed with respect to the cost c(.,.,.). 
It follows from assumption 4 (i) that stater is a recurrent state of the 
Markov chain {I}. Since this Markov chain is assumed to satisfy the Doeblin 
--n 
condition, it follows that stater is positive recurrent. Hence, by lemma 
4.1. 2 , for any i EX, 
(4.1.11) E{J!I¾ = i} < 00 where l! inf{nln > 1, I 
--n 
r}. 
It should be noted that the result (4.1.11) can also be obtained without the 
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use of assumption 2. The relation (4.1.11) can also be deduced from (4.1.1) 
ann assumption 4 (see also lemma 1 in [38]). 
We shall now prove that the average expected cost per transition is equal 
to the average expected cost per unit time. 
Given initial state~= i EX, denote by w.(t) the total cost incurred 
---v -i 
in the decision process during the time interval [O,t]. 
The following theorem is similar to a theorem given in [38,39]. 
Theor>em 4.1. 4. 
For any i E X, 
lim 'f E (!½_ ( t) ) = 
t-Ho 
Pr>oof 
lim 
n+oo 
E{L~=O K(Iti) l~=i} 
E{L~=O 1_(4)l~=i} 
Given initial state Jfo = i EX , we define the following random variables. 
Let~= o, and let ~ 1 < ~ < ••• be the increasing sequence of positive in-
dices n for which~= r. Let .J'.o = O, and define =4i = l~~-
1
+1 ~• 
(n = 1,2, ... ). Denote by~ (n ~ 1) the total cost incurred in the decision 
. . rn-1 t rn process during the interval from epoch lk=O ~ o epoch lk=O ~• where we 
take this time interval left closed and right open with respect to the cost 
d(.) and left open and right closed with respect to the cost c(.,.,.). It is 
readily seen that r_1 ,.r.2 ,. • • [,2_1 •~, ••• J are independent random variables. The 
random variable y 1 [,2_1 J has the same distribution as 1r ( i) [Kr- ( i) J, and the 
random variables 1_2 ,1.3 , ... [~,,2.3 , ... J have the same distribution as 
1'._r(r) [Kr-(r)J. Note that, by assumption 4 and (4.1.7), Ey2 and E~ are finite 
with E.r_2 > O. For any t ~ O, let !!_(t) = sup{nl.Y.o + •.. + ½ ~ t}. Distinguish 
now two cases. 
Case 1. i = r. Since the costs are non-negative, we have 
n(t)+1 
1 1 -
_§_,_} ~ t E(~r(t)) < - E{ l 
r.. - t k=1 
for t > O, 
where all expectations are understood to be conditioned on~= r. From this 
and lemma 1.2.4 of section 1.2 it follows that 
(4.1.12) lim E(w (t) )/t 
t-+oo ---r 
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Let~= O, and let B.1 < B.2 < ••• be the increasing sequence of positive in-
dices n for which~= r. It is easy to see that{!\} is a renewal process. 
Note that, by (4.1.11), EB.1 is finite and positive. For any n = 1,2, ... , let 
~=sup {kl!\::_ n}. From 
m m +1 
--n 1 n 1 --n 
..! E( I 
~) < - E{ L K(I )Ix' = r} < - E( l ~), 
n k=1 - n - -=ti -=-=o - n k=1 h=O 
n > 1, 
and 
m m +1 
--n 1 n 1 --n 
..! E( I ~) < - E{ L T(I )Ix' r} < - E( l ~), 
n k=1 - n - -=ti .:.:0 - n k=1 h=O 
n > 1, 
we have, by lemma 1.2.4 of section 1 . 2, 
(4. 1 .13) 1 n lim ;- E{ L ~(-4i) I~ = r} 
n-- h=O 
and 
(4.1.14) 1 n limn" E{ I 1'.(.¼i) I~ = r} = Er./E!.,. 
n-- h=O 
For i = r the theorem now follows from (4.1.12) - (4 . 1.14). 
Case 2. i ~ r. Let v (t) = E(w (t)). Then, for any t > O, 
r -T 
1 ft 1 1 1 ft t v (t-u)G.(du) < t E(w.(t)) < t EK (i) + t v (t-u)G.(du), or l. - -J_ - -T or l. 
where G. is the probability distribution function of T (i). Taking the limit 
l. -T 
as t ➔ 00 and using the bounded convergence theorem together with the fact 
that v (t)/t has a finite limit, we obtain 
r 
(4.1.15) lim f E(w.(t)) = lim f E(w (t)), 
t➔oo --:J. t➔oo -T 
from which the theorem follows, since the right-hand side of the expression 
given in theorem 4.1.4 does not depend on i (see theorem 4.1.2). This ends 
the proof. 
Let us next prove that the average cost per unit time equals with proba-
bility one the average expected cost per unit time. 
Theorem 4. 1. 5. 
For any i E X, 
w. (t) E(w . (t)) 
-i -i lim -- = lim t with probability one . 
t-- t t--
Proof 
Following the notation used in the proof of theorem 4.1.4, we have for 
any i E X that 
(4.1.16) 1 
git) yi(t) 1 .!!_(t)+l 
- l O < -- < - I 
t k=1 ~ - t - t k=1 for t > O. 
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From renewal theory (cf. [39,45]) we have that limt..- .!!_(t) = m with probabi-
lity one and limt..- .!!. ( t) /t = 1 /E-½ with probability one. It now readily fol-
lows from (4.1.16) and the strong law of large numbers for any i EX, 
(4.1.17) lim yi(t)/t = Ef2/E-½ with probability one . t--
The theorem now follows from (4.1 .12), (4.1.15) and (4.1.17). This ends the 
proof. 
A direct consequence of the theorems 4.1.2 - 4.1.5 is the next main 
theorem. 
Theorem 4.1.6. 
and 
For any i E X, 
lim ~ (t) = ljd{k1 (j) - ko(j )}qj 
t..- t LjEI{t1(j) - to(j)}qj 
w.(t) t . 1{k 1(j) - k 0 (j)}q. -i lJE J lim -t- = ~--------~ with probability one. 
t-- ljEI{t1(j) - to(j)}qj 
Remark 4.1.1. 
Using the fact that ~(i) ~ 1 for i E 1 (cf. (4.1.4)), it is easily veri-
fied that the functions x( .) and A(.) do not depend on the values of the 
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functions n(i,.,.) and c(i,.,.) for i EI. Consequently (see the theorems 
4.1.2 - 4.1.6), the average cost per unit time is independent of the values 
of the functions n(i,.,.) and c(i,.,.) for i EI. This means that we may de-
fine the functions n(i,.,.) and c(i,.,.) for i EI in as convenient a manner 
as possible. This "flexibility" in the natural process may simplify the cal-
culation of the functions k 1(j) - k0(j) and t 1(j) - t 0 (j). 
Remar,k 4. 1. 2. 
A close examination of the foregoing proofs and results snows that 'as-
sumption 2 is only needed to establish the relation (4.1.5). However, using 
well-known results from Markov chain theory (cf. [7]), the relation (4.1.5) 
can also be deduced from assumption 4 and (4.1.1). We do not prove this. Thus 
the theorems 4.1.2 - 4.1.6 remain valid when we drop assumption 2, provided 
that we introduce assumption 4 at the place where assumption 2 was intro-
duced. However, it seems that the foregoing proofs and results cannot be ge-
neralized to an arbitrary state space when assumption 2 is not imposed on the 
model. 
Remar>k 4.1. 3. 
It is interesting to note that the quantity 
satisfies a countable set of linear equations. The following theorem can be 
proved (see also [11] and [33]). 
Theorem 4. 1, 7. 
(a) The countable set of linear equations in (y,v . ,i EX), l. 
v . 
- yti - I p .. v. = ki' i E r, l. jd l.J J 
( 4. 1. 18) 
v. 
- l P· . v. 0 
' 
i f I' l. jd l.J J 
has a bounded solution. 
(b) Let (y,v.) be a bounded solution of (4.1.18), then y = g. l. 
(c) Leth€ X be an arbitrary but fixed state, then (4.1.18) has under the 
condition vh = 0 a unique bounded solution. 
Proof 
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(a) For the proof of (a), we refer to [33, part I, pp. 42-47]. The proof gi-
ven there exploits the fact that {I} satisfies the Doeblin condition. 
-n 
(b) Let (y,v. ) be a bounded solution of (4.1.18). Using the boundedness of l. 
the function v . and using (4.1.6) together with the fact that q. = 0 for l. J 
j 4 1, we obtain from (4.1.18) that 
I kiqi = I { v . - yti - I p .. v.}q. = 
id id l. jd l.J J l. 
= I viqi - y I tiqi I vjqj, 
id id jd 
from which (b) follows. 
(c) Let (g,v.) and (g,v!) be two bounded solutions of (4.1.18). Using the 
1. l. 
fact that p . . = O for j 4 I, it follows from (4.1.18) that l.J 
v. v! I (v.-v!)p . . l. l. j€X J J l.J for all 
Iterating this equality and using the boundedness of the function 
we obtain for any n > that 
1 n (k) 
v. v! I (v.-v!) I p .. for all l. l. j€X J J n k=1 l.J 
i 
v. l. 
i 
Taking the limit as n ➔ 00 and using lemma 4.1.1, we obtain v. l. v! = l. 
€ X. 
- vi, 
€ X. 
= L· X (v.-v!)q. for all i € X. Thus, for some constant c, vi. J€ J J J v! + c for l. 
all i € X, from which (c) follows. 
4.2. THE LONG-RUN AVERAGE COST FOR AN (s,S) INVENTORY MODEL 
4.2.1. Model and preliminaries 
We consider the following inventory model with a single product and a 
single stocking point. Customers arrive at a stocking point at the epochs 
~ 1 ,-2_2 , .•. where the interarrival times~ - ~-l (n = 1,2, ... ; ¾ = 0) are 
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independent and positive random variables with a common geometria probability 
distribution, 
t} = p(1-p)t-1, t = 1 ,2, ... ; n = 1 ,2,... , 
where 0 < p ~ 1. Denote by~ the demand size of the nth customer. The demand 
variables ~ 1.~2 , ... are independent, non-negative and integral-valued random 
variables with a common probability distribution ~(j) = P{~ = j}, 
(j = 0,1, ... ; n = 1,2, •.. ). It is assumed that 
~(0) < 1 andµ = l j~(j) < ""· 
j=1 
Moreover, the sequences{~} and{~} are assumed to be independent. 
Excess demands are baaklogged. An order may be placed only at the epochs 
~- The ordering policy followed is an (s,S) poliay, that is, when the stock 
on hand plus on order i is less than s, then S-i units are ordered; other-
wise, no ordering is done. The numbers sand Sare given integers with 
S > s > 1. The lead time of an order is a fixed, positive integer A. 
The costs involved are ordering costs, inventory costs and backorder 
costs. The costs are not discounted. The cost of ordering k units is Ko(k), 
where K > 0, o(0) = o, and o(k) = 1 fork~ 1. For any unit kept in stock 
inventory costs ch 1 + ch2t are incurred when the unit is held in inventory 
for a time t > o. For any unit backordered costs cb 1 + cb2t are incurred 
when the backorder exists for a time t > 0. Note that, since the lead time is 
fixed and since s ~ 1, the backorder costs of any unit backordered are known 
in advance and, moreover, these costs will never exceed cb 1 + cb2A. 
We shall now give some preliminaries. For any t = 0,1, ... , let 
sup { n I s < t} . 
-n -
Note that !!a= 0. The random variable.!½• (t ~ 1), represents the number of 
customers arriving in [0,t]. Since the interarrival times~ - ~-1 have a 
geometric distribution, we have by a simple probabilistic argument (cf. the 
derivation of formula (2. 1.23) of section 2.1), 
P{.!q j 0, 1, ... ; t = 1 ,2, ... , 
where we adopt the convention(:)= 0 if b >a.We review some well-known 
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properties of the process {Bt}. For any t = 0,1, .•. , ~he random variable 
s +l - t has also the geometric distribution {p(1-p)J- 1}(cf. section 1.2, 
~ p. 18). In words, the length of the time interval between t and the epoch of 
the first arrival occurring after t has the same geometric distribution as 
the interarrival times~ - ~- 1• Moreover, the process {Bt} has stationary 
and independent increments. 
Let <P(n)(j) be then-fold convolution of <P(j) with itself, i.e., 
cp(n)(j) = ! ¢(n-1)(k) cp(j-k), 
k=0 
j = 0, 1 , •.• ; n = 1 ,2,. . . , 
where <P(O)(o) = 1 
= P{I1 + •.. + 5n 
and ¢ (O) (j) f . "'(n) (.) 0 or J .::_ 1. Clearly,~ J = 
= j}. Let the renewal quantities m(j) and M(j) be defined 
by 
m(j) L <P(n)(j) and M(j) = ! m(k), j = o, 1, .... 
n=l k=0 
We have m(j) cp(j) + {cp(j) m(0) + .•. + ¢(0) m(j)}, (j = 0,1, ... ). Let 
~ = sup {nJ£.o + ... + ~ ~ k}, k 0, 1 , . . • , 
where .1o = o. The random variable~ represents the number of customers be-
fore the cumulative demand exceeds k. From renewal theory (cf. (1.2.3) of 
section 1.2), 
( 4. 2. 1) ~ = M(k), 
For any t = 0,1, .•. , let 
~(t) =£.a+ ... +~ . 
!!.t 
k = O, 1 , •••. 
The random variable ~(t) represents the cumulative demand in the time inter-
val [0,t]. For any t = 0,1, ... , let 
(4. 2 . 2) a.(t) = P{a(t) = j}, 
J -
We have aj(t) = I:=o P{~(t) = jlB.t = n} P{Bt = n}, and hence 
t 
j 
a.(t) = 
J 
l <P(n)(j) (~)pn(l-p)t-n, j o, 1, •.. ; t 
n=0 
0, 1,. . . . 
0, 1,... . 
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Further we have 
(4.2.3) µtp, t o, 1, .... 
For any k = 1 ,2, ... , let 
(4.2.4) 
-4_ = s + 1 and ~ = i 1 + · · • + .L + 1 · 
~-1 ~-1 
In words, -4_ is the length of the time interval from Oto the epoch at which 
the cumulative demand exceeds k-1 for the first time and~ is the cumulative 
demand in this time interval. Using (4.2.1) and Wald's equation, we obtain 
(4.2.5) E-4_ = ½ {1+M(k-1)}, E~ = µ{1+M(k-1)}, k 1,2, .... 
Since the event {-4_ ~ t} occurs if and only if ~(t) .::_ k, we have for any 
k = 1 , 2 , ... that 
t = o, 1, •... 
For any k = 1,2, ... , let 
(4.2.6) d(j;k) = P{~ = j}, j = k, k+1 , .... 
Using a standard argument from renewal theory, we have 
(4.2.7) d(j ;k) 
"' k-1 
$(j) + l l $(n)(h) $(j-h) = 
n=1 h=O 
k-1 
= $(j) + l $(j-h) m(h), j = k, k+1, •.. ; k 1 ,2, .... 
h=O 
Let the t-function be defined by 
Then, 
(4. 2 .8) 
t(x) 1 for x > O, and t(x) = 0 for x < O. 
k-1 
, - I 
j=O 
a. (t-1), k 
J 
1, 2 , ... ; t = 1, 2 , ... , 
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and 
k-1 
(4.2.9) P{t > t} = l aJ.( t), 
-=-k. j=O k = 1 ,2, ... ; t = 0, 1,... . 
Since the arrival process is "memoryless" and independent of the demands of 
the customers, we have by the theorem of total expectation that 
k-1 
(4.2.10) E{ (!_k-t) t(~ -t)} = l a. ( t) E~ . , k j=O J -J 1 ,2, ... ; t = 0, 1 , . . • . 
From this relation and the identity 
it follows that for all k = 1 ,2 , . . . and t = 0, 1 , . . . , 
k -1 
(4.2.11) E{(t-~) t(t-~)} = l a.(t) E~ . + t-E~. j=O J -J 
4.2.2. The tong-run average aost for the (s,S) mod.et 
We shall first define a natural process. Let the state space X be defined 
by 
where 
X 
>. 
u 
n=O 
X ' n 
X0 = {iii integer, i .::._ S} , 
and, for n = 1, ... , >. , 
gers fork= 1, •.. , n; 
if >. = >.}. 
n 
We shall next define the distribution functions Fx(t) and the transition 
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probabilities n(x,y,t) which determine the natural process. For any x EX, we 
define F (t) to be the distribution function of the geometric probability 
X . 
distribution {p(1-p)J-1}. To define the transition probabilities n(x,y,t), 
we fix a state x EX and a positive integer t. Let cp(j) = O for j < O. Dis-
tinguish between the following cases. 
(a) x E X0 • Then 
(b1) 
I cj>(x-y), TI (x,y ,t) = 0, 
t > A • Then 
- n 
{ 
cp(i 0+i 1+ ... +in-y), 
n(x,y,t) = 
o, 
otherwise. 
otherwise . 
(b2) \h ~ t < \h+l for some h with 1 ~ h < n-1. Then 
o, otherwise. 
(b3) t < \ 1. Then 
n(x,y,t) 
·I,. otherwise. 
In words we can now describe the natural process as follows. The state 
space of the natural process is given by X. At the epochs ¾•~,.~2 , .•. the 
natural process is observed to be in one of the states of X. The state i EX 
corresponds to the situation in which the stock on hand is i and no orders 
are outstanding. The state (i0 ,i 1 ,\ 1, ... ,in, \n) corresponds to the situation 
in which the stock on hand is i 0 and n orders are outstanding , where the k
th 
order consists of ik units and will be delivered \k units of time hence. At 
0 
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each demand epoch the state of the natural process describes the situation 
just after the demand has occurred. In the natural process no orders are 
placed, but orders already outstanding at epoch O will be delivered in the 
course of the natural process. The transitions of the natural process occur 
in the following way. If the present state is state i, then, under the condi-
tion that the next customer arrives t units of time hence and demands for j 
units, the next state of the natural process is state i-j. If the present 
state of the natural process is state ( i 0 ,i 1 ,A 1, ... ,in , An) , then, under the 
condition that the next customer arrives t units of time hence and demands 
for j units, the next state of the natural process is, respectively, state 
i 0+i 1+ .•• +in-j if t ~ An ' state (i0+i 1+ .•. +ih-j,ih+l' Ah+l-t, ... ,in,An-t) if 
Ah.::_ t < Ah+l for some h with 1 < h .::_ n-1, and state (i 0-j,i 1 ,A 1-t, .•. ,in, 
An -t) if t < A 1. 
Let us now define the cost function c(.,. ,.). We shall not give a formal 
definition of the function c(. ,.,.) as done for the probabilities n(.,. ,.), 
since the expression for the function c(.,.,.) is complicated. We shall con-
fine ourselves to a description in words as to how the costs are incurred in 
the natural process. First we agree in which way the inventory costs are 
charged. To do this, we distinguish bP.tween the linear cost ch2 and the fixed 
cost ch 1• For any unit kept in stock for some time t > 0 during the time in-
terval (-2n'.2n+ 1J, inventory costs ch2t are charged at epoch .2n+l' For any 
unit which comes from a delivery occurring in the time interval (.2n'.2n+l] 
and which, moreover, is held in stock, inventory costs ch 1 are charged at 
epoch .2n+l' Now consider the backorder costs. For any unit backordered at 
epoch .2n+l' backorder costs cb 1+cb2t are charged at epoch .2n+l if this back-
order is subsequently filled by a delivery in the natural process which 
arrives t units of time hence; otherwise , i.e., if this backorder is not sa-
tisfied by a delivery in the natural process, backorder costs cb 1+cb2A are 
charged at epoch .2n+l' By this description the function c(. ,. ,.) is deter-
mined unequivocally. 
We shall now show that assumption 1 of section 4.1 is satisfied. For any 
x € X, let 
i if X i' 
e(x) = 
That is, e(x) represents the stock on hand plus on order for state x. It will 
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now be clear that assumption is satisfied for the choice 
A0 = {xle(x) < s}. 
Let us now define the set 1 and the decision mechanism w which determine the 
decision process. Let 
The "decision mechanism" w(.) and the decision cost function d(.) are defined 
by 
(i ,S-i ,>.) for x 
w(x) = 
and 
d(x) K for x E: 1. 
Note that e(w(x)) = S for all x € 1. Note also that the function d(.) is 
bounded. The above defined decision process agrees with the behaviour of the 
(s,S) inventory system. 
We shall now prove that the Markov chain {I} satisfies the assumption 2 
-n 
of section 4.1. To do this, we choose an integer r such that (cf. (4.2.6)) 
P{-%-s+1 = S-r} > o. 
It will be obvious that such an integer r exists. Note that r < s. Let 
P = p{!s-s+1 ~ >. , %-s+1 S-r}. 
Then, since e(w(x)) = S for all x £ 1 and the lead time is fixed, 
(4.2.12) P{l1 = rllo = x} = P > 0 for all x E: 1, 
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from which it follows that assumption 2 is satisfied. 
To determine the functions k 1(x) - k0 (x) and t 1(x) - t 0(x), we choose 
A01 = {xje(x) ~ O} 
Using the definition of the cost function c(.,.,.), using e(x) ~ S for all 
x EX and the fact that the interarrival times~ - ~- 1 have an expectation 
1/p, it follows that for any x EX, 
s Q < t {x) < - ; 0 < k (x) < c S + c,. 2S(S+1) + (S+µ)(cb 1+cb2A), - 0 - p - 0 - h1 u 
2p 
from which it follows that assumption 3 of section 4. 1 l.S satisfied. Let us 
next check the assumption 4 of section 4.1. From (4.2.1 2 ) it follows that 
assumption 4 (i) is satisfied. To verify assumption 4 (ii), we first note 
that the times between successive orderings in the decision process are in-
dependent random variables with the same distribution as !s-s+,· Further, the 
costs incurred between successive orderings are bounded by a random variable 
which has the same distribution as K + ch 1s + ch2s·!s-s+1 + (cb 1+cb2")-%-s+ 1• 
Using (4.2.12) and Wald's equation, it now follows that assumption 4 (ii) is 
satisfied. 
We shall now determine the functions k 1{x) - k0 (x) and t 1(x) - t 0 (x). 
From the definition of t 0 (x) (seep. 120) it follows that 
t 0 (x) = I 0 
~(x)-s+1 
for x EI, 
for x EX with e(x) .:'._ s, 
from which we get 
(4. 2. 13) for all x EI. 
The determination of the function k 1(x) - k0 (x) is somewhat less simple. 
However, we shall find that this function depends only on e(x). From the 
definition of the cost function c(x,y,t), the choice of A01 and from the 
definitions of the functions k0(x) and k 1 (x) (see p. 120 and p.124), the fol-
lowing will be clear after some reflection. In k0 (x) and k 1(x) the same term 
appears for the expected inventory costs for the e(x) units which represent 
the stock on hand plus on order in state x. Also, in k0 (x) and k 1(x) the same 
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term appears for the expected backorder costs for the e(x) units which repre-
sent the stock on hand plus on order in state x. In k 1(x) but not in k0(x) 
the term 
(4.2.14) 
appears for the expected inventory costs for the S-e(x) units of the order 
placed in state x. Further, in k 1(x) but not in k0 (x) the term 
(4.2.15) 
appears for the expected backorder costs for the S-e(x) units of the order 
placed in state x. If e(x) ~ 1, then the expected backorder costs 
(4.2.16) 
contribute to k0 (x) but not to k 1(x). Finally, the expected backorder costs 
(4.2.17) 
contribute to k 1(x) but not to k0 (x). Summarizing, we have 
K + (4.2. 14) + (4.2.15) + (4.2.17) - (4.2.16), 
x EI; e(x) > 1, 
K + (4.2.14) + (4.2.15) + (4.2.17), 
x E I; e(x) < O. 
From this and the formulas (4.2.8) - (4.2.11) we obtain after some straight-
forward calculations that 
(4.2.18) 
s 
k 1(x) - k 0 (x) = K + I k=i+1 
k-1 
+ ch1 ,l aJ.(>-) + cb2(>--E-4_) + 
J=O 
k-1 
+ cb 1(1 - I a.(>--1))} + j=O J 
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and 
S k-1 k-1 
(4.2.19) K + L { (ch2+cb2) L aJ. ()., )E~_J.+chl L 
k=l j=0 j=0 
a.(>-) + 
J 
a.(>--1))} + 
J 
We see that, although the determination of each of the functions k0(x) and 
k 1(x) is very difficult, the difference k 1(x) - k0 (x) can be determined in a 
simple way. 
Finally, we need the stationary probability distribution {q ,x EX} of 
X 
the Markov chain {ln}· Since the functions k 1(x) - k0 (x) and t 1(x) - t 0(x) 
depend only on e(x), it suffices to determine L B( ") q for j = s-1,s-2, •.. 
XE J X 
(cf. theorem 4.1.6), where 
B(j) = {xle(x) = j}, j = s-1 ,s-2,. . • • 
Note that B(j) c I for each j. Since e(~(x)) S for all x EI, we have for 
any integer j < s (cf. (4. 2 .4) and (4. 2 .6)), 
P{l1 E B(j)IIo = x} = P{e(I1) = jllo = x} = d(S-j;S-s+l), x EI. 
Hence P{I1 E B(j)IIo = x} is independent of x for x EI, and so 
(4. 2 . 20) L 4y = d(S-j;S-s+l), 
yEB(j) 
j s-1,s-2, .... 
From theorem 4.1.6, (4.2.13) and (4.2.20) it now follows that the average 
cost per unit time for the (s,S) policy is equal to 
s-1 
(4.2.21) g(s,S) = -E!s--s-+-
1 
[jf_
00 
{k 1(j) - k0(j)} d(S-j; S-s+1)], 
where the function k 1(j) - k0 (j) is given by (4.2.18) and (4.2.19). 
The counterpart of this formula (with ch 1 = 0) for the case in which the 
customers arrive according to a Poisson process can be found in [34 ] . 
We end this section with considering the special case ~(1) = 1, that is, 
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each customer demands for one unit. Then 
A k A-k k 
~(A)= (k) p (1-p) , E1t_ = p' E-9:ic = k, (k = 1, 2 , ... ), and 
d(S-s+1;S-s+1) = 1. 
Let R s-1 and Q = S-s+1. The right-hand side of (4.2.21) simplifies to 
nK + (ch2+cb2) R+Q k-1 ( ) Q Q L L (k-j) ~(A)+ cb2 {pA - R - ~} + k=R+1 j=O 
R+Q k-1 R+Q 
+ ch 1 L J. __ Lo a j ( A) + cb 1 L 
k=R+1 k=R+1 
k-1 
{1 - I 
j=O 
a.(A-1)}. 
J 
The counterpart of this expression (with ch 1 = 0) for the case in which 
the customers arrive according to a Poisson process can be found in [21,34]. 
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SAMENVATI'ING 
Vele voorraadsystemen worden in de praktijk bestuurd door een (s,S) be-
stelregel. Bij een dergelijke bestelregel wordt als volgt te werk gegaan: 
Wanneer het voorraadniveau beneden de waarde s daalt, wordt het voorraad-
niveau opgehoogd tot de waarde S; wanneer het voorraadniveau tenminste s be-
draagt, wordt niet besteld. Enerzijds kan men zich, bij een gegeven optima-
liteitskriterium, afvragen onder welke voorwaarden een optimale bestelregel 
bestaat en tot de klasse van de (s,S) bestelregels behoort. Anderzijds kan 
men, vanwege de praktische toepasbaarheid van een (s,S) bestelregel, alleen 
geinteresseerd zijn in het gedrag van het voorraadsysteem bij toepassing van 
een gegeven (s,S) bestelregel. In dit proefschrift houden wij ons met deze 
beide facetten bezig. Wij beperken ons tot voorraadmodellen met een artikel 
en een voorraadpunt. Zowel modellen waarin alleen periodiek als modellen 
waarin op elk tijdstip besteld kan worden, komen ter sprake. 
De optimaliteitsbewijzen, te geven voor het model dat gedurende een on-
begrensd aantal perioden bestuurd moet worden, zijn gebaseerd op de door 
D. Blackwell, C. Derman e .a. ontwikkelde theorie van de Markov beslissings-
processen. Om inzicht te verschaffen in deze theorie geven wij in hoofdstuk 
I een overzicht hiervan en van de in deze theorie tot nu toe bekende resul-
taten. Voorts bevat hoofdstuk I een aantal bekende resultaten uit de ver-
vangingstheorie, aangezien deze theorie uit de waarschijnlijkheidsrekening 
herhaaldelijk toegepast wordt in onze beschouwingen. 
In hoofdstuk II behandelen wij het volgende voorraadmodel. De voorraad 
van een bepaald artikel kan alleen aan het begin van opeenvolgende perioden 
worden aangevuld. De levertijd van een bestelling is een vast aantal perio-
den. De behoeften in de perioden zijn onafhankelijke, niet-negatieve sto-
chastische variabelen met eenzelfde kansverdeling. Wanneer de vraag de voor-
raad overschrijdt, wordt het tekort nageleverd. De in het model optredende 
kosten zijn bestel-, voorraad- en naleveringskosten. Toekomstige kosten wor-
den verdisconteerd met een vaste factor a, waarbij O < a < 1. In de eerste 
sectie van hoofdstuk II bepalen wij voor het model waarin een (s,S) bestel-
regel wordt toegepast een aantal karakteristieken, zoals de totale verwachte 
verQ~sconteerde kosten, de gemiddelde kosten per periode en het kanstheore-
tische gedrag van het verloop van de voorraad. In de tweede sectie van 
hoofdstuk II behandelen wij het voorraadmodel met een oneindig aantal perio-
den. Dit model wordt beschouwd voor een tweetal optimalite itskriteria, name-
lijk de totale verwachte verdisconteerde kosten en de gemiddelde verwachte 
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kosten per periode. Onder zekere voorwaarden geven wij voor deze kriteria 
een gemeenschappelijk bewijs van de existentie van een optimale bestelregel 
behorende tot de klasse van de (s,S) bestelregels. Voorts bewijzen wij een 
uniciteitsstelling voor de "optimaliteitsvergelijking" uit de voorraadtheo-
rie. Bovengenoemde resultaten in hoofdstuk II worden in de laatste sectie 
van dit hoofdstuk gegeneraliseerd voor een voorraadmodel waarin de levertijd 
nul is en de vraag in een periode afhankelijk is van de voorraad aan het be-
gin van die periode. 
In de hoofdstukken III en IV gaan wij uit van een (s,S) voorraadmodel 
en geven wij een tweetal methoden waarmee een dergelijk model kan worden ge-
analyseerd. 
Hoofdstuk III handelt over een voorraadmodel waarin de klanten binnen-
komen met onafhankelijke en identiek verdeelde stochastische tussentijden. 
De behoeften van de klanten zijn onafhankelijke stochastische variabelen met 
eenzelfde kansverdeling. Wanneer de vraag de voorraad overschrijdt, wordt 
het tekort nageleverd. De gevolgde bestelregel is een (s,S) bestelregel en 
de levertijd van een bestelling is vast. Voor dit (s,S) voorraadmodel wordt 
een kanstheoretische analyse gegeven. Het tijdsafhankelijke en het asympto-
tische gedrag van een aantal stochastische processen optredend in het (s,S) 
voorraadmodel worden bepaald. Verder geven wij een aantal gemiddelden die 
als basis kunnen dienen om verschillende (s,S) bestelregels te vergelijken. 
In de eerste sectie van hoofdstuk IV behandelen wij een algemene formu-
le voor de gemiddelde kosten per tijdseenheid. Deze formule, waarvan een 
vereenvoudigde afleiding gegeven wordt, is afkomstig uit de door G. de Leve 
ontwikkelde theorie van de Markov programmering en genoemde formule is een 
generalisatie van de klassieke formule voor de gemiddelde kosten op de lange 
termijn voor beslissingsprocessen met een herhalingstoestand. Deze formule 
passen wij in de tweede sectie van hoofdstuk IV toe op een (s,S) voorraad-
model. In dit voorraadmodel nemen wij aan dat de klanten binnenkomen met 
geometrisch verdeelde tussentijden, de behoeften van de klanten stochastisch 
zijn, tekorten worden nageleverd, de levertijd van een bestelling vast is, 
en de bestel-, voorraad- en naleveringskosten bestaan uit vaste en lineaire 
kosten. 

STELLINGEN 
I 
Laat P = (p .. ), i,j = 1,2, .•. een oneindige matrix zijn met niet-lJ 
negatieve elementen zodat }:~_ 1 p .. = 1 voor alle i = 1,2, ...• (k) J- lJ . . . k d 
Laten de getallen p .. de elementen ZlJn van de matrix P, de k e lJ 
macht van P, (k=1,2, ... ). Veronderstel dat een natuurlijk getal r 
bestaat en een positief getal p, zodat pir ~ p voor alle 
i = 1,2, ••.. Dan bestaat lim. p~~) voor alle i,j = 1,2, ... , 
K-+-00 lJ 
waarbij de convergentie uniform in i en j is en tevens exponen-
tieel snel is. 
Deze bekende stelling uit de waarschijLlijkheidsrekening blijft 
geldig wanneer de voorwaarde '~ p .. = 1 voor alle i = 1,2, ... 
l J=1 lJ 
wordt verzwakt tot l~ 1 p .. < 1 voor alle i = 1 ,2, .... J= lJ -
II 
Voor elk reeel getal x met O < x < geldt de identiteit, 
n 
1 { ( )m , k(n+m-k
1
-1) xn-k} 
- n - 1-x l 
x k=1 m-
voor alle n,m = 1,2, .... 
Deze identiteit kan op een directe wijze met een waarschijnlijk-
heidstheoretisch argument bewezen worden. 
III 
In vele toepassingen van de Markov progranunering kunnen de beslis-
singsprocessen behorende bij de stationaire deterministische stra-
tegieen beschreven worden door een Markov proces dat aan de 
Doeblin voorwaarde voldoet. 
IV 
Voor bet Markov beslissingsmodel met een eindige beslissingsruimte 
en met de totale verwachte verdisconteerde kosten als optimali-
teitskriterium behoeft geen optimale strategie te bestaan als de 
direkte kosten niet uniform begrensd zijn. 
A. Hordijk en H.C. Tijms, A counterexample in discounted dynamic 
programming, Rapport BW 7/71, Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam, 
1971. 
V 
De iteratiemethode voor Howard's beslissingsmodel met continue 
tijdsparameter kan· op direkte wijze afgeleid worden uit de itera-
tiemethode voor Howard's beslissingsmodel met discrete tijdspara-
meter. 
G. de Leve en H.C. Tijms, Dynamische programmering 3, Leergang 
Besliskunde, deel 7c, Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam, 1971. 
VI 
Het valt te betreuren dat in menige beschouwing over dynamische 
programmering men zonder wiskundige analyse stelt dat een optimale 
strategie bestaat en dat deze behoort tot een eenvoudige deelklas-
se van de klasse van alle mogelijke strategieen. 
VII 
Het is mogelijk om op elementaire wijze voor niet-wiskundigen aan 
te tonen dat de simplex methode uit de lineaire programmering na 
een eindig aantal stappen tot het gezochte antwoord leidt. 
VIII 
Toekomstig onderzoek in de voorraadtheorie dient vooral gericht te 
worden op de zogenoemde "multi-echelon" modellen en op het bepalen 
van benaderingsformules in de bestaande modellen. 
IX 
Beschouw de situatie zoals beschreven in de inleiding van sectie 
2.2 van dit proefschrift. Neem aan dat de levertijd nul is, de 
vraag exponentieel verdeeld is met verwachting µ, de voorraad-
kosten (resp. naleveringskosten) in een periode gelijk zijn aan c 1 
(resp. c2 ) maal de aanwezige voorraad (resp. achterstand) aan het 
eind van die periode, waarbij c 1,c2 > O. Een (s,Q) bestelregel van 
de volgende vorm wordt toegepast: Wanneer de voorraad tenminste s 
bedraagt, wordt niet besteld; wanneer de voorraad kleiner dan 
s - (n-1)Q en groter dan of gelijk aan s - nQ is, wordt een hoe-
veelheid nQ besteld, (n=1,2, ... ). In deze klasse van de (s,Q) be-
stelregels mets> 0 wordt de bestelregel waarvoor op de lange 
termijn de gemiddelde kosten per periode minimaal zijn, bij bena-
dering gegeven door 
* en s = µ ln 
* aangenomen dat K/c 1 >>µens > O. 
G. de Leve en H.C. Tijms, Dynamische programmering 2, Leergang 
Besliskunde, 7b, Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam, 1970. 
X 
Veelvuldig komt men in dag- en weekbladen voorbeelden van onver-
antwoord extrapoleren tegen waaraan ten onrechte conclusies worden 
verbonden. 
